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A Time to Remember
frtllii ffiffi
"Atsixteen lgotpregnant. Abortron seemed like compassion and hope that ells how you can
the only solution-even tomy parents. become part of the solution.
"But nobody told us that such a quick, You'll learn ways to help set up everything
easyanswer wculd have such a lasting, devas- from crisis hotlines and counseling centers, to
tating effect. No one mentioned the guilt and shepherding homes and adoption agencies.
the grief. Plus you'll have ail the biblicai nd scr=entific
'Ateighteen lgotpregnantagain. Butthis facts urroundingabortion.lncluding howthe
time lwas determinedto find anothersolution. different technicues affect mother and child.
That's when I met some people who cared Never before has there been sucn a
enough about rne to help save my baby positive perspective on aboftion. Or such
"The godpaent home gave me love with- a comprehensive plan of hope. Pick up
outjudgment. And the encouragement a d your copy of lf lShould Die Before I Wake
support I needed before my baby was born. And be paft of the solution we've all
"Today he's growing up happy and loved been looking for.
with his adoptive parents. And l've got a Thomas Nelson Publishers,
beautiful f ture too-knowing that Idid what Nashviile, TN 37214-1000.
was best for both of us." *6w " *d*'%,JerryFalwell'slflshouldDbBeforetWake fld3d € #6r. 6f,
is the resf of Jennifer's stor;r A true account of * #WwPM4trffi66*
The most influmtial conservative hotestant writer of our era -
now collected in this monurnmtal set
THE
GOMPTETE WORKS OF
FRANCIS A. SGHAEFFER
NOT a reprint - all 22 volumes revised and updated
Who is the most important Evangelical writer of our time? lf a poll could be taken
among Evangelicals the world over, the name of Francis A. Schaeffer would pro
bably lead all the rest. By far.
The liberals pretend that a few TV preachers are causing the resurgence of conser-
vative Protestantism. But it goes far, far deeper, and much of the credit belongs to
Francis Schaeffer. He is bringing thoughtful conservative Protestants 1)back to their
roots and 2) right smack into the mainstream.
Horv to formuhte awodd view that is both Christian and conservative
Schaelfer rcnges lrom epistemology to
spirituality lo the arts
VOLLJME 1: A Chr&ian Wew of Philonphy and Culture
How Christianity relates to philosophy. .to culture. Roots of
the "God is dead" mentality. How to make the Christian faith
live and flourish under modern conditions. Includes these four
books, complete and updated:
The C'od Who Is There * Escape from Reason * He Is
There and He Is Not Silent * Back to Freedom and
Dignity
VOLUME 2: A Christian Wew of the Bible as Tiath
Is the Bible true? How and why it is truth. When does the Bible
touch on science? How to integxate Genesis with theological and
scientific thought. How Bible truth should relate to Bible study
- and to the Christian world view. lncludes these five books.
complete and updated:
Genesis in Space and Time * No trinal Conflict *
Joshua and the Flow of lliblical History * Basic llible
Studies * Art and the llible
How the Glub Works
Every 4 weeks (13 times a year) you get a free copy of the Club Bulletin,
which offers you the Featured Selection plus a good choice of Alternates.
Books on current issues, religion, economics, Communism, politics, etc. -
all of interest to conservatives. * If you want the Featured Selection, do
nothing. lt will come automatically. * If you don't want he Featured Selec-
tion, or you do want an Alternate, indicate your wishes on the handy card
enclosed with your Bulletin and return it by the deadline date. * The majori-
ty of Club books will be offered at 20-50V0 discounts, plus a charge for ship-
ping and handling. * As soon as you buy and pay for 4 books at regular
Club prices, your membenhip may be ended at any time, either by you or by
the Club. * lf you ever eceive a Featured Selection without having had l0
days to decide if you want it, you may return it at Club expense for full
credit. * Good service. No computers! * The Club will offer egular Super-
bargains, mostly at 70-95q0 discounts plus shipping and handling. Super-
bargains do NOT count toward fulfilling your Club obligation, but do enable
you to buy fine books at giveaway prices. * Only one membership per
household.
cor{sERtvAnvE fll 
"ooK 
curB
15 OAKLAND AVENUE ' HARRISON, N.Y, T0528
I enclose $9.95. Please accept my membership in the Club and send
me, at no additional cost, the S-volume M9.95 quality paperback set
of THE COMPLETE WORKS OF FRANCIS A. SCHAEFFER. I
agree to buy 4 additional books at regular Club prices over the next 2
years. I also agree to the Club rules spelled out in this coupon.
F J . 3 5
VOLLIME 3: A Christion View of Spirituality
How to relate biblical reality to the nitty-gritty of everyday life.
Includes these four books, complete and updated:
No Little People * Ttue Spirituality * The New Super-
Spirituality * Tivo Contents, Tivo Realities
VOLLJME 4z A Chrbtian Wew of the Church
Why Westem cultrue is dying. Is the church dying too? How the
church can survive and grow in our time. Ways of giving Chris-
tian witness today, in deed and word. How the church can cope
with ecological problems and population growth. lncludes these
five books, complete and updated:
The Church at the End of the Twentieth Century * The
Church before the Watching World * The Mark of the
Christian * Death in the City * The Great Evangelical
Disaster
VOLUME 5: A Christian Wew of the Wat
The rise of Western cultwe - and the seeds of decay. What
Christians must do. C-oming: the death of freedom and the rise
of an authoritarian elite? Abortion, euthanasia, pollution:
Christian responses. Includes these fow books, complete and
updated:
Pollution and the Death of Man * How Should We
Then Uve? * Whatever Happened to the Hurnan Race?
* A Ctristian Manifesto
Name
Address
cilv State Zip-

ropeWill Witness
n pendent Barusts... Ever!
Eurofokus'86
Slqvonger, Nonvoy
August 5-lO
ewspapers from all over
Europe are beginning to
call. Several film teams and
broadcasting networks
have expressed interest. Pastors and
church leaders from across America are
sending in their reservations. Mission-
ary families, national pastors, and
many other European leaders from as
far north as Finland to the southem
island of Molta are coming as well.
Others are flying in from Korea, Africa,
and literally from around the world to
whatmanvareconvinced is one of this
century's most imponant fellowship
meetings. Their interest and desire for
personal involvement is understand-
able. "\7in Europe," they say, "and
you may just reach the world."
The list ofspecial speakers, "Focus
on Europe" discussion sessions, men's
missions seminars, ladies' meetings,
A\YANA demonstration seminars,
multimedia presentations, and much,
much more have all been prayerfully
and carefully selected to produce the
best possible results-reaching Europe
on a far greater scale than is presently
being accomplished.
Eurofokus'86 will also b€ providing
special sessions and speakers for what
will undoubtedly be the most fantastic
meetings for missionary kids ever con-
ducted. Together with the M.K. talent
tournament, special music, tours,
banquet, BBQ grill parry, an entire
day at Kings Park, outdoor live con-
cert, firstclass accommodations, and
outstanding food-Ewofokru '86 will
be one vacarion you'll never, ever
forget-much less duplicate!
Dates: August 5,10, 1986
In the U.S. write: GWG Travel,
8101 Whinier Blvd., Bethada,IlD 20817,
or phone: 301-32045W.
In Europe, write: Phil Brown,
Eurofokus'86, Postboks 8i, 4051 SOLA,
Norway, or phone: 011474.651408
or 011474451435.
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Jessie Rice Sondberg tells the story
of Ruth, on exomple for every
womon who feels the limitotion of
her post ond the hopelessness of
her circumstonces-o story of
couroge, loyolty, ond dedicotion,
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As o Morine in Vietnom Tim Lee
served his country well. Now, os on
evongelist in Americo, he serves
his God fervently with o heort full
of love ond conviction.
Do Christions obuse their children?
Clyde Nonomore discusses the
emotionol obuse experienced by
thousonds of children. even in
"good Christion" homes. He gives
sound odvice to porents on
ovoiding this emotionolly crushing
problem,
ro Jerry Folwell CommenlsLounch into the Enterorise
of Being o Christion
D Fundomenlol ism TodoyAdulterv ond the Church
Edword Dobson
20
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History Texts ond Potriotism
Ann Whorton
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Howord Enckson
After All
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Enlightenment?
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Looking for a practical, inexpensive, yet beautiful gift-
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it's a way of life.
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Shimei's Dust
Ex-lawyer Howard Cosell's con-
tribution to the world of sports was to
take it out of the hands of the jock-
ocracy and give it to the fans. The
result is that millions of Americans
have learned how to watch-and enjoy-
sports.
We need someone like him to do the
same at pastors'conferences. Nothing is
more aggravating than having to endure
preachers performing for the men in
black suits behind them. They throw out
their best zingers and then turn around
to see how the preachocracy on the plat-
form respond. They wag their heads
from side to side, as though watching a
ping-pong match, glancing over their
shoulders to check their progress. I wish
they would just turn the pulpit around,
so they could look at the people they
are really preaching to. We could give
numbered cards to each of the "judges,"
and whenever the preacher scores they
could hold up the cards to let everyone
know how good it was. A good joke
might then be followed by a 9-7-9-9-8.
We could adapt this for the local
church. A score slieet could be orinted
on the back of the church bullefin, and
the congregation could keep a running
tal ly of  the preacher 's progress
themselves. The top scores could be
printed in the local newspaper-in the
religious news section! Then the fans
would know where the best sermons
were being played each week.
What we really need is someone like
Howard Cosell giving a running account
of what the preacher is doing-point for
point. This way we wouldn't be so
bored. We would be able to appreciate
the significance of each little innuendo
and verbal slamdunk. The commentator
could use the time during offering to
give us some of the "color" and fill us
in on recent interviews with the players.
If we knew some of the personal trag-
edies and problems on their way to
greatness we could appreciate them so
much more.
On the other hand, maybe it would
be even better if the preachers would
just tell us the story of Jesus and let us
all be impressed with Him.
Shimei
Powerfully coercive...
I found the February issue of the
Journal easy in and out. The opening
editorial by Dr. Falwell was sensitive
and open, powerfully coercive in its
call for open love among all peoples.
Truman Dollar's final words in the
issue were a compelling call to all
Christians to be aware of the times and
not abandon the world to mere human
mediation.
There is a spirit about your maga-
zine that causes me not merely to ad-
mire your philosophy, but to celebrate
in prayer what I believe is strategic-
the sovereignty of Christ and the open-
ness of all who love Him to stretch our
little hearts until there is room for
His greatness. Your influence is vast.
Thanks for infusing it with integrity.
Calvin Miller, Pastor
Westside Baptist Church
Omaha. Nebiaska
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SALEM KIRBAN
REFERENCE
' O EXCLUS'VE FEATURES
NO OTHER B'BLE HAS
1, Commentary on eyery page, 2, Promise
vsrses in margin, 3. Time period syrnbolr 4,
Rare ,  o ld  B ib le  e tch ings '  5 ,  Fu l l  co lo r  l {o ly
Land photographs, 6, Full color charts on
future events lTimo period views ot th€ Proph.
ets, Soventieth week of Daniol, Bible history
and prophocy through the agesr chart ot the
s€cond comingl, 7. Maior doctrine3 explainedt
8. Major attributes explainedr 9, Revolationst
explained on 38O pages, lO. Commentary ol
IOO pag6s on the New Testam€nt,
Hardbound $39.95
Skivar 49.95
BondedLeather 69.95
BOOKS
Time Tested and Proven
Best Sellers Now Available
Satan's Angels Exposed
by Salem Kirban $5.95
At lastl Satan's strategy is revealed!
Most oeoole are unaware that Satan's
subtle deception has now inliltrated the
Chr ist ian church.  Special  sect ion
shows how secret organizations (like
the llluminati) ooerate to control the
world! lllustrated!
The Rise Of Antichrist
by Salem Kirban $5.95
While the church sleeps . . . the ad-
vance forces of Antichrist have already
arrivedl Over 20 chaoters include: Ihe
Day They Reshape Man, The Plan To
Control the Human Mind, The Day They
TransDlant Memories... olus much
more. Filled with PHOTOS!
666/1000
by Salem Kirban $5.95
New! A Double Volumel 480 pages!
Two Bestsellers combined intb one
comolete volume! 666 is a novelwhich
vividly captures events as they may
occur during the Tribulation. 1000 is a
seouel which takes the same cast of
characters through the Millennium!
ffi l,""'.?i:t l?,l"Yi s u a I i z ed
l+-'. '- i- i l  Dr, Garv G. Cohen S13.95
f  i i  i l  " / i ' l  rn tnis iook REVELATON vrsu-1 , .  '  i '  / -  ' : ' . : : : ^ - - : - 'H ALIZED. Dr.  Conen and Salem
E Kirban of fercrystal -c learand cur-IFF-:I rent exolanations of the last book
IEt  of the Bible.  Thisverse-by-verse
EII  commentarywi l l  unfoldthehidden------:- 
meaninqs of much of the symbol-
iU ism foun'd in Revelat ion and make
\Y*E I possible for you to understand
-)l(- God's ultimate plan to save hu-
r$ '"nitv'
AMB i"1;,",o.uou"
PUBLISIIERS o, -iitu
6815 Shrffowtord Rd., Chltt.noogq, fn 37422
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Alternative viewpoint...
I want to tell you how much I appre-
ciate the Fundamentalist Journal and
the alternative viewpoints it provides.
Gail Coloitts
Chicago, Ill inois
Christ ian rock.. .
In response to your articles on
Christian rock (February), I must dis-
agree. Christian rock or contemporary
Christian music is winning souls! We
must remember that in the Bible Paul
confronts a group of false priests, but
after realizing they were winning souls,
he left them alone.
"Rock" in itself is an undefinable
term. If we are to label Amy Grant as
"rock" how do we classify Bill Gaither
and Sandi Patti? As for the beat in
rock, black spirituals have always had
a similar beat.
I am by no means trying to justify
secular rock, but I think we are wrong
in clumping Christians with groups
like KISS.
Rusty Marwitz
Roswell, Georgia
The nat ion's best.  . .
Thanks for the lournal. It is fast
becoming the nation's best. So informa-
tive. So clear.
Mel Johnson
Tips for Teens
Young World Radio
Roseville, Minnesota
F i rs t  c lass . . .
As a former magazine ditor, I feel
Fundamentalist Journal is a first-class
publication. I feel good about showing
it to my friends who are not Funda-
mentalists because it is high quality,
unlike so many of the independent
publications. Please continue.
L. R. Himes
Saginaw, Texas
A wrong attitude. . .
In reference to Shimei's letter in
your March issue, the person who
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f inally decided to go to the mission
field had a wrong attitude to begin
wltn.
If you can't go with love, concern,
compassion, and a great desire to help
those who are too hardheaded to listen,
then you shouldn't even go. After all,
i t 's not how many you win, but how
hard you try.
I truly enjoy your Shimei's Dust
column and the entire Journal.
Mrs.  P.  Swaoe
Louisvil le, Kentucky
A bet ter  way.  .  .
Regarding abortion and "Finding a
Better Way" (March), I would suggest
that the matter of abortion is a matter
of the survival of the human race as it
has been known heretofore.
Abortion is not a matter of an indi-
vidual woman's right, but a matter of
the extinguishment of society's rights-
yes, the right to l i fe and all the rights
that go with l ife.
Unless things change, we who are
now living may be the last free and,
l i tera l ly ,  f reely  born generat ion.
David Grover
Dayton, Ohio
The right thing. . .
I was happy to read the article
about adoption, as I had a child who
is adopted now. Although I searched
my heart for a long time, and people
reassured me that I was doing the right
thing by placing her for adoption, I suf-
fered a lot with my own natural in-
stincts and desires. Since then the Lord
has blessed me with a Scripture l ine
that has reassured me more than any
human word. "Leave thy fatherless
children, I wil l preserve them" (Jer.
49:11\.
D .B .
Fall River, Massachusetts
Summit: Irrelevant. . .
While I certainly agree with Truman
Dollar ("After All," February) that we
should pray for peace and for our world
leaders, I would l ike to offer a sugges-
tion as to why the Summit was ignored
by so many Fundamentalists.
The article on the Summit suggests
that praying for "the success of a world
summit should be normal in a Funda-
mentalist church service."
However, this ignores the history of
summits, and assumes Gorbachev came
in good faith to advance the cause of
true peace. But nothing could be further
f rom the t ruth.  Soviets use summits to
advance the cause of international
Communism and to create a false sense
of hope for peace.
As Sir Winston Churchill concluded
when Brit ish Prime Minister Nevil le
Chamberlain returned from his 1938
summit with Adolf Hitler in Munich,
"They should know that we have suf-
fered a great defeat without the benefit
of war, the consequences which wil l
travel far with us."
Andrew G. Stevenson
Murfreesboro. Tennessee
ACCENT BIBLE
CURRICULIJM
and Biblically sound."
t' 
. . esthetically refreshing
. r : i i  
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(The following letter was written by Rev. [-ee.)
"Accent Bible Curriculum has been a part of our program for more
than ten years. 'We find Accent's doctrinal position to be totally
compatible with our own doctrinal heritage
"Our founder was a fiercely independent man of God. He felt
strongly that our teachers should teach directly from the Bible. He
wanted more than a story for the children of his Sunday School. He
wanted them grounded with sound Biblical precepts.
"lt is my conviction that I should maintain and nurture that solid
Biblical heritage. Accent enables me to do that in a logical and
comprehensive manner. I recommend Accent Bible Curriculum as a
means to attain the goal of both providing Biblical content and
stressing Biblical principles foundational to our faith.
"Thank you for your steadfastness in providing materials that are
esthetically refreshing and Biblically sound."
-Rev.  Wi l l iam D.  Lee
Order Examination Packets Todav-
And see why you can have conf idence in Accent Bib le Curr iculum,
Plei ise send me exam packets for  the fo l lorv ing departments.  I  understand that  therc is
a $2 hanr l l ing fee per department- i rnd that  the packets are mine to keep.
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ike any endeavor in l i fe, grow-
ing as a Christian depends on
how much effort you put into
--
Goa does not promise
to make the difficult
easy or the painful
joyous, but He does
promise blessings
for our faithfulness.
caring church reaching out to helP
those in need? If it does all those things,
you are probably in the right place.
- 
The most important element of the
risht environment is a Christian home.
Here the family through its love for one
another can encourage and strengthen
each other in Christ. Whether learning
to walk across the room or learning to
trust God, young lives are shaped and
directed by the examples set before
them. If you were raised in a Christian
home, thank God for it. And tell Your
parents how much you appreciate their
efforts in teaching you about God and
the Bible. If you are a Parent, Your
highest priority is to give your chil-
dren a Christian home-a loving God-
honoring family.
Just as good nutrit ion is vital to
physical growth and good health, Chris-
iians nee-d a nutritious diet of the Word
of God. The Bible wil l give You the
strong meat necessary ror stamlna In
the rugged journey of life. Sometimes
the traveling is easy and the route
direct, but sometimes the road tra-
verses hosti le terrain. You may face
disappointments and failures. A friend
may betray you. The doctor maY tell
vou that vou have a serious illness.
beath may claim a loved one' God
does promise that He wil l be with us,
and ii we lean on Him, He wil l guide
us through. Times wil l come when you
cannot do anything else but trust God.
"Trust in the Lord with all thine heart;
and lean not unto thine own under-
standing. In all thy ways acknowledge
him, and he shall direct thy paths"
(Prov. 3:5-6). The more you study the
Bible and pray, the easier it wil l be for
you to trust God. He does not promise
to make the diff icult easy or the pain-
fuljoyous, but He does promise bless-
inss for our faithfulness.
Exercising your faith is crit ical.
Just as exercise keeps your bodY in
good shape, spiritual exercise keeps
vour faith in shape. Simon Peter exer-
tised his faith when he stepped out on
the water. "And Peter answered him
and said, Lord, if i t be thou, bid me
come unto thee on the water. And he
said, Come. And when Peter was come
down out of the ship, he walked on the
water, to go to Jesus" (Matt.14:28'29)'
Sure he began to sink-because he
lacked enough faith to walk-but at
least he had enough faith to step out
and stand on the water for one brief
moment. Everyone has at leasl one
snir i tua l  e i f t .  I t  mieht  be music,  i t
might  be r iork ing wi lh  your  hands,  or
it might be teaching. Whatever your
gift is, do something to exercise and
strengthen that gift.
How do we know when we have
reached spiritual maturity? We don't-
unti l we see Christ. Growing in faith
is a continual process of learning and
leaning. The more we learn, the more
we lean. As Martin Luther said, "The
life therefore is not righteousness but
srowth in righteousness, not health but
f iea l ing,  noib. ing but  becoming,  not
rest but exercise. We are not yet what
we shall be but we are growing toward
it, the process is not yet finished but it
is going on, this is not the end but it is
the road. All does not yet gleam in glory
but all is being purif ied." I
Launch into the Enterprise
of Being a Christian
-
it. Nothing can take away your salva-
tion. "And I give unto them eternal ife;
and they shall never perish, neither
shall any man pluck them out of mY
hand. My Father, which gave them me,
is greater than all; and no man is able
to pluck them out of my Father's hand"(John 10:28-29).
Once you have been born again,
what do you need to do to launch into
the enterprise of being a Christian?
What you-do to nurture your faith will
serve you well in times of need.
First of all you have to be willing to
put your life on God's Potter's wheel,
getting yourself in a spiritual environ-
ment where He can mold You into a
unique vessel fit for His service. I am
not talking about assemblyJine produc-
tion, where each vase is the same as the
last, but handmade works of art, shaped
with flaws and special traits into orig-
inal masterpieces.
Worshiping in a Bible-believing
church is a priority for a young Chris-
tian. You need to be in a place where
the preacher is preaching the gospel,
and where the teachers and deacons
and others can help you grow spiritu-
ally. You have an obligation to your
children to get them in classes that are
giving them more than a list of do's and
ilon'ts, or worse yet, a flimsy recitation
on the brotherhood of man.
How do you know if a church is
preaching the Bible? Listen to the pas-
ior's sermons. Does he preach from the
Gospel of John or from Kahlil Gibran?
Talk to him, Ask what he thinks about
the deity of Christ, the Virgin Birth,
the inerrancy of Scripture, Christ's
substitutionary Atonement on the cross,
and the Resurrection. If he believes
and teaches these fundamental doc-
trines, you know you are on the right
track. Is the church a soulwinning
church and a teaching church? Is it a
lO FundomentolistJournol
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Adultery and the Church
bv Edward Dobson
e live in a sexually l iberated
society. The message of
movies, magazines, novels,
and television is one of sexual freedom.
The tragedy of this amoral culture is
that it has infiltrated the church of
Jesus Christ. Almost every week we
hear of another pastor, missionary, or
evangelist who has shipwrecked on the
rocks of immorality. Families have
been torn apart, lives ruined, and min-
istries destroyed for a few moments of
self-indulgent gratification. If ever
there was a time to raise the standard
of righteousness and promote and de-
fend marital fidelity, it is now. God has
siven us a clear commandment: "Thou
ihalt not commit adultery."
The sin of adultery. Since we are
bombarded with the message of the
acceptability of sexual freedom from
the culture-at-large, there is a tendency
to minimize the serious nature of that
sin.  True, al l  s in is ser ious, and God's
forgiveness i greater than any sin, but
Scripture clearly teaches that adultery
is grievous to the heart of God.
Adultery is a sin against God. When
Joseph was seduced by Potiphar's wife
he responded, "How then can I do this
great wickedness, and sin against God?"
(Gen. 39:9). Adultery is a violation of
God's moral law (Exod. 20:14).
Adultery is a sin against the Holy
Spirit. Paul categorizes adultery as a
sin different from all others. When
anyone commits adultery, he is sinning
against he Holy Spir i t  who indwel l
his body ( l  Cor.  6:16-20).
Adultery is a sin against the body
of Christ. As Christians we are mem-
bers of the body of Christ. Paul states,
"Know ye not that your bodies are the
members of Christ? Shall I then take
l2 Fundomentol istJournol
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Families have been
torn apart, lives
ruined, and ministries
destroyed for a few
moments of self-
indulgent gratification.
the members of Christ, and make them
the members of an harlot? God forbid"
( l  Cor .6:15) .  When one commits adul -
tery he not  only  s ins against  God and
the Holy Spir i t ,  he s ins against  the
ent i re body of  Chr is t .
Adultery is a sin against one's part-
ner. Marriage is a solemn covenant be-
tween husband and wife. This covenant
includes tidelity to one another. When
one partner commits adultery, he has
sinned against the other partner and
broken the covenant he made with God
and his sDouse. The trust that was
violated may never be restored even
though God forgives and the marriage
is rebui l t .
The consequences of adultery. In
the Mosaic Law the penalty for adul-
tery was death. The severity of this
judgment indicates that God considered
it a matter of the utmost orioritv. In
Proverbs the destructive conseouences
of adultery are clearly described. "Can
one go upon hot coals, and his feet not
be burned? So he that goeth in to his
neighbour's wife; whosoever toucheth
her shall not be innocent" (Prov. 6:28-29\.
"But whoso committeth adultery with
a woman lacketh understandine: he
that  doeth i t  destroyeth h is  ownioul .
A wound and dishonour shall he get;
and his reproach shall not be wiped
away" (Prov.  6:32-33) .
In the New Testament the church
was to discipline adulterous members
by excommunicating them from the
assembly (l Cor. 5:1-5). Christians were
not even to fellowship with those living
in adultery (Eph. 5:3-7). Paul repeatedly
warns Christians to avoid this sin be-
cause of its terrible consequences.
Can adultery be forgiven? Of course.
Adultery is not the unpardonable sin.
God promises to cleanse us from "all
unr ighteousness" (1 John 1:9) .  The
church has a sacred obligation toward
those who have fallen into this sin. It
has the obligation to bring them to
spiritual repentance (Gal. 6:1), to help
them rebuild their l ives (Gal. 6:2), and
to restore them into the fellowshio of
the church. After the church at Corinth
disciplined the immoral brother, he re-
pented. However, the church refused to
accept him back. Consequently, Paul
wrote further instructions. "Sufficient
to such a man is this punishment,which
was inflicted of many. So that contrari-
wise ye ought rather to forgive him,
and comfort him, lest perhaps such an
one should be swallowed up with over-
much sorrow. Wherefore I beseech you
that ye would confirm your love toward
him" (2 Cor. 2:6-8). The church must
preach God's righteous standard of
marital f idelity and at the same time,
help, counsel, and restore those who
have violated that standard. We must
never minimize sin or neglect the pro-
cess of restorins the sinner. I
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any believers today are con-
fused about Christian unitv.
They know that the ecumen-
ical movemeht is wrong, yet the Bible
teaches that believers are to have unity
with each other through Christ. A close
examination of key Scripture passages
helps to clarify the issue.
When Jesus prayed His intercessory
prayer recorded in John 17, He prayed,
"That they all may be one; as thou,
Father, art in me, and I in thee, that
thev also mav be one in us: that the
*oild may believe that thou hast sent
me" (v. 2l). Of course, all Jesus' prayers
are answered, because He always prays
accordins to the will of God. I believe
that this-prayer for unity has been
answered as well.
Jesus was not praying to the Father
for a universal religion, or a single de-
nclmination. He was simply expressing
the prayer for the unity of all true be-
lievers in Christ, which does in reality
exist, despite denominational tags or
external differences. It is patently true
even todav that all genuine believers
in Christ are one in Him. First Corin-
thians 6: 17 states that "he that is joined
unto the Lord is one spirit." So all who
are joined to the Lord are one with
each other.
This is positional truth, just like the
truth that all believers are sanctified
and clothed with the righteousness of
Christ. Practically, it may not always
seem to be so, but just the same, it is
so by God's sovereign decree.
First Corinthians l2:12-13 sums uD
Scripture's teaching on positional unity
of the church. The apostle Paul wrote,
"For as the body is one, and hath many
members, and all the members of that
one body, being many, are one body: so
also is Christ." In other words, Paul
said that as a physical body has many
parts, so does the body of Christ. He
went on, "For by one Spirit are we all
baptized into one body, whether we be
Jews or Gentiles, whether we be bond
or free; and have been all made to
drink into one Spirit."
Just as a bodv has one common
principle of life pulsing through all of
its members, so the church has one
common principle of life-the Holy
Spirit, who indwells all its members.
The Spirit of God puts the life of God
into the souls of men and unites them
with each other-those in whom that
same common, eternal ife exists*and
draws them together in one body, of
which Christ is the head.
Unity is not optional. The Book of
Ephesians underscores this unity that
exists in the body of Christ. In Ephe-
sians 1, Paul discusses the eternal plan-
ning of the body. He points out how
in eternity past God put this plan to-
gether. In chapter 2, he discusses how
God made it happen in time, The first
10 verses of chapter 2 present he way
a person enters the body of Christ-
through salvation.
It points to the past life when we
were sinners, and shows hou,we came
into the life of the body through Jesus
Christ. It is the storv of horv God "loved
us and raised l.rr i.om the dead" in
Christ, and by grace through faith we
were saved, not of works, and we have
Uniqueness
Amidst Unity
by John F. MacArthur, Jr.
unto good works.
In verse I I and following, Paul shows
that the one body brings together Jew
and Gentile, and, by giving them eternal
Iife,by unitingthem commonly in Christ,
they become one with each other. There
is undeniable and unbreakable unity.
Unity is not by choice. Galatians
3:26 says, "For ye are all the children
of God by faith in Christ Jesus." Some-
times a believer may not wish to be
associated with someone lse who is a
Christian, but he is, just the same.
God loves all believers equally. There
is no class svstem. there is no hier-
archy. There'are no blue-ribbon win-
ners and also-rans. There is onlv "in
Christ ."  Posit  ional lv.  there is abs-olute
equality. Romans 1d:l2-13 says, "There
is no difference between the Jew and
the Greek: for the same Lord over all
is rich unto all that call upon him. For
whosoever shall call uoon the name of
the Lord shall be saved."
Unity is not always evident. We often
observe something less than complete
upset by the discord in the C
church. He wrote, "l bese
brethren, by the name of,   our Loid includes standing,t
Jesus Christ, that ye all speak the same with one mlnd stilv:
thing, and that there be no divisions faith of the gospel,
which are of the house of Chloe, that minded one toward another accord.
there are contentions among you" ing to Christ Jesus; that ye may with
(1  Cor .  l :10- l l ) . one mind and one mouth glorify God,
The believers there had become even the Father of our Lord Jesus
followers of personalities. Some were Christ, Wherefore, receive ye one
saying that they were of Paul, others another, as Christ also received us to
were of Apollos, others favored Cephas, the glory of God."
and still others piously declared them- Discord and division were real prob-
selves of Christlsee v. 12). In chapter 3 lems in the church, and they stil i are.
he declared that these believers were Churches are pitted against churches,
carnal because there was division, Christians against Christians. I do not
strife, and envy among them (v. 3). know that it rvas ever as intense as in
the earll ' Ner'v Testament times, rvith
the strife that grew out of discord be-
tr.veen Jew and Gentile.
continued on page 64
by Vance Havner
ne o l ' the words most  of ' ten on
the l ips of  ch i ldren is  that
never-ending query,  "Why?"
Every parent l ives under a steady bar-
rage of "Why, why, why?" From child-
hood on we quest ion the Almighty,
"Why d id th is  have to happen to me?"
We see the trouble and tragedy, the
misery and the mystery, the iniquities
and the inequities of l i fe-so much that
does not add un or make sense.
Job cried, "Crh that I knew where
I  might  f ind h im! .  . .  Behold,  I  go for-
ward, but he is not there; and back-
ward, but I cannot perceive him: On
the left hand, where he doth work, but
I cannot behold him: he hideth himself
on the right hand, that I cannot see
him" (Job 23:3,8-9). David lamented,
"O God, why hast thou cast us off for-
ever? Why doth thine anger smoke
against the sheep of thy pasture?"
(Ps.  74:1) .  Jeremiah moaned,  "Why is
my pain perpetual, and my wound in-
curable, which refuseth to be healed?
Wilt thou be altogether unto me as a
lB Fundomentolist Journol
l iar ,  and as waters that  fa i l?"  (Jer .
I  5 : 1 8 ) .
We make our way through a maze of
unanswered questions, through mys-
teries with no possible solutions-that
is, unti l we have better l ight. Every-
thing is mixed: one day may see a
precious answer to prayer, the next
may witness some strange calamity.
One day brings miracle and the next
brings misery and it adds up to mys-
ne day of green
pastures and still waters
is followed by dark
valleys and miry swamps
and a thousand "wltvs"
Iie unanswered, tailed
for future reference.
tery. It is l ike the weather with sunny
skies and singing birds followed by
hurricane and destruction; there is no
discernible pattern because even the
weather was fouled up by the Fall of
man.
One day of green pastures and sti l l
waters is followed by dark valleys and
miry swamps and a thousand "whys"
lie unanswered, tabled for future ref-
erence. If you have walked through a
hospital for crippled or retarded chil-
dren; if you have visited cemeteries
where l ie countless soldiers who died
in vain: if vou have looked at the vic-
tims of tomado, fire, and flood or the
corpses of innocent men and women
murdered by demoniacs; if you have
observed the haunting faces of alco-
holics and drug addicts or have held
the hand of a dying loved one; if you
have faced ironic enigmas that add up
to nothing in your arithmetic; if dreams
have been blasted and hope destroved
by a heart less law of  cauie and e l i ic t ,
your heart must cry out to God with
the biggest l i tt le word in your vocabu-
Iary, "Why?"
I think of a year that started out so
pleasantly for my beloved and me. We
had made plans for delightful months
ahead together. Instead, I sat by her
bedside and watched her die of an
unusual disease. She expected to be
healed but she died. Now, all hopes of
a happy old age together are dashed to
the ground. I plod alone with the other
half of my life on the other side of
death. My hand reaches for another
hand now vanished. and I listen at
night for the sound of a voice that is
still. And I am tempted a thousand
t imes to ask, "My God, why.. .  ?"
God is patient with our complaints.
He knows our frame and remembers
that we are dust. But we do not need to
bombard heaven with our unanswered
questions because He has gathered up
all our agony and distress and answered
all our "whys" in one all-inclusive
"Why?" We cannot fathom the depths
of that "Why?" but we can rest in the
certainty that in it is found the reason
for all our sorrow, the key to all our
troubles, and the fulfillment of every
shattered dream.
It began with David and the 22nd
Psalm. Centuries before Jesus died on
the cross David put into writing a
description of the Crucifixion. When
you remember that crucifixion was a
Roman and not a Jewish form of exe-
cution, only divine inspiration can ac-
count for a man writing hundreds of
years in advance a word picture of
Calvary. He describes the bones out ofjoint, the agony, the thirst, the pierced
hands and feet, the scornful onlookers,
the casting of lots-all were precisely
fulfilled when the Saviour died. And
our Lord climaxed His suffering by
uttering the very words with which
David began, "My God, my god, why
hast thou forsaken me?"
What does it mean? When Luther
studied this passage he sat motionless
for hours and rose at last to sav, "God
forsaken of God! Who can understand
it  ?"
That is exactly what happened. For
a brief moment a holy God who cannot
look on sin turned His back while His
son drank the dregs of that cup, when
sin was dealt with once for all, that
God might be just and the Justifier,
,that the judgment seat might become
the mercy seat, that God might be pro-
pitiated and men reconciled. All our
heartaches and troubles and unan-
swered "whys" grow out of the fact
that this world was wrecked by sin.
But God started a new race of man and
undertook its redemption-a redemp-
tion that will be climaxed when Christ
returns to set up His kingdom.
After my lord cried, "My God, why?"
He said, "It is finished." And finished it
was, but it awaits final fulfillment. We
see not yet all things put under Him
but we see Jesus. I do not need to ask,
"My God, why?" because all my "whys"
were taken care of in the only recorded
time that Jesus ever asked "Why?" He
asked it that I mav never need to ask it.
Aht ougl, truth may
seem forever on the
scaffold and wrong
forever on the throne,
God stands within the
shadows keeping watch
He was forsaken that I may never be
forsaken any moment! It assures me of
the ultimate destruction of the Devil
and a day when my fears will vanish,
my tears will be dried, and what I lost
temporarily I will gain eternally.
At the very time when I have more
unanswered questions than ever, I
have never been more certain that all
things are working together for good.
Although truth may seem forever on
the scaffold and wrong forever on the
throne, God stands within the shadows
keeping watch above His own.
It is ridiculous to arrive at final
conclusions before we reach the end of
the book. When a new building is go-
ing up there is always much rubbish.
Broken pieces and leftovers clutter the
scene. But when the building is com-
pleted, the trash is carted away and the
new edifice stands clean and complete.
God's construction job is not finished,
and we grow weary with broken frag-
ments that do not fit the blueprint. But'
we have not seen the end of it, and He
who has begun a good work in us is
pledged to complete it and dispose of
all the rubbish.
As a little boy I enjoyed watching
my mother make bread or cake. When
she assembled the ingredients, they did
not look too appetizing. Who wants to
eat flour or baking powder? But when
she had mixed everything in proper
proportions and put them in the oven
we awaited the outcome with iov.Some-
times the happenings in oui lives are
not enjoyable when they come sepa-
rately one by one. But when God has
completed the recipe and put it through
the baking, we have "Romans 8:28 cake"
and the taste is good, even though
som.e of the ingredients at one time
maoe us weep.
You may be a theologian or wish to
understand the how of something, but
you need never ask "Why?" because
Calvary covers it all. When before the
throne we stand in Him complete, all
the riddles thatpuzzleus here will fall
into place, and we shall know in fulfill-
ment what we now believe in faith-
that all things worked together for
good in His eternal purpose. No longer
will we cry "My God, why?" Instead,
"alas" will become "Alleluia," all ques-
tion marks will be straightened into
exclamation points, sorrow will change
to singing, and pain will be lost in
praise.
I Adapted fromPlaying Marbles with
Diamonds by Vance Havner, O 1985,
Baker Book House. Used by permission.
above His own.
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INTERVIEW
Vance Harmer l^eft hat Dry Stuff
for Something Better
should be a preacher, but he was con-
tent when I became one. Any preacher
who came to Jugtown to preach in our
church would usually stay at our house.
A great part of my education took place
A prrucher can't
straddle the fence, I tried
that in my early ministry
and it almost ruined me
on Saturday nights when Dad would let
me stay up and listen to him and the
preacher talk. I learned more from those
informal talks than I did in my later
schooling.
You mentioned in your autobiog-
raphy, Threescore and Ten, that
by Raymond l. Catogge
Vance Havner, renowned revivalist of
the twentieth century, has proclaimed
God's Word lor over 70 years. His more
than 35 books and other writings have
brought encouragement, guidance, and
blessing to thousands. Bom in l90l and
called to preach at age 12, Havner left
college after one semester to "blaze his
own trail." After several years in the
pastorate, his ministry was devoted
primaily to nationwide conference
speaking. Havner presently resides at the
Friends Home in Greensboro, North
Carolirw The following interuiew af-fords
insight to his preparation and God's
blessing on his ministry.
How did you know God called you
to preach?
I've never known a time when I
didn't want to oreach. The desire was
always there. Nb one made a preacher
out of me, although my daddy should
have been one himself. He did regret it,
I think, but he didn't make one out of
me. He was happy when I started
preaching. I believe it was a combina-
tion of that feeling and drive I had.
When did you start preaching?
When I was 12 or 13, and I just
celebrated my 84th birthday. I've been
at it for a long time.
How did you prepare semons at
those young ages?
I read many of them. Those early
messages were actually little talks.
What kind of an influence did vour
father have on you?
He was a plain old countryman who
lived a godly life. I always thought he
20 FundqmentqlistJournol
something memorable happened after
one semester at Wake Forest University.
Would you share that with us?
After a semester at the university, I
felt I should leave and simply start
preaching on my own. I was at the train
station ready to leave, when one of my
professors approached me and said,
"Young man, you'll regret this." Well,
I'm 84 and haven't regretted it yet! He
thought that was the worst thing I could
have done.
Why did you leave?
Two reasons. First, I wanted to
preach. Second, an old professor at
Boiling Springs High School (now
Gardner Webb College), where I trained
earlier, told me I should blaze my own
trail. He was a good leader and always
found time for me. He knew what suited
me and what was best for me. What he
said was important. I would encourage
all the education you can get, but I've
never regretted leaving Wake Forest.
Tell us about your early experiences
as a pastor.
I pastored in Weeksville, North
Carolina, at the Salem Baptist Church-
four different times. I then went to First
Baptist Church in Charleston, South
Carolina, as a possible candidate for
pastor. My subject was "Hypocrites."
After the service a deacon said, "One
thing about him, he's not looking for
workl" They called me soon after that!
How do you feel about preachers
today taking sides and identifying with
various issues?
Well, as far as Liberalism and Fun-
damentalism are concerned. I think vou
have to take sides. A preacher can't
straddle the fence wheie those issues
are concerned. I tried that in mv earlv
ministry and it almost ruined me.
What do you think of when you hear
the term Fundamentalism?
Adhering to the fundamentals of the
faith and leaning hard on them. And
that's what you have to do. During my
first pastorate, there was a renowned
preacher on the radio named Harry
Emerson Fosdick. I became infatuated
with his preaching and left those fun-
damentals. That was a sad noint in mv
life, but the Lord led me oui of it. pun-
damentalism is good; it is the misuse of
the term that's bad. Today it is assigned
to many different things.
How did God bring you out of
Fosdick's Modernism?
I had enough feeling, or whatever
you want to call it, to leave that drv
stuff. I knew there had to be somethins
better than that. It is all rieht to havE
the head knowledge, like Fosdick, bur
you have to have the right heart, too.
J. Gresham Machen's Chistianity and
Liberalism added great direction io my
life.
What preachers have been influen-
tial in your life?
Harry Emerson Fosdick, but he in-
fluenced me the wrong way. He sure
could preach, but he didn't have any-
thing to say, from God, rhat is. D. G.
Barnhouse was also influential. I knew
Dr. Barnhouse. He had a sreat influence
in pulling me from ModErnism. When
Barnhouse preached it was like a cup of
cold water on a hot dav-refreshins.
And when he said something, you kneiv
he was right. You didn't dare differ with
him. Someone said that he would like to
be as sure of one thing as Barnhouse is
of everything. But h-e sure knew his
Bible, and besides his dogmatism, he
was a godly preacher. He called down
here one day and asked me to preach for
him while he was gone. Now that scared
the daylights out of me. Me? Preach for
Barnhouse? I remember going up there
to preach for him and sitting in that
great big pulpit chair. You should have
seen my feet dangling from that chair
and not even touching the floor.
Your main ministry has been a
nationwide one. Do you like to be called
an evangelist?
I guess you could say I went into
evangelism, but I don't care for that
term to be applied to me. I had to
preachl Now, because of my age, the
doctors forbid it. I didn't have enoush
sense,after my wife died years agoll
would come out of one meetins and
start another meeting immediaiely-
that'scrazy!You can't do that well. Ihad
to cut out long trips, long sermons, and
long weeks of preaching. The doctors
said I could not hold meetings longer
than Sunday through Wednesday, pief-
erably not that long. A little over a-year
ago, I had a bout with exhaustion.-The
doctor said that I shouldn't leave mv
Ropn tuday are caught
up in their own little
philosophies, but the
Christian life is simply
Iiuing outwardly wltat
Christ has done
for you inwardly,
home in Guilford Countv to preach. I
stil l had to preach, so I thought maybe
I would call myself the "American
Ambassador to Guilford County."
People have called you a revivalist,
but what do you like to be called?
A prophet is a good name. That's
another term that has been misused.
They have been called "dumb dogs"
because they bark at sin. We do need
prophets, but not to tell us when Jesus
is coming back or to tell us the signs of
the times. That's not the point, either.
A prophet speaks for God unto the
people; he reveals God's truth to the
saints. He has to rely upon that message
and say all that Coa tetts him to sai.
Do you have a favorite sermon or
theme you like to preach?
I like the theme "the outlivins of the
inliving Christ." People today arJcaught
up in experiences and testifying and in-
volved in their own little philosophies,
but the Christian life is simply living
outwardly what Christ has done for you
inwardly. Too many get it reversed ind
try to change themselves inwardly
through outward experiences. There
may be a whole lot going on in those
meetings, like whooping and hollering,
but where is God in that? You walk out
of those meetings saying, "So what?
Where was GodI"
How was your late wife, Sara, a help
to your ministry?
When I first met Sara in Florida,
years ago, I knew that my days of look-
ing for a wife were over. I have always
had the ambition to travel and enioved
it. Sara didn't enjoy ir as muclr ihe
endured it many times. But she was
faithful and a help to the ministry. She
did not criticize without a sood ."uron.
She was a good barometer is to how the
meeting was going. Often she would sit
in the congregation and be able to read
the people before the invitation or the
final meeting.
You've been preaching now for over
70 years and have written almost 40
books. What's next?
I'm working on another book now.
I like to write. A cookie company came
up with a new brand of cookies and
named them "Almost Home." I thousht
that "Almost Home" was a straise
name for cookies until someon" .i-
plained to me that the company was try-
ing to let people know that the cookies
were almost as good as homemade. I
caught the idea and that will be the
title of my next book. You see, "Almost
Home" applies to me, too. I'm almost
home.
What advice would you give to
young preachers today?
Attend first to doctrine, then to
dynamics, and don't forget discipline. All
three are absolutely imperativel Tell
these preacher boys not to lean too
heavily on any of those points or they
will become imbalanced. All three are
good, but have you ever met anyone
drier than a dry theologian? Wowl He
has it all in the books and three little
points, but no power. And too much
dynamic will turn you into a "holy
roller." Too much discipline can
sidetrack you, too. "Endure hardness, as
a good soldier of Jesus Christ."
I Raymond J. Catogge is director of
extension ministries and assistant
professor of Christian education at
Tennessee Temple University, Chat-
tanooga, Tennessee.
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Wornen Who Mode o Difference
The
Apostolic
Period
by Susan T. Foh
Joanna, Susanna,
Tabitha, Euodias,
and Syntyche are
not names that
come readily to
mind and fall easily
off  the tongue
when we think of
the leaders of the
early church. Instead, we instantly
recall Peter, Paul, James, John, and the
other familiar men we associate with
building the New Testament church-
and rightly so. But with the raising of
our Christian consciousness regarding
women, scriptural references to the
activity of women in the early church(from Pentecost to the end of the first
century) are becoming more empha-
sized. Many of the references are
somewhat incidental but are nonethe-
less significant, especially considering
how women were viewed in that day
and culture. (For example, they did not
count as part of the quota required for
a synagogue.) Women played an essen-
tial part in the founding and growth of
the early church.
From the very beginning of the
church, women were present. They
were among the 120 (Acts 1:15) who
were obedient to Jesus' command to
wait in Jerusalem for the promise of
the Father (Acts l:4-5). "The women"
who are mentioned along with Mary,
Jesus'mother, were probably the same
group who watched the Crucifixion:
Mary Magdalene; Mary the mother of
James and Joseph; and the mother of
the sons of Zebedee (Matt. 27:55-56);
and Joanna, wife of Herod's steward;
and Susanna (cf. Luke 8:24 with Luke
24:10). Undoubtedly, they prayed along
with the men concerning the choice of
Judas's replacement (Acts 1:24). On the
Day of Pentecost, women (as well as
men) were filled with the Holv Snirit
and spoke in tongues lActs 2:4, 1?-18;
as part of the witness to the crowds of
Jerusalem, which resulted in the con-
version of 3,000 people.
Thatwomen were treated as respon-
sible people is shown in a negative
way by the example of Sapphira (Acts
5:1-11). With her knowledge, her hus-
band pretended to give all of the
proceeds from a land sale to the
church. Ananias lied to the apostles;
and when confronted, he fell down
dead. Sapphira came in later and main-
tained the lie. She was not excused for
following her husband's lead. Instead,
she suffered the same death as he.
Luke's portrayal of women is neither
idealized nor derogatory; it is realistic
and historical.
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Luke testifies to the importance of
women in the church when he notes
that both sexes were involved in the
growth of the church. In Acts 5:14 he
records that "multitudes sf both men
and women" believed. When the
persecution began, Saul imprisoned
both men and women (Acts 8:3; 9:2).
Under Philip's ministry, both men and
women were baptized (Acts 8:12).
One exceptional female disciple
experienced the ultimate miracle:
resurrection from the dead (Acts
9:36-43). Tabitha (Dorcas or Gazelle)
was well-known for her sood and
charitable works. After shE became
sick and died, her fellow disciples sent
for Peter, who was nearby. What did
they expect? The grieving widows
showed Peter the clothes Tabitha made
for them. Perhaps moved by her loving
service and the Christian community's
loss, Peter prayed and then com-
manded Tabitha to rise. Tabitha
obeyed and came back to life. News of
the miracle spread and many believed
as a result.
Mary, the mother of John Mark,
provided a meeting place for the Chris-
tians in Jerusalem (Acts l2:12); Peter
headed for her home after the ansel
released him from prison. A somewfrat
amusing picture of a woman is de-
picted in Rhoda, a maid at Mary's
house (Acts 12:13-16). When Peter came
to the door, she, in greatjoy and excite-
ment, ran to tell the others, but
neglected to let Peter in. She left him
standing at the door.
In Acts 16:1 Luke mentions the faith
of Timothy's mother. Paul also refers
to the sincere faith that resided in
Timothy's grandmother Lois and his
mother, Eunlce, and now in Timothy
(2 Tim. l:5), one of his right-hand men.
Grandmother and mother instructed
Timothy in the Scriptures from early
childhood (2 Tim. 3:14-15). Both Luke
and Paul appreciated the effects of
Christian mothering.
At Philippi on the Sabbath, Paul
and Silas went to the river, presumed
to be a place of prayer, and they found
a group of women praying there (Acts
16:13). Lydia, a businesswoman and a
worshiper of God, was the first Euro-
pean convert (Acts 16:14). She was
probably a widow, since she was the
head of her household (v, 15), and she
was probably wealthy. She sold purple
dyes, a precious item, Immediately
after her conversion, she shared her
material goods by insisting that Paul
and Silas come and stay with her. Her
prominence is shown by the fact that
she is the only person mentioned by
name who Paul and Silas visited after
being released from jail (v. 40).
Possibly Euodias and Syntyche
(Phil. 4:2-3)were among the women at
the river in Acts 16. As Paul entreated
them to have the same mind (that of
Christ, Phil. 2:2), he also commended
them as having worked side by side
with him in the gospel; and he included
them as fellow workers. Neither desis-
nation is specific, yet both indicaie
significant work for the church. Fellow
worker includes a wide range of activ-
ities: Epaphroditus, who was the
Philippians' messenger to Paul to
minister to his needs, is cal led
"fellowsoldier" (Phil. 2:25); Timothy,
an evangelist who was in charge of
the church at Ephesus, was Paul's
"workfellow" (Rom. 16:21); those who
show hospitality to missionaries were
"fellow-helpers" (3 John 8). Euodias
and Syntyche were prominent enough
in the church that their disagreement
warranted apostolic entreaty: their
reconciliation was important for the
well-being of the whole church.
Another Philippian woman referred
to in Acts is the slave girl (16:16-24).
She was possessed by a spirit that
enabled her to tell the future. She
followed Paul and his friends and
proclaimed that they were servants of
the "most high God." After several
days, Paul had had enough and exor-
cised the spirit. Many interpreters
assume this girl became a Christian-a
possibility-but the text does not say.
In any case, the girl is treated compas-
sionately. She is the victim of her
exploitive owners. Her story leads
into Paul's miraculous deliverance
from jail and the conversion of the
Philippian jailer.
Luke notes that inboth Thessalonica
and Berea, quite a few of the leading
women believed as a result of Paul's
preaching (Acts 17:4,12). In Athens
a woman is mentioned by name as
believing (Damaris, Acts 17:34).
In Acts 18 Aquila and Priscilla are
introduced. They were Jews who were
forced to leave Rome and then settled
in Corinth. Paul linked uo with them
because they were Jews and shared the
same trade, tentmaking. When Paul
left Corinth, thev weni with him to
Ephesus, but they stayed there when
Paul left. When Apollos, an educated
and eloquent Alexandrian Jew, who
was "fervent in spirit" and who "spake
and taught diligently the things of the
Lord" (v. 25), came to Ephesus and
preached about Jesus, Priscilla and
Aquila took him aside and taught him
the way more accvrately (v. 26).
Priscilla is named first here-an un-
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usual ordering for husband and wife;
it shows her preeminence. She is an
example of a woman who thoroughly
knew the Word and was able to com-
municate it. Nonetheless, Priscilla did
not speak or teach publicly; her in-
struction was private and individual.
With the help of Priscilla and Aquila,
Apollos continued in a more powerful
ministry $.27-28). Priscilla and Aquila
also hosted a church in their home
(1 Cor. 16:19); Paul called them his
"helpers" in Christ (Rom. l6:3), and they
risked their lives for Paul (Rom. 16:4).
Luke states that Philip the evange-
list had four unmarried daughters who
prophesied (Acts 2l :9).
As Paul ends his letter to the
Romans, he mentions several women.
The first is Phoebe, whom he com-
mends to the church so that they
would receive and help her. In Romani
l6:l Phoebe is called a diakonos of the
church at Cenchrea (a seaport near
Corinth). Did Phoebe hold the office of
deacon? The Greek word can be trans-
lated "minister" (in the sense of one
who serves, not as we commonly use
it today as the pastor of a churih) or
"servant" as well as "deacon." When
Paul wrote Philippians (about eight
years after Romans), there was an
order of deacons distinguished from
elders (Phil. l:l); however, diakonos
was still used in its unofficial sense(Col. 1:7). The same is true of the time
period in which the Pastorals were
written (1 Tim. 3:8-10;4:6). The use of
the word diakonos does not decide the
question of Phoebe's being a deacon or
not. However, there is evidence that
suggests Phoebe was a deacon. If
Phoebe were only an outstanding ser-
vant, it seems that some other form of
expression or word could have been
used. When the order of deaconess
emerges clearly as distinct from
deacons, the word diakonissais used.
In I Timothy 3:l I the reference to
women in the middle of the section
addressed to deacons, though not
decisive, can be better understood as
a reference to women deacons. This
verse may be understood as instruc-
tions to deacons'wives; but the elders'
wives have no requirements to meet.
In addition, the wives of deacons are
mentioned in verse 12, where deacons
are told to have one wife and manase
their households well. The use of "evJn
so" in verse I I indicates that the quali-
fications for mature women who min-
istered to other women were similar
to the requirements for deacons in
verse 8. ln other words, spiritual women
were to be identified by the congre-
gation and given official recognition
for service in the church. While in-
formal ministry could certainly occur
spontaneously, even as it does today,
official functions of ministrv could
only be performed by those who had
been identified by the church for such
functions,
Women ministering to other women
in no way contradicts Paul's command-
ment to women not to teach or exercise
authority over men (l Tim. 2:ll-12\.
Their function was to do works of ser-
vice, activity compatible with women's
subordinate role in the church (l Cor,
14:34). Because of the separation of the
sexes in the apostolic church, women
were apparently appointed for specific
ministry to other women.
Phoebe is also called a prostatis
(patron or helper)of many and of Paul
as well (Rom. 16:2). This active and
gifted woman probably carried Paul's
letter to the Romans.
In Romans 16 Paul greets these
women: Priscilla (v. 3); Mary (v. 6), who
has worked hard in the Lord; Junia
(v. 7)who, like Paul, was imprisoned for
her faith; Tryphaena and Tryphosa
(v. l2), who labored in the Lord; the
beloved Persis (v. l2), who worked
hard in the Lord; the mother of Rufus
who was like a mother to Paul (v. l3);
and Julia and the sister of Nereus
(v. l5). Paul appreciated both women
and men as valuable servants of the
Lord.
Paul also greets Nymphas (Col. 4:15)
and the church in her house, and he
writes to Apphia whom he calls sister
@hilem.2).
One other noteworthy woman ap-
pears in the New Testament: lezebel
(Rev. 2:20). For the church at Thyatirii,
Christ has one criticism: that thev
tolerate Jezebel, who calls herself i
prophetess (implying that she is not).
She not only practices immorality, but
teaches and deceives others into doins
the same thing. (Ihis woman shouli
not be used to prove prophetesses
legitimately taught in the official sense
because Jezebel obviously was doing
wrong.) Christ had given her time to
repent, but she refused; the time of
punishment had come for her and her
followers.
From the apostolic period, we see
brief, realistic pictures of women
active in the church. There are two
negative examples (Sapphira and
Jezebel). The majority of women were
committed to the work of the Lord.
They housed churches, endured per-
secution, prayed and prophesied, knew
the Scriptures, taught their children
and others individually (as opposed to
public, official teaching), ministered to
the physical needs of others, and prac-
ticed hospitality.
As Christian women seek oppor-
tunities of service in today's church,
they can look to the example of the
women in the early church and the
integral role they played in its growth.
I Susan T. Foh is a free-lance writer
in Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri. She
is author of Women and the Word of
God, and holds an M.A. from
Westminster Theological Seminary,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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Entreot Me
Not to Leove
Thee
Ruth-Every Vomon's
Exomple ofCouroge
ond Loyolty
by lessie Rice Sandberg
Whispers flew rap
idly from ear to ear
as Bethlehem's local
gossips pread the
news of the town's
newest arr ivals.
Destitute and ex-
i led ,  dus tv  and
fatisued afier the
long journey from Moab, two women-
one returning home, the other entering
a strange new land-were looking for a
second chance to build a home and
family.
We do not know much of Ruth's
beginnings, nor are we told how she had
come to marry the son of Elimelech and
Naomi, a Jewish family exiled in Moab,
where they had fled to escape the
famines in Israel. Even though their two
sons married Moabite women, Elimelech
and Naomiwere probably neverpopular
with their Moabite neighbors. Despite
the blood relationship between the
children of lsrael and the Moabites,
through Abraham's nephew Lot, the
history of their relationship is marked
by animosity and frequent wars. Not
surprisingly, then, when Naomi's hus-
band and two sons died in Moab, and
when she heard the news that God had
finally broken the famine in Israel, she
was eager to return home to Bethlehem.
In spite of Naomi's depressed and
backslidden condition, she had devel-
oped a loving relationship with her two
daughters-in-law and had convinced
them that the God of Israel was worthy
of total allegiance. Both Ruth and Orpah
intended to accompany Naomi back to
Israel, but three times Naomi gave argu-
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ment in favor of their remainins in
Moab. Orpah finally turned back,-but
Ruth firmly pronounced her pledge of
commitment to Naomi and to Naomi's
God: "Entreat me not to leave thee. . . .
Thy people shall be my people, and thy
God my God: Where thou diest, will I
die, and there will I be buried: the Lord
do so to me, and more also, if aught but
death part thee and me" (Ruth 1:16-17).
Ruth knew when to make decisions
and when to submit to the decisions of
others. She met every obstacle and
opportunity with competence and ac-
cepted with gratitude every small
provision of her daily needs. With an
unusual combination of feminine Ioyalty
and great self-reliance Ruth pledged
herself to her mother-in-law and faced
the,prospect of an unpromising future
wltn courage.
The people of Bethlehem must cer-
tainly have been amazed at the loyalty
and love that drew Ruth away from her
own country and her own people. As
fearful as she must surely have been in
a strange land, she did not sit around the
house waiting to "get adjusted" to the
new culture. She quickly assessed what
she must do to meet her own and
Naomi's needs and set out to fulfill
them.
First, she said to Naomi, "Let me
now go to the field, and glean ears of
corn after him in whose sisht I shall find
grace" (Ruth 2:2).By chance, she went to
work in the fields of Boaz, her husband's
near kinsman, to collect bits of grain left
behind by the reapers. When she met
Boaz in the field she requested cour-
teously, "Let me glean and gather after
the reapers among the sheaves," even
though Jewish law made this request
unnecessary (see Deut. 23:25).
No description is given of Ruth's
appearance, but Boaz was apparently so
taken with her that he asked his ser-
vants, "Whose damsel is this?" The
explanation pleased him, and he made
it clear that the men were not to touch
her (probably a necessary order con-
sidering the wickedness of the apostate
Israel during this period of history), and
that she was to have all the privileges
open to his own seruants.
When Ruth expressed surprise at his
kindness to a stranger, Boaz explained,
"It hath fully been shewed me, all that
thou has done unto thy mother in law
since the death of thine husband: and
how thou hast left thy father and thy
mother, and the land of thy nativity, and
art come unto a people which thou
knewest not heretofore" Ruth 2:11).
Perhaps he had seen in Ruth some of the
qualities of his own mother, the famous
harlot Rahab from Jericho. She too had
been a courageous foreigner who had
taken responsibility for the welfare o[
her family.
Boaz made sure Ruth would be suc-
cessful in her day's work. Not only had
he given instruction regarding her safety
and provision of food and water, but he
also made sure that extra srain was
dropped for her and that shi was not
harassed about her proximity to Boaz's
own reaDers.
But what of Naomi on this day of
Ruth's first venture into her new Jewish
world? Did she worry about Ruth's
safety and success? There were so many
things to fear-the wicked men Ruth
might meet, the general humiliation
accorded a poor person and a foreigner,
the possibility that Ruth would not
know the right thing to do, the right
things to say.
Ruth's good fortune must have been
beyond Naomi's wildest hopes, for she
returned loaded with morethan abushel
of barley, a little extra food, and the
news that she had been befriended by
the one person in all the world who had
the power to change the future of the
two women.
Once Naomi recognized the possibil-
ities of Boaz's role as a kinsman-
redeemer, she took over the plans for
Ruth's life in tvnical oriental-mother
fashionl She began to set in motion the
fulfilling of the Jewish Levirate Law
requiring a near kinsman to redeem the
property of a relative who has died
without leaving an heir. This involved
takins the widow as his wife and rear-
ins thi firstborn son in the name of the
Rutn knew when to
make decisions and wlten
to submit to others, She
met every obstacle and
opportunity witll
competence,
deceased. Although Boaz was eligible to
take this action if he chose to do so, the
legal responsibility for such a step
actually fell upon the shoulders of a
man closer in line.
We do not know what Ruth thousht
of all the complicated ceremonies ln-
volved in the lrvirate, but the Scripture
indicates that she did exactly as she was
instructed. If she was embarrassed in
the process of presenting her "proposal
of marriage" to Boaz by lying at his feet
in the threshing floor in the middle of
the night, we are given no clue. Perhaps
Ruth knew intuitively that Boaz would
welcome the opportunity to marry her.
He was obviously touched by her offer,
responding, "Thou hast shewed more
kindness in the latter end than at the
beginning, inasmuch as thou followedst
not young men, whether poor or rich"
(Ruth 3:10). Perhaps he even felt Ruth
was attractive enough to have collected
many suitors, had she chosen to do so.
Returning home at the break of day,
laden again with as much grain as she
could carry, she reported to Naomi on
the success of her visit. Ruth had done
everything in her power to provide for
the oresent needs and the future se-
curiiy of her mother-in-law and herself,
and now we see her move quietly from
center stage.
Having won the heart of the fair
maiden, Boaz began to plan for her
future. He brought together the re-
quired 10 witnesses and explained that
Naomi's lands must be redeemed at the
hand of her daughter-in-law, Ruth.
When the "nearer relative" forfeited the
opportunity to claim land and bride,
Boaz fulfilled the legal requirements to
take Ruth as his wife and to redeem her
Iands.
How ouicklv the winds of fortune
had changed for the young widow of
Moab who had left everything dear and
familiar in her native land to follow
Israel's God!
When God blessed Ruth and Boaz
with a child, Naomi's life moved full
circle. Puzzling though it may seem that
Naomi apparently took over the baby
from the moment of birth, there is a
sense in which the child was, after all,
both legally and emotionally her own.
She evidently felt perfect freedom in
determining his name and in showing
him off to the world.
And what of Ruth? The last word we
have of her in the Old Testament story
is the commendation of her neishbors
in their congratulations to Naoml, "For
thy daughter in law, which loveth
thee. . . is better to thee than seven sons"
(Ruth 4:15).
Ruth then disappears entirely from
the pages of history until we see her
name appear in the New Testament in
the genealogy of Christ through Joseph
(Matt. l:5). She is listed along with
three other women whose lives were
equally marked by heartache and
disappointment-Tamar, Rahab, and
Bathsheba, ll women "with a past" and
seemingly without a future. How great
is the grace of God!
Ruth could not have known how
wonderfully God would fulfill Boaz's
words of blessing, "The Lord re-
compense thy work, and a full reward
be given thee of the Lord God of Israel,
under whose wings thou art come to
trust" (Ruth 2:12).
Ruth is a picture of the nation of
Israel-destitute, exiled, and yet lovingly
restored by the great Kinsman-Redeemer,
God Himself. "Now when I passed by
thee, and looked upon thee, behold, thy
time was the time of love; and I spread
my skirt over thee, and covered thy
nakedness: yea, I sware unto thee, and
entered into a covenant with thee, saith
the l-.ord God, and thou becamest mine"
Gzek. 16:8).
Ruth is a beautiful examole of
courage and commitment to every
woman, ancient or modern, who feels
the limitations of her past and the
hopelessness of her circumstances.
When this Gentile woman of no reputa-
tion was chosen to join the ranks of
royalty, she never flinched, doubted, or
turned back. And as she faithfully and
unquestioningly moved forward, she
found that the regal garments were a
perfect fit.
I Jessie Rice Sandberg is an author and
columnist who spent 18 years working
in Christian higher education. She holds
an M.Ed. from National College of
Education, Evanston, Illinois.
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Amy
Cormichoel:
Let the Little
Children Come
by Angela Elwell Hunt
As young Amy
Carmichael chat-
ted with her mother
in a tea shop in Bel-
fast, Ireland, she
caught a glimpse
of a ragged little
girl peering in at
the delicious past-
ries and sweets. Her longing expression
pained Amy's heart. Upon returning
home, Amy sat down by the nursery
fire and wrote on a scrap of paper:
When I grow up and money have,
I know what I will do.
I'll build a great big lovely place
For little girls like you.
Amy Carmichael kept her promise,
although she admitted later that for a
time she forgot all about it. She wrote,
"But there is One who remembers even
a child's promises. And though the
little girls who were to come to the
'great big lovely place' were not to be
the least like that little girl, yet they
were in need, far greater need than she
was. And the wonderful thousht of our
Father was far, far greater tfian mine.
He had sons as well as daughters in
His heart that day."
Amy Carmichael built a home of ref-
uge for children in Dohnalur, India, and
was instrumental in leadins thousands
from that country to the iord. At the
time of her death in 1951, nearly 1,000
children were living in the Dohnavur
family, including 120 older boys and
girls in training as teachers or nurses
or studying in Christian schools.
Amy Carmichael was born in 1867 in
the seacoast village of Millisle, County
Down, Northern Ireland. She was the
eldest of seven children. and her most
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passionate prayer as a child was, "God,
please give me blue eyes." At 3 years
of age, after this prayer of simple faith,
Amy awoke, Iooked in the mirror, and
realized, "No is an answer, too."
She later realized why God had
given her brown eyes. In India she
would often wear Indian dress and
stain her arms and hands with coffee
to visit places where foreign women
were not allowed. BIue eyes would
have immediately aroused suspicion.
When Amy was about 16 she finally
learned what it meant to accept the
Saviour. "My mother had often talked
to me about the Lord Jesus, and often,
as I sat on her knee with her arms
about me while she sang, I had felt the
love of the Lord Jesus and, as it were,
nestled in His love just as I nestled in
her arms. But I had not understood
that there was something more to do,
something that may be called coming
to Him, or opening the door to Him, or
giving oneself to Him."
Later, Amy did understand. "I don't
remember what the speaker, Mr. Edwin
Arrowsmith, spoke about, but after his
address he told us to sing 'Jesus loves
me, this I know,' and then to be quiet.
During those quiet few minutes, in His
great mercy the Good Shepherd an-
swered the prayers of my mother and
father and many other loved ones, and
drew me, even me, into His fold."
When Amy was only 17, her father
died unexpectedly and she found that
she was her mother's only support for
helping to raise the six young children.
Amy began to feel a burden for a
group of girls who worked at the mills
in Belfast. The girls were too poor to
buy hats and wore shawls on their
heads. Respectable people who could
afford hats called these unfortunate
girls "shawlies." Amy's heart went out
to the shawlies, and she began ventur-
ing alone into dangerous p.-arts of the
city to recruit girls for "The Welcome."
In a donated hall, Amv conducted Bible
classes, sewing clubs, singing practice,
girls' meetings, and mothers' meetings.
Foremost in Amy's mind was the pre-
sentation of the gospel, and hundreds
of girls were saved through the min-
istry of "The Welcome."
Amy's family soon learned that all
of the monev left bv her father had
been lost. Amy and her mother devised
a plan to keep the family together
while each member could become self-
supporting and contribute to the care
of the remaining family members until
they could provide for themselves,
Amy was sent to live with Robert
Wilson, a widower who had recently
lost his wife and daughter. From him
she learned many valuable lessons.
Once when Wilson and Amy were rid-
ing in the carriage, he said, "You must
never let yourself think, 'I have won
that soul for Christ.' " Wilson told her
the story of a man who stopped his car-
riage by the side of the road to ask a
question of a stonebreaker.
The stonebreaker continued his
work as the man called, "Friend, which
blow broke the stone?"
The stonebreaker replied, "The
first one and the last one. and everv
one between."
Amy never forgot that valuable
lesson on perseverance. She enjoyed
her time with Wilson, but she knew
God was calling her to full-time mis-
sionary work. She wrote to her mother:
"Darling Mother, For a long time the
thought of those dying in the dark-
50,000 of them every day, while we at
home live in the midst of blazing light-
has been very present with me, and the
Ionging to go to them, and tell them of
Jesus, has been strong upon me.. . .
Before my eyes, clearer than any lovely
view, has been the constant picture of
those millions who have no chance,
and never had one, of hearing of the
love which makes our lives so brisht."
Amy did not know where to go] but
she knew she could not stav. She ore-
pared first for China and airangei to
travel with another missionary couple
when they returned to China from a
furlough. A change in the couple's
travel plans found Amy still waiting at
home. Soon afterward Amy learned
that the missionary couple and several
other missionaries travelins with them
had been murdered. God loared her.
An opportunity for serui.e opened
in Japan. Amy served there for only a
few months, but she learned many
valuable lessons. Once she visited a
dying Japanese woman and presented
the gospel through an interpreter.
When Amy reached the point where a
decision could be made, the old woman
looked around and was distracted by
Amy's English gloves. Amy returned
home, took off her English clothes,
donned a kimono, and vowed never
again to risk so much for so little.
Amy's health became a problem, and
no doctor would allow her to serve in
China, Japan, or any tropical land. Hear-
ing of an opportunity in South India,
she arrived there on November 9, 1895,
and never left until she died 55 years
later.
Evangelism was difficult in India.
The caste system was strict; no one,
with two exceptions 50 or 60 years
before. had dared to break caste and
accept Christ as Saviour. But one little
girl ieceived a Bible and became a se-
cret Christian. She allowed the sacred
ashes of the Hindus to be smeared on
her forehead, but quickly rubbed them
off when she was out of sight. She soon
realized that she could not be an open
believer if she remained at home. The
Iittle girl, later renamed Jewel of Vic-
tory, left her family one night and ran
to the mission bungalow. She woke the
sleeping missionaries with her cries of
"Refuge! Refuge!"
The girl's relatives fought to get her
back. They tried everything in their
power but the girl remained firm. The
Christian school was burned by the
girl's family and the missionaries found
every door in the village closed to them.
Amy and her coworkers began to
witness in another village. Again chil-
dren were the first to believe, but they
paid a price for their belief. One small
child was cruelly beaten. Another was
tied to a oillar in a loft and threatened
with pepper in his eyes if he did not re-
nounce Christ. Amy often walked at
night, her eyes and ears straining for
the sound of a child who might need
help to escape from relatives who were
determined that none of their caste
should accept Christ.
A practice common among the peo-
ple horrified Amy. Small children and
infants were "married" to the temole
gods-sold to women at the temple and
groomed to satisfy the lusts of men
who worshiped there. Amy found that
children, especially those who were
thought to be handsome or intelligent,
were never "unwanted." Scores of
people watched for valuable infants
and made tempting offers for their
purchase.
Amy actively sought children des-
tined for temple service. She was often
able to convince their mothers to place
the children in her care. Other times
she found it necessary to purchase the
children from greedy parents who
would sell them to the highest bidder.
Thomas a Kempis's Imitation of
Christ introduced Amy to Gerhard
Groot, who in 1380 founded a religious
community called Brothers of the Com-
"Brfo* my eyes,
clearer than any lovely
view, has been the
constant picture of those
millions who have no
chance, and never had
one, of hearing of the
Iove which makes our
mon Life. These men devoted them-
selves to God, but took no vows and
were free to leave when they chose.
They lived and worked in the everyday
world. Amy was so inspired by this ex-
ample that she met with seven Indian
girls and suggested that they form a
Sisterhood of the Common Life. All
seven of these girls, one of whom was
the first child rescued from a temple,
had already considered the question of
marriage and decided to remain single,
and as one of them said, "attend upon
the Lord without distraction."
The children's homes at Dohnavur
were founded "to save children in
moral danger; to train them to serve
others; to succour the desolate and the
suffering; to do anything that may be
shown to be the will of our Heavenly
Father, in order to make His love
known, especially to the people of
India."
In 1931 Amy prayed, "Do anything,
Lord, that will fit me to serve Thee and
help my beloveds." That afternoon she
slipped into a pit and fell. For the
next 20 years she served in a different
capacity, one she described as "the
keeping of the charge,"
During this time of il lness, Amy
wrote:
Two glad services are ours,
Both the Master loves to bless.
First we serve with all our powers-
Then with all our feebleness.
Nothing else the soul uplifts
Save to serve Him night and day,
Serue Himwhen He gives His gifts-
Serve Him when He takes away.
During her confinement, she wrote
13 books, revised many books she had
previously published, and wrote thou-
sands of letters to family, friends, and
her "children." A steady stream of
people came to and from her room.
Over the door outside her room huns
a sign, "The Room of Peace." Even ii
her weakness, Amy was the center of
Dohnavur and her room was shelter in
the time of storm.
In 1948 she again fell in her room
and her sufferins increased. She died
two years and eight months later.
Amy Carmichael, called Amma by
those who loved her, left a lasting im-
pression on the people of India. Her
work continues to flourish in the hearts
and minds of the children she led to
salvation, children who are now the
leaders in India and servants of Him
I
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who called her.
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A Collection of Thoughts
on Colvory Love
by Amy Carmichael
One evening a fel-
low workerbrought
me a trouble about
a younger one who
was missing the
way of Love. This
Ied to a wakeful
night, for the word
at such t ime is
always, "Lord, is it I? Have I failed
her anywhere? What do I know ol
Calvary Love?" And then sentence by
sentence the "lfs" came, almost as
il spoken aloud to the inward ear.
Next morning they were shared with
another (for they had been written
down in pencil in the night), and then
a few others shared. Alter this some
copies were printed on our little hand-
press lor the Dohnavur Fellowship
only; and that led to this booklet.
At first when it was asked for, we
felt, "No, it is far too private for that."
But if it can help any to understand
what the life of love means, and to live
that life, it is not ours to refuse.
Some of the "Ifs" appear to be re-
Iated to pide, selfishness, or cowardice,
but digging deeper we come upon an
unsuspected lovelessness at the root of
them all.
And in case any true follower be
troubled by the "then I know nothing,"
I would say the thought came in this
form, and I fear to weaken it. But here,
as everywhere, the letter killeth. Paul
counted the loss ol all things as noth-
ing, that he might know Him whom he
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already knew; and the soul, suddenly
illuminated by some fresh outshining
of the knowledge ol the love ol God
shown forth on Calvary, does not stop
to measure how much or how little it
knew ol that love before. Penetrated,
melted, broken before that vision ol
love, it feels that indeed all it ever
knew was nothing, less than nothing.
IF I ask to be delivered from trial
rather than for deliverance out of it, to
the praise of His glory; if I forget that
the way of the Cross leads to the Cross
and not to a bank of flowers; if I regu-
late my life on these lines, or even un-
consciously my thinking, so that I am
surprised when the way is rough and
think it strange, though the word is,
Think it not strange, Count it all ioy,
then I know nothing of Calvary Love.
IF in the fellowship of service I seek
to attach a friend to mvself. so that
others are caused to feeI unwanted; if
my friendships do not draw others
deeper in, but are ungenerous (to my-
self, for myself), then I know nothing
of Calvary Love.
IF I do not forget about such a trifle
as personal success, so that it never
crosses my mind, or if i t does, is never
given a moment's room there; if the
cup of spiritual flattery tastes sweet to
me, then I know nothing of Calvary
Love.
IF the praise of man elates me and
his blame depresses me; if I cannot rest
under misunderstandins without de-
fending myself; if I IovE to be loved
more than to love, to be served more
than to serve, then I know nothing of
Calvary Love.
IF I crave hungrily to be used to
show the way of liberty to a soul in
bondage, instead of caring only that it
be delivered; if I nurse my disappoint-
ment when I fail, instead of asking that
to another the word of release may be
given, then I know nothing of Calvary
Love.
IF my interest in the work of others
is cool; if I think in terms of my own
special work; if the burdens of others
are not my burdens too, and their joys
mine, then I know nothing of Calvary
Love.
IF, when an answer I did not expect
comes to a prayer which I believed I
truly meant, I shrink back from it; if
the burden my Lord asks me to bear
be not the burden of mv heart's choice.
and I fret inwardly ahd do not wel-
come His will, then I know nothing of
Calvary Love.
IF I am inconsiderate about the
comfort of others, or their feelings, or
even of their little weaknesses; if I am
careless about their little hurts and
miss opportunities to smooth their
way; if I make the sweet running of
household wheels more difficult to ac-
complish, then I know nothing of Cal-
vary Love.
IF I become entangled in any "in-
ordinate affections"; if things or places
or people hold me back from obedience
to my Lord, then I know nothing of
Calvary Love.
IF souls can suffer alongside, and
I hardly know it, because the spirit of
discernment is not in me, then I know
nothing of Calvary Love.
IF monotony tries me, and I cannot
stand drudgery; if stupid people fret
me and little ruffles set me on edge; if
I make much of the trifles of life, then
I know nothing of Calvary Love.
IF I say, "Yes, I forgive, but I can-
not forget," as though the God, who
twice a day washes all the sands on all
the shores of all the world, could not
wash such memories from mv mind.
then I know nothing of Calvaiy Love.
IF I feel iniured when another lavs
to my charge things that I know not,
forgetting that my sinless Saviour trod
this path to the end, then I know noth-
ing of Calvary Love.
IF I do not give a friend "the benefit
of the doubt," but put the worst con-
struction instead of the best on what
is said or done, then I know nothing of
Calvary Love.
IF I cannot in honest happiness
take the second place (or the 20th); if
I cannot take the first without makinp
a fuss about my unworthiness, then i
know nothing of Calvary Love.
IF I put my own happiness be-
fore the well-being of the work en-
trusted to me; if, though I have this
ministry and have received much mercy,
I faint, then I know nothing of Calvary
Love.
IF I hold on to choices of anv kind.
just because they are my choices; if I
give any room to my private likes and
dislikes, then I know nothing of Calvary
Love.
IF, in dealing with one who does
not respond, I weary of the strain, and
slip from under the burden, then I
know nothing of Calvary Love.
IF I can enjoy a joke at the expense
of another; if I can in any way slight
another in conversation, or even in
thought, then I know nothing of
Calvary Love.
IF I can easily discuss the short-
comings and sins of any; if I can speak
in a casual way even of a child's mis-
doings, then I know nothing of Calvary
Love.
IF I have not compassion on mv
fellow servant, euen ai my Lord had
pity on me, then I know nothing of
Calvary Love.
I Adapted from f by Amy Carmichael.
Used by permission of SPCK.
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Ron Bishop is the Founder and President of SCORE
lnternadonal. He is the fornrer head b:r^sketball coach
at Tennessee Temple Universiqv. For ten ,vears he
coached the Crusaders and arna;sed an impressive
265-78 won-lost record. Twice he was narned small
college "Nationa.l Coach ofthe Year".
At Tennessee Temple Universiw, Coach Bishop
coached ll A.ll-Americans. His rearns won more
NCCM National Championships than any other team
in Arnerica.
Known for his outstanding recruiting abilit!', Coach
Bishop felt a need to help Christian high school ath-
letes find colleges where thev could plav, He also felt a
desire to take some of these athletes on international
trips to expose them to foreign competition. The idea
developed into a proiect and SCORE was born.
In addition to college exposure and foreign trips for
athletes, Bishop designed SCORE International as a
vehicle to host camps. It will also conduct Coaches
Clinics for Chrisdan Coaches. In essence, SCORE will
be a consultinS agen6- to help coaches in Chrisrian
Schools develop strong spiritual leadership through
spons.
-"1 .lprrrfs "l|,l issirlls -1,1 irrisln'
'Ron Bisltop ts oru of myfanrite paple. He bre bem a consistent
Cbristian ard bads of young p@ple for n an! leas. Gd bas ghnt
him the uniq,e ability to ministu to tbe hearr of young and old alihe.
I bigbly recommend SCORE Intemational to pastots anulnthae.
Ron Bisltop and SCORE International cuminly deserue our salpport. "
-Jerry Falwell
"I am bappy to recommend Ron and bb minlstry. God bas greatly
used birn all ouer tbis counry in Waking to atbletes, banryrcts,
conftences and raniual tnetings. He bas bad a great miniry to
young people actos our counw."
-J.
"Brotber Bislnp k aflueltt preaclnr of tlte Gogel. He btauts bis
Bible. He bas a passionfor soub. His preacbing.bas appeal for young
andold.
-Ieenoberson
"Ron's acpaience in Eorts and hb beanfor tbe lordforn. a
dynamic conbinatiort tbat make SCORE Intqttational a uital tool
for gorx euangelivn."
by Clyde Narramore
recently had the privilege of serv-
ing on the Attorney General's Task
Force on Family Violence.In this
capacity I traveled with other leaders
to major cities of the United States,
where we conducted hearings about
problems in the family. We heard testi-
monies from victims, from research
specialists, and from organizations
who were serving those who had been
abused. This study lasted over ayear
and was an unusual and enlightening
experience. During each hearing my
mind would turn to Evangelical Chris-
tian churches and to Christian families
throughout the United States.
"What about violence and abuse in
the Christian home? Are born-again
Christians sometimes abusive? If so,
what is the most prevalent kind of
abuse?"
Finally, I decided to send a ques-
tionnaire to Christian families across
America, Nearly 12,000 people filled it
out and returned it to me. They not
only answered the questions, but many
of them wrote about the abuse they
had experienced in their childhood.
I am convinced that although many
Christian families are not marked by
physical violence, many do experience
emotional abuse. In fact, many Chris-
tians may not realize that they are
abusing their own sons and daughters.
Following are 22 ways in which chil-
dren experience emotional abuse-
even in "good Christian" homes.
Yelling, screaming at a chlld. How
easy it is for parents to be verbally im-
patient with their child. Father shouts,
mother screams, louder and louder,
believing that the very force of their
voice is going to mold the child into
improvement. Of course, this is not
true, and most parents do not realize
the emotional beating their child feels
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"Jesus Won't Love You IL,,"
when all he hears is constant hollerins.
He feels worthless and abused.
Comparing a child unfavorably
with others. Your child may not be
perfect, but praising other children is
not going to make him better. A child
who makes a mistake only feels more
inferior when his mother t-ells him that
his brother or sister or someone else
never does such things. Not only will
this tear down a child's self-image, but
it will also hurt his relationship with
his friends, whom he is told are better
than he is. He is likely to carry these
scars for a lifetime.
Throwing Blble verses at a child.
Some parents feel that constantly cor-
recting their child with Bible verses is
going to make him more conscious of
his poor behavior. Actually the bom-
bardment of verses mav onlv make
him feel frustrated and guilfy. This
may create in him a dislike for the
Bible-that book that does nothing but
tell him how bad he is. Scriptural
"spankings" can cause a child to dis-
like church, Sunday school, and ulti-
mately God. Children desperately need
God's Word in their hearts and minds.
but they should not be getting it when
the parent is feeling hostile and angry,
Ridiculing, minimizing, and crlticiz.
ing a child. Some parents may ridicule
without even realizing it. Criticism
comes so easily. Although a certain
amount of constructive criticism is
helpful, a steady diet of negative words
can only make a child feel inadequate,
discouraged, and despondent. This is
real emotional abuse.
Withholding compliments. While
criticizing is easy, it is difficult for
many parents to encourage. Parents
who have never been complimented by
their own fathers and mothers may
find it strange, and even impossible, to
compliment their own children. Con-
sequently, such children are abused
passively. On the other hand, the com-
plimented child will gain more confi-
dence, feel more secure about himself,
be more outgoing, and be eager to
tackle challenges. Children who do not
hear compliments, even if they do not
hear criticism, lack the motivation and
desire to achieve. This often manifests
itself in substandard schoolwork. A
child may be intelligent enough, buf
not have the interest or drive to do well
in class or on the playground.
Lying to a child. Parents do not
always realize what harm they are do-
ing to a child when they lie. Children,
especially young ones, believe that
Mommy and Daddy can do almost any-
thing. If everyone else in the world
fails, Dad and Mom will always come
through. How devastated that child is
when he discovers that his parents
have lied. Now whom can he trust? A
child raised in an environment of un-
truthfulness has two strikes against
him. He usually goes through life doubt-
ing others and himself. Such abuse is
insidious and debilitating.
Continually accuslng and blaming
a chtld. Parents who are unhappy or
who have a shaky marriage, may un-
consciously use the children as scape-
goats. If the kids cannot be blamed, the
parents can at least vent their frustra-
tions on them. The children, of course,
do not understand this. Theyjust know
that they are being blamed for things
they cannot control. They usually grow
up feeling guilty and insecure. These
abused children tend to go through life
as second-class citizens.
Uslng the silent treatment, not
speaktng to him. A parent who is angry
or disappointed in his son or daughter
mav decide not to speak to him for a
while, or until the child has done what
he is told to do. Perhaps this silent
treatment is better than flying off the
handle, but since not talking usually in-
cludes not listening, the child is left
bewildered, unable to find out what is
wronq or to defend himself. The silent
A steady diet of negative
words can only make a
child feel inadequate,
discouraged, and
despondent.
treatment is degrading and abusive to
a child because it puts him in the class
with animals, who cannot understand
well, or talk.
Repressing emotions. "Don't cry."
"Shut your mouth." "Keep still." "I
don't want any crying." "I don't want
to hear it." These are all abusive ways
of keeping a child from expressing
emotions. How frustrating it is for a
child who often does not know any
other way of handling his feelings, not
to be able to cry when he is hurt, or
shout when he is angry, or sing when
he is happy. By letting a child show his
emotions, a parent learns how he feels.
A child is healthiest when he can talk
freely with his parents.
Questioning a child's salvation when
he misbehaves. "How can you say you
love Jesus when you act like this? You
say you are saved, but you sure don't
act like it. I doubt if you are." What a
burden of guilt to place on a child. He
may think he is no longer in God's
family, or that his sins are too great for
Jesus to forgive. A parent who threatens
a child with such abusive and false
statements is not only filling him with
false ideas about his salvation but is
also misrepresenting God. Such an
abused child begins to feel shaky and
uncertain about his relationship with
the Lord.
Not llstening to a child. Teenagers
often say to me, "My dad tells me what
to do, but he never listens to anything
I have to say." Perhaps parents are too
busy to listen or simply not interested.
The parent may think he has the im-
portant answers. More likely, the par-
ent himself was never listened to when
he was a child. So today, "listening"
does not enter his mind. But children
need to be heard. Not only does listen-
ing tell them they are worthwhile, it
also tells them that what they have to
say is important. This creates a com-
munication line for the future and an
ability, when they are grown and mar-
ried, to talk and listen to their own
children's conversations.
Placing undue emphasis on over-
achievement. Most parents do not
realize that undue emphasis on over-
achievement is abuse. Often parents
want or expect "the most" of their
children. But what is "the most"?
Often the goals we set for our children
are our goals, not theirs. We'praise
overachievement, but ignore simple ac-
complishment. There is nothing wrong
with excellence. In fact it is desirable,
but parents must remember that a
child is a child, and he takes three
steps to their one. Rejection comes in
many forms, and undue emphasis on
overachievement is one of them.
Not encouraging a child to talk.
Perhaps as a child, you grew up in a
home where children were seen and
not heard-and not heard from. If so,
you may not see the value or feel com-
fortable having conversations with
your child, However, not talking to
your child will keep you at a distance.
What better way is there to find out
what your child thinks, believes, and
feels than talking with him? When a
child talks, he relieves himself of his
strong feelings. He also thinks as he
talks. He refines his ideas, and he
comes to think of himself in a healthier,
happier way. Failure to encourage
talking is a form of abuse.
Continually threatening a child.
Some parents feel the best way tcl
handle their child is to threaten him
with physical punishment-whether it
be a spanking, grounding, no dessert,
or whatever. These parents do not real-
ize the problems that their verbal abuse
may be creating for their parent-child
relationship. First, they may be devel-
oping a feeling of dislike in the child-
a dislike for the parent. How would
you feel about someone who was con-
stantly threatening to take all the good
things away from you, or threatening
you with pain? Secondly, the parent
may be creating a constant feeling of
fear in the child; or, if the parent does
not carry out those threats, an attitude
of "nothing will happen to me." Both
can cause greater problems as the
child grows older.
Showing favoritlsm to one child.
There are obvious cases of favoritism,
like Jacob and Esau in the Bible. And
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the problems this can create are clear.
(Poor relations with his brothers was
Joseph's.) But sometimes parents can
show favoritism without knowins it.
For example, praising one child foihis
"A" in school and ignoring the other's
"8." Or a child may see the favoritism
and not understand why it exists. Chil-
dren, Iike adults, are offended when
things are unfair. Yet many parents
show partiality to a particular child
because the youngster esponds better
to the parent. Sometimes a child uncon-
sciously reminds the parent of someone
whom the parent dislikes. Favoritism
pits one child against another and pre-
vents brothers and sisters from havins
close relationships-even in adulthoodl
Calling a child names. Fewer things
can do more damage to a child's self-
esteem than name-callins. A child who
constantly hears mothei calling him
"stupid," "lazyi" 'peewee," or "clumsy"
will eventually believe her and lose
confidence, or he will start to resent
her and begin using the same words on
her. I know a lady who, when she was
a child, was always called "idiot," first
by her older sister, later by her father
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and mother, and then the whole family
called her by that name. I know another
lady whose mother always introduced
her (as a child) as "the unwanted one."
The effects of such abuse last many
years.
Tn, complimented
child will gain more
confidence, feel more
secure, and be eager
to tackle challenges,
Failing to keep promises. Just as
lying can destroy a child's trust in his
parents, so can the parents'failure to
keep a promise. Parents may make
promises without thinking, or they
may forget what they have promised,
but a child seldom forgets such things.
A parent who continually breaks prom-
ises will soon find his child uncoopera-
tive and hard to control. Why should
a son be faithful to his father, when his
father is not faithful in return?
Allowing no court of appeal. "I
don't want to hear any more about it.
The matter is settled. I have made up
my mind and that is that." There are
times when a final "no" is imoortant
and necessary. However, some parents
slam the door on any debate that may
question their authority. children
should not run the home, but allowing
no "court of appeal" may lead to con-
tinued resentment and hostility.
Threatening a child through guilt
or "love." "After all I have done for
you, now you do this." "God does not
love you when you are like that." "If
you want mother (or Jesus) to love
y o u . . . "
Parents can sometimes make a
child do certain things by making him
feel guilty, but what effect will that
have on him? He may become callous
and indifferent, seeing how such feel-
ings are so easily tossed around. Or he
may be so afraid of hurting another's
feelings that he will not get involved
with others. What an abusive burden-
going through life feeling you cannot
measure up-feeling you are guilty
and to blame.
Demanding perfection. Many par-
ents are perfectionists. They may have
grown up with perfectionist parents.
Or they may not feel really good about
themselves, so they continually do little
things to make themselves fe-el better.
Whatever the cause, it is harmful to
the child. A youngster who lives with
a perfectionist parent usually feels re-jected-many times a day. Constantly
scolding a child for his shortcomings
shows him his faults, but it offers no
solution.
Manipulating a child. Some parents
"use" their child to accomplish their
own desires. They set the stage so the
child will do what the parents want
him to do. This is ratheisimole when
the child is young, but as he gets older,
the parents may find the child overly
dependent, or resentful. Such abuse is
damaging to a child because it mini-
mizes him.
A child who is continually manipu-
lated comes to dislike the parent who
does the manipulating, and often be-
comes a manipulator himself when he'
grows up.
Questioning and ridiculing a child's
commitment to Christ. The Bible tells
us that God called Samuel at an early
age. David, too, was still a youth when
he killed Goliath. Even Jesus was about
His Father's business at an early age.
Youngsters can have a sincere desire
to serve God. But some Darents mav
ridicule or challenge theiichild's faith.
The toughest opposition to our faith
can come from our families. "If you
were really committed to Christ," a par-
ent may say to a child, "you wouldn't
act that way." Such questioning is
damaging to a young person.
One of the most serious mistakes a
parent can make is to question a child's
commitment to Christ, if indeed he is
saved or seeking to serue the [ord. Many
men and women have been "turned off"
in their Christian walk because as
children they were discouraged unduly
by unhappy or unthinking parents.
These are some common wavs Dar-
ents abuse their children emoti;nally.
The bruises may not be so apparent as
in beatings, but the invisible scars left
on their personalities are usually more
ugly and long-lasting. Childhood emo-
tional abuse can affect a Derson as
long as he lives,
I Clyde Narramore is founder and
director of the Narramore Christian
Foundation and holds a doctorate from
Columbia University, New York. His
latest book, Parents At Their Best,
discusses this topic in detail.
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in New York Harbor.
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Word of Life Bible Institute.
It is that simple.
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of the fifty states and from more
than two dozen foreign countries.
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Bible Institute" is
the visiting faculty.
Men like Charles
Ryrie, Elmer
Towns, Sumner
Wemp, Sherrill
Babb, Ron Blue,
Louis Barbieri,
Dave Wyrtzen,
Tom Thylor,
Howard Hendricks,
It is unique because."."mF
from. these great men of God, they gei to
put their knowledge into practice through
ministering in open air evangelism, local
churches and during the Summer Institute
of Camping.
course of studies
from The Bible In-
stifute is transferra-
ble to many other
colleges. Graduat-
ing students who
wish to continue
their college educa-
tion transfer as
sophomores.
Located in the beautiful six million acre
Adirondack Park, the Bible Institute is
nestled below majestic mountains on the
shores of Schroon Lake.
The Bible Institute, a tradition of excellence in learning, Ieadership and accomplishment.
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to Remember
by Bud McCord
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o
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aving been born
in 1951, World
War II is some-
thing I learned about,
but cannot know in a
personal way. To many
it is a war that will not
and cannot end because
of scars and memories.
Recently, in our area
of Brazil there was a lot of talk about
Joseph Mengele. To me he was only a
name, or a person I might have chanced
to meet on a downtown street in Sao
Paulo. To millions of others he is sec-
ond only to Hitler as one of history's
worst criminals.
Certainly, the Nazis would have a
tough time today convincing a large
group of people to fight for their cause.
Yet, millions fought for Nazism, think-
ing it was good.
A recent issue of National Geo-
graphic carried a story of the Vietnam
War Memorial in Washington, D.C. I did
not serve in Vietnam, but I wept as I
read the article. It was my war because
I know at least four names I would
look for on that dark granite wall.
Each generation, each nation, seems
to have its own war. In reality, there is
onlv one war, and the frontline action
keeps changing times and locations.
Sinie men cannot decide between good
and evil, the fight will go on and on.
The sad thing is that both sides always
fight in the name of good, and both
sides find out that they too are in-
volved in evil.
The hidden enemy seemingly never
grows weary as our world fights on
and on. In the flesh we tire and ques-
tion our strength to keep
on fighting. Is it any
wonder that we long for
the Prince of Peace?
Can you imagine what
it will be like to finally
see the world at peace?
God led us to Brazil.
The battle here is not one
of bombs and bullets,
but the casualties of the real, never-
ending war are incredible. From time
to time we see men "rise from the
dead" as the words of the Prince of
Peace bring the New Birth to them.
There will probably never be a dark
granite wall to hold their names but
they will be written in the Book of Life.
I can hardly wait to read their names
along with mine.
I Bud McCord is a missionary in
Brazil. He is associated with Baptist
Bible Fellowship Missions in Spring-
field, Missouri.
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THE STRENGTHS AND WEAKI{ESSES
OF THE AC.E. PROGRAM
WEAKNESSES IN AC.E. Over
the years, real weaknesses have
surfaced. A.C.E. has always
practiced a policy of listening to its
critics. This policy provides insights
for refining and improving the
program. The unusual thing about
A.C.E. is that the real weaknesses
are not easily identifiable and are
rarely found on critics' lists. Most
critics do not understand enough
about A.C.E. to give it a fair
evaluation, but rather they are
coming at it from a conventional
point of view Their presupposition
is, "It is not the right way; therefore,
it cannot work." This keeps them
frorn rn'aking a fair evaluation and
results in a host of. perceived
weaknesses, most of which are
strengths in disguise. The irony of
it is that while criticizing our
perceivedweaknesses, they make it
possible for us to see what are our
real weaknesses.
AC.E. RESULTS. Academics is not
a weakness. Academic achievement
is among the greatest strengths of
A.C.E., and comes as a surprise to
the educational fraternity which
espouses much less efficient or
less product ive "status quo"
conventional methodology.
Adverfisement
Notice a few principles between the
conventional system and AC.E.
Comparing the two systems is like
comparing apples and oranges.
However, there are some related
principles.
Conventional curriculum takes
the child's mind through a spiral
of material while introducing
him to new skills in sequence.
Since the children are grouped
chronologically, they are lock-
stepped together to pass through
the same amount of material at the
same time. However, children of the
same age do not have the same level
of ability or maturity, and their
actual learning rate is not lock-
stepped to the class. Therefore, as
the group passes from skill to skill
in the spiral, the children's actual
learning is relative and their
achievement is varied. The result is
that the above-average child may
master the skill the first time he is
exposed. The average child may pick
up some of it, and the below-average
child will often grasp only a
minimum or fail to understand the
material. Thus, the spiral continues
with some out in front and others
lost for a season or for good.
The A.C.E. curriculum in its first
two editions was designed similar to
this pattern: exposure and the
spiral. During use of the second
edition, A.C.E. determined that the
MASTERY principle should
supersede the spiral and that
mastery would reduce or eliminate
the problem slow learners have with
failure.
ifted
<- 2nd Ed.
Average
<-- 3rd
<_ lst Ed.
Slow
rner
Focus of Curriculum
The third edition adopted a new
format: that of building skill upon
ski l l  adaptable to al l  chi l -
dren. The scope and sequence
ignores the grade level and moves
continuous progress from the first
skill to be mastered on through the
next skill in sequence. Children may
move oh ahead as rapidly as they
can progress or take as long as is
necessatry, as long as each child
masterd the material. Thev are not
Iocr<eEl-into any group rate of
learnin$, but only progress through
the skills as they MASTER the
BASICS.
The conventional system is directed
toward the average to above-average
student. The slow learner is not
accepted in many private schools
where a cutoff point is maintained
somewhere between the average and
slow learner.
A.C.E. is perceived as being weak in
its curriculum for the critical years
between levels three and five. In
order to prevent any child from
being lost during these years, the
curriculum must depart from the
conventional spiral scope and
sequence and concentrate on
MASTERY-building skill upon
skill.
MASTERY at point "A'
equips the child to demon-
strate FULL MASTERY
at point "B."
Notice at point'.1l,''in the diagram,
the intended rate of progress in
mathematics drops below the line
during the third year. This seems to
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indicate that the children's learning
is below average and inferior. The
fact is, the use of the mastery prin-
ciple shifted multiplication from the
third level into the fourth level
where it used to be found in older
math textbooks and where all
students were ready for it. On the
achievement tests, students are
tested on multiplication which they
have not yet had. In the third level
of AC.E., they are receiving a
stronger foundation in MASTERY
which does not show up on the
test at point '4." It shows up at
point "B."
A.C.E. is sometimes asked, "fs the
child really as low as the test
indicates?" The truth is, the test did
not measure all that the child did
master, and it tested some things
that he has not yet encountered. A
parent asks, "What if we take our
child out of AC.E., would he be
behind a grade level?" If he were
transferred to a conventional school
upon entering the fourth level, he
might be behind the scope and
sequence in math. However, A.C.E.
did not develop the program for a
third grader to transfer. Ifthe child
is gifted and permitted to advance
in his PACE's, he could complete his
third year in fourth level curriculum
and would then be on grade level in
comparison to the conventional
curriculum.
If, however, the A.C.E. theory is
right and children really do gain a
MASTERY between the third and
fifth level, then long-ranged results
are forthcoming. Now look back at
the preceding chart at point "8." It
demonstrates that A.C.E. students
in math at the end of their ninth
year in school actually average out
a 12.5 in achievement. That is the
top achievable grade on the 1977
CAT. It demonstrates that finishing
third level with a 3.2 score is only a
perceived weakness. Get the whole
picture! It is only a preparation for
a far greater strength than other
curriculum publishers have to show.
On the following chart, notice the
combined reading and language
scores. Students begin with a
MASTERY principle and average
slightly below the line at the end of
the first year. From then or,
achievement leaps across the
average line and remains
comfortably above the chronological
grade until it hits the maximum of
I2.9 at the end of ninth level. In
math, language, and reading skills,
the average child on AC.E. has
already surpassed three levels of
high school achievement before he
enters his last three years of school.
N0TE: Statistics for levels
below 4th grade were
estimated from reports
submitted by A.C.E. coor-
dinators and consultants.
Levels 4-12 were iested by
CTB/McGraw-Hil l  Pub-
lishers in Mav. 1983.
Please note that A.C.E. gets an
abundance of slow learners because
A.C.E. has a reputation for taking
them and providing for them. These
children's scores are averaged in
with al l  the rest,  yet the
achievement level still hits the top
at the end of the ninth level.
This is an A.C.E. dream come true.
For years A.C.E. was confident that
the job was being done, but A.C.E.
had no idea that in only fifteen years
the program would have astonishing
academic results which are second
to none. This demonstrates that, by
bui lding a strong base of
MASTERY of LEARNING in
BASIC SKILLS, children are far
more ready to move on up into
higher education with the kind of
results that Christian education
should demonstrate in this age of
reform.
Graduates from the A.C.E. program
are attending 475 colleges and
universities all over America with
outstanding performances. Miss
Joan Alexander in Los Angeles
graduated from an A.C.E. school at
age 14, attended Cal State
Dominguez Hills University for four
years, and at age eighteen was the
youngest graduate in the history of
the universi ty.  She earned a
computer science degree and was
honored Magna Cum Laude. She is
not the rule, but she is hardly an
exception. A.C.E. students are the
national exception. Each summer
many reports come in of students
with outstanding performance in
almost every walk of life. Businesses
in several states have said, "We'll
take all the graduates you'll send
us,"
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Tim Lee
Taking a Strong Stand for America
was blown into the air and found him-
self in the arms of his buddy Lee Gore.
Gore was praying for his friend, and
Lee breathed the most sincere prayer
of his life, "God, if You'll just let me
live, I promise I'l l serve you."
Though the odds were slim, Lee did
survive. After a long hospitalization he
returned home and felt God callins
him to be a preacher. He met a lovely
girl, Connie Hamson, and they were
soon marrleo.
Tim Lee became the pastor of a
church in Mcleansboro, Ill inois. For
five years he pastored and preached in
revival meetings, Bible conferences,
and youth conferences. Through the
suggestion of Jim Vineyard, Lee be-
came Staff Evangelist at Windsor Hills
Baptist Church of Oklahoma City.
In 1984 the busy evangelist spoke
300 times in 43 states. Now he travels
Sunday through Wednesday three
weeks of the month. The rest of the
time is for his family. Lee knows the
importance of spending time with his
wife and their three children-Brian,
Jana Beth, and Amber Michelle.
Tim Lee has received numerous
honors and awards for his military ser-
vice and his lifestyle, but he believes
his greatest opportunity was "to answer
the call to preach. God is the God of
second chances. He gave that oppor-
tunity to me and I answered His call. I
count it a great opportunity to serve
my country. That's high on the list. But
the greatest honor of my life is the call
to preach."
Lee preaches about America and
revival. "I'm concerned about the con-
dition of America, and I want to see a
genuine revival in our country. I think
the greatest single need in our country
is for preachers to get a burden for our
nation, and to preach the truth un-
ashamedly and unapologetically with
firmness, conviction, and genuine love."
Is having no legs a handicap? "No.
When I think of what my life was like
by Angela Elwell Hunt
I lthough I have interviewed
fl many preachers, I knew this
I lone would be different. He was
not only a preacher, he was a Marine,
proudly wearing a spotless uniform.
He was not only a Marine, he was a
Vietnam vet, and I had been hearing
much about the traumas and trials of
veterans. And this man had not only
given a year of his life in the Vietnam
War, he had also given his legs.
Tim Lee sat across from me in his
wheelchair and matter-of-factly ex-
plained his ministry and his history.
He had grown up as a preacher's son,
but had rebelled and wandered away
from God. Tired of the restrictions at
home, lce joined the Marine Corps and
soon found himself fighting for his
country in South Vietnam. Nine months
into his tour of duty Lee was leading a
group of men in a mine-sweeping expe-
dition and stepped on a land mine. He
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want my children
and your children
to have the privilege
to live under the same
flag we live under,
Someone paid the price
for our freedom,
and we should do
the same for the
generation to come,"
when I had my legs as compared to the
present, I wouldn't trade places. Being
in God's will is the most important
thing in life. As far as lifestyle is con-
cerned, I'm more active now in many
ways than before the loss of my legs."
Lee's ability is astounding. He re-
cently landed a 5S-pound king salmon
from an Alaska river and durins the
same week brousht down a sixlfoot
black bear, now riounted in his office
at home. His philosophy is, "If you can
climb a tree, I can climb a tree." Noth-
ing seems impossible for Tim Lee.
"When I'm preaching, people forget
that I don't have legs. It takes two or
three minutes to adiust visually, but
they soon get wrappld up in the mes-
sage, That's the way it should be.
"God will use anyone who is sur-
rendered to His will. I saw a lot of Viet-
nam veterans who came back from the
war with iniuries similar to mine and
gave up on life.I didn't want to die and
I've never been a quitter. God gave me
a desire to live and do His will. Be-
cause of my family, my ministry, and
the opportunity to be used of God, I
have something well worth living for."
Lee believes that America is worth
fighting for. He volunteered for service
at a time when national patriotism was
low. Today he is glad to see that patri-
otism is flourishing again. "I think one
reason is the present administration.
President Reagan is 100 percent Ameri-
can and makes no apologies for it.
Mr. Reagan is not perfect-he's made
mistakes and he'll make more-but he
loves America and is dedicated to Dre-
serving our heritage and freedoms.
"Secondly, I 've said all over the
country that Jerry Falwell has done
more than any one individual to bring
a sense of morality back to this nation.
If people are patriotic minded, they're
going to want what's morally right for
America.
"I've preached all over this country
and on several occasions have had
Vietnam veterans say to me,'I 'm glad
you said that. ' No one has ever said
anything negative to me about my mili-
tary involvement or how I served my
country. People tend to think that all
Vietnam veterans are sour malcontents.
You never hear from the vets who are
hard workers and loyal American cit i-
zens. They came back from the war ex-
pecting no pat on the back and no red
carpet. They considered themselves
soldiers who simply did their duty.
They're the ones who secure a job,
provide for their families, and uphold
patriotic values, but you never hear
about them on the six o'clock news."
ke is more afraid for America today
than he was 15 years ago. "We are our
own worst enemy. America is not going
to be destroyed from without, America
is going to be destroyed from within.
Liberalism and Modernism in the pul-
p i t ,  homosexual i ty ,  abor t ion,  pornog-
raphy, and the flaunting of sin are
taking their toll on our nation. God
cannot, God wil l not, bless a nation
that is bent on turning her back on
righteousness. "
Why does Tim Lee sacrif ice hours
away from home and family to travel
throughout America? "Because I want
my children and your children to have
the privilege to l ive under the same
flag we live under. Someone paid the
price for our freedom, and we should
do the same for the generation to come.
In Vietnam I fought 10,000 miles away
from home. Anyone with common sense
would realize that if I would do that
in an alien countrv, I will do that much
and more here inAmerica. There is a
price to be paid, but we cannot give up
on America. There is hope, I am only
one person. Madalyn Murray O'Hare
was one person, and she was successful
in having the Bible and prayer removed
from our public school system. That
demonstrated the influence one indi-
vidual can generate.
"I have a burden for revival. I want
to see a moving of God in my lifetime.
That's why I travel every week. That's
why I take the stand that I do. It would
be much easier not to do some of the
things that I do, but it's worth it. When
it involves our freedom, our nation,
and our religious convictions, I know
i t 's  worth i t . "
I To have Tim Lee visit your church,
contact Tim Lee Ministries, 5517 NW
23rd Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
73127 or ohone 405-787-0830.
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A Little
Personql
Core, Pleose
by Cecil Hodges
"The Lord is my shep-
herd," wrote David in de-
fining the God of his life.
While God looks after all
His creation, David felt
God's oersonal attentron
in directing his "walk
through the valley." The
great psalmist easily fol-
lowed such personalized
care through trial and
triumnh.
A Iack of personalized
leadership in our churches
leaves people feeling empty
and insignificant. People
want and need a special
direction from the pastor.
Some church leaders
solve the problem by de-
claring that congregations
should be small-not over
300. This theory is repudi-
ated by the example of the
Jerusalem church, which
added 3,000 members in
one day. Since size is not
the answer, what is?
ln Building a Standard
Sunday School, Arthur
Flake gave us a formula in
1922 for personalized leader-
ship that is st i l l  producing
phenomenal growth in
churches throughout our
nation. Flake proposed that
church members be placed
in units of five, with one
person designated as leader
of the group. The group
leader ministers personally
and lovingly to his small
flock. Likewise, for every
five group leaders there is
an outreach leader who
loves,  nur tures,  and g ives
individual attention to each
group leader.
The organization can be
adiusted to meet the needs
of 
-any 
size congregation.
The group of  leaders,  min-
istered to by the pastor,
imparts love and care
through the group structures
until every member of the
church senses the loving
care of their pastor.
Jesus Christ used an
organizational ratio of I to
12. He ministered to the
12 and they ministered to
the people. The early church
followed the example of
their Lord and grew phe-
nomenally. The organization
had to expand to give per-
sonalized care to the people.
Acts 6 gives the details.
Moses, one of God's
greatest men, realized the
need to individually care
for his people. Although he
lengthened his workday
to extend from sunuo to
sundown, the lines giew
longer, and the people
more impatient, as he tried
to meet their needs. Moses'
father-in-law, Jethro, ad-
vised him to divide the
people into groups of 100
and appoint a leader over
them who would love, nur-
ture, and meet the individual
needs of each group. When
the group leader found
himself inadeouate to solve
a particular pioblem, he
worked the matter through
the organization until it
reached Moses. At this point
Moses gave special atten-
tion to the oroblem and
either passed back a solu-
tion through the ranks or
granted a personal hearing
to the inquiry.
As pastors, we must
learn to make our church
organization warm and per-
sonal, so each member of
our congregation feels like
a valuable nart of God's
work. We must take care
that a member's special
needs not be overlooked or
get "bogged down" in this
organized structure. If we
choose, train, and guide
the right leaders, who can
communicate the heart of
the pastor, this should
never happen. Only when
we have accomplished this
wil l we be privileged to
minis ter  to  thousands.
God help us to grasp
the dynamics of the words
of the psalmist, "He lead-
eth me."
Sermon
Outline
From Suffering to Glory-
2 Corinthians 4: 17-5: 10
I. Introduction (4: I 7-18)
II. Looking at the House(5 :1-5)
III. Looking at the Home
(5:6-8)
IV. Looking at the Harvest
(5:9-10)
Word Study
Endemeo, "to be at
home," l i teral ly s igni f ies
"being among one's own
people" (en-"in," demos-
"people"). It is used to
speak of life on earth with
believers, or of life in
heaven with the Lord (2 Cor.
5:6-8). It is contrasted with
oikos and olftla, which de-
note simply a "house" or
"dwelling place." The use
of endemeo in 2 Corinthians
5:8 speaks of a conscious
and personal existence
with the Lord after death.
EPA Needs
Help in
Asbestos
Seorch
. i . . ,
To protect children
from the health risks asso-
ciated with asbestos, the
government is requiring all
schools-public and private-
to find and eliminate such
materials.
Asbestos was used exren-
sively in building materials
unti l December 1978. It is
most commonly found in
acoustical ceil ing materials.
The fibers are microscopic,
and when released into the
air and inhaled, thev can
cause serious health prob-
lems (asbestosis and vari-
ous forms of cancer). Fibers
can be released into the
air when the material is
crumbled.
Congress enacted the
Asbestos-in-Schools Rule
(Federal Register, May 27,
1982) to protect the health
of the children. The En-
vironmental Protection
Agency has found a high
degree of noncompliance
with the rule in private
schools. Noncomnliance
leads to legal proceedings
that are costly in fines,
legal expenses, and time.
The following is a sum-
mary o[ the legal require-
ments. Each elementary and
secondary school musl:
Inspect each school
building for material that
is easily crumbled by hand.
Have three samples of
each distinct area analyzed
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Recloiming fhe
Counseling
Ministry
by Charles R. Solomon
Counseling has come to
be known as a specialty,
and the field has been all
but turned over to those
with graduate training in
the behavioral sciences.
Until mid-century, a self-
respecting fundamental
pastor would not touch a
psychologist with a 10-foot
pole, but today we often
see the psychologist and/or
psychiatrist eaching the
church.
Because of this trend,
the typical minister with a
master of div ini ty degree
often feels inadequate to
counsel when he has had
only a few courses in coun-
seling. Realizing that God's
Word is the only sound
basis for offering counsel-
ing, Bible colleges need to
reouire more courses in
biblical counseling, so
their graduates are more
astute in this vital aspect
of ministry.
We need to realize the
true meaning of counseling-
leading a person into a
spiritual life of appropriat-
ins his resources in Christ
foi his living needs. Any
minister would agree that
those who apply his mes-
sases to their lives and
allow the Spirit of God to
direct them will find the
way to Jesus and to victory
in Him. If the truth of the
Word is effective with a
group, why would it not be
with an individual?
I do not believe that a
pastor should do a great
volume of counseling. He
should be able to train a
number of men and women
to carry out this ministry
in the local church. Obvi
ously, if the pastor has not
learned to see the Spirit of
God transform the lives of
by polarized light micros-
copy.
If I percent or more
asbestos is found in the
sample, warn and notify all
school personnel and the
parents of the students.
Keep records of the in-
spection, sampling, anal-
ysis, and notification
activities.
EPA offices will help
with the requirements and
provide appropriate docu-
ments.
While the EPA recog-
nizes that private school
officials share the desire to
Drotect students and school
emolovees from the haz-
a.dr oi inhaling asbestos
fibers, it is concerned by
the private schools' high
degree of noncompliance.
If you have any questions
about asbestos or the law,
please contact your EPA
office or call the Funda-
mentalist Journal, 804-
528-41 2, Extension 2063.
I Jo Ann Semones is a
regional asbestos coordi-
nator for the Environ-
mental Protection Agency.
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believers through his own
counseling, he will not
envision God's use of his
church members in this
work. Some people will see
no one but the pastor and
these will be sufficient to
involve him in all the coun-
selins he needs to do.
Airedible job of coun-
seling requires that a be-
liever understand and love
people. Beyond that, he
must be able to share his
spiritual experience in such
a Word-based way that the
Soirit of God will honor it
by transforming lives.
The church should have
never relinquished this re-
soonsibilitv to the world
system. "Fbr the Word of
God is quick, and powerful"
(Heb. 4:12). Why not use it
on a one-to-one basis with
those in trouble? To find
freedom, believers need
to know who they are in
Christ-our position in Him
as found in Romans 6-8.
Knowing it intellectually
may come through educa-
tion, but knowing it expe-
rientially must come by
illumination of the Holy
Spirit.
There are many causes
of defeat and bondage, but
aside from physiological
complications, the flesh is
the real issue and the ex-
perienced Cross is the only
complete answer: "I am
.ru.ifi"d with christ: never-
theless I live; yet not I, but
Christ liveth in me: and the
Iife which I now live in the
flesh I live by the faith of
the Son of God, who loved
me, and gave himself for
me" (Gal. 2:20).
Funerols-A
Woy to
Glority God
A cynic might well de-
fine a funeral as an event
that enriches the undertaker,
tires the preacher, snarls
the traffic, entertains the
onlookers. and onlv adds
to the grief of the mourn-
ers who have to pay the
bill both financially and
emotionally. But Christians
are not cvnics: we must
Iook at the funeral from a
biblical and pastoral
perspective.
For the Christian, the
first purpose of a funeral
is to glorify God. Unless
the funeral service is seen
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as an act of Christian wor-
ship, and is planned with
that in mind, it wil l lack
the depth of meaning and
ministry that sets it apart
from a mere humanistic
service. The funeral must
focus on the livins God
and not on a dead-body.
A second purpose for
the funeral is to dignify
man. Man is made in the
image of God, and the
body of the believer is the
temple of God, sealed by
the Holy Spirit "unto the
day of redemption" (Eph
4:30;  c f .  1 :13-14) .  The body
will one day be raised in
glory, so there is no excuse
for disposing of it in
ignominy.
While the old-fashioned
eulogy is, for the most
part, no longer a part of
our funeral services, there
is certainly nothing wrong
with giving honor where
honor is due. God is glori-
fied when the life of a man
or woman has been invested
in things eternal, in ser-
vice to others, and in the
pursuit of godliness.
The third purpose of
the funeral  is  to  test i fy  to
our  fa i th .  The serv ice ousht
to present  the Chr is t ian
view of life and death. Christ
should be magnified and
the message of the gospel
made crystal clear. The
power of the blessed hope
ought to grip every heart.
The ideal funeral service
sends people away saying,
"Surely the Lord is in this
place; and I knew it not!"
(Gen .28 :16 ) .
Finally, the funeral ser-
vice should fortify those
who mourn. The ministry
is for the living. Bereaved
persons can find encourage-
ment from friends and loved
ores gathered around
tnem.
The fact that God knows
and understands how we
feel is at the foundation of
all grief therapy and the
healing of broken hearts.
God's love is expressed
most tangibly by God's
people, and the funeral ser-
vice gives opportunity for
the expression of this love.
Adapted Irom Com lorting
the Bereaved by Warren W.
and David W. Wiersbe,
copyright 1985, Moody
Press, Moodv Bible Insti-
tute of Chicago. Used by
permission.
Eurofokus '86
Meels
in Nonvoy
Missionary to Norway
Phil Brown says the con-
ference in Stavanger, Nor-
way, this August may well
be "a most  importanl
meeting for Independent
Baptists in this century."
Eurofokus '86 is a gather-
ing of Independent Baptist
missionaries and preachers
from all over Europe and
the United States fbr the
purpose of deciding what
can be done to improve the
effect of Fundamentalist
Baptist outreach to Europe.
Brown has a burden
for faster world outreach
and bel ieves that  get t ing
the "sendees" together
with the "senders" wil l be
a very effective way to
init iate progress. "Europe
has the greatest resources
and is the center of world
peace," explains Brown.
"Very few people know
the potential that exists
there. Europeans don't
have any trouble getting
into other countries as
miss ionar ies,  but  Amer i -
cans are being closed out
oi many countries, includ-
ing increasing numbers of
European countries. Un-
fortunately, most European
missionaries are not Funda-
mentalists or even Conser-
vative Evangelicals. Norway
sends out more mission-
aries per capita than any
other nation, but thev are
not Fundamentalists."
Brown has planned a
week of activities August
5-10. Speakers include E. G.
Robertson, Jerry Falwell,
James O. Combs, Leland
Kennedy, and many others.
On August l0 Jerry Falwell
will speak to 6,000 people
in King's Park. It will be
the largest crowd in Europe
to hear an Independent
Baptist preacher.
But not all the time will
be spent in conference ses-
sions. Brown has planned
an intriguing schedule al-
lowing time for viewing the
magnificent beauty of Nor-
way. A boat cruise up one
of Norway's fjords to Pulpit
Rock, an international
banquet, shopping trips, a
gr i l l  par ty ,  and a "miss ion-
ary kids"' talent tourna-
ment are just a few features.
Brown believes that
change requires new in-
volvement and new empha-
sis. A big surprise is planned
for the last day of the
conference. For more infor-
mation or resistration
forms, write: 
-Eurofokus'86,
Postboks 81,  4051,  SOLA,
Norway, or phone 011-47-4-
65 1408 or 011-47 -4-65 1435.
Church
News
This month marks the
20th anniversary of the
founding of Melmark Home,
a nonprofit residential
facil i ty in Berwyn, Pennsyl-
vania, l icensed to care for
and train the mentallv re-
tarded. Melmark's educa-
tional facil i t ies serve 188
residents from preschool
age through adulthood.
The Joybells, a group
of 12 boys and girls who
reside at Melmark, capture
the hearts of audiences
with their handbell ringing,
s inging,  and hand-s igning
presentations. Despite their
inabil ity to read music,
they play handbell arrange-
ments with amazing dex-
terity on their four-octave
set of Schulmerich hand-
bells. For more information
call 215-353-1726.
After 13 years Bob Jones
University has ceased pub-
lication of its magazine
Faith for the Family with
the April 1986 issue. Rising
costs and lack of advertis-
ing revenue, because of an
inabil ity to formulate an
advertising policy, were
attributed as the cause.
L. Ronald Hubbard.
founder of the Church of
Scientology, died of a
stroke January 24, 1986, at
his ranch near San Lurs
Obispo, California, at the
age of 74. Hubbard was a
science fiction writer with
over  500 publ ished works.
He once said,  " I f  a  man
really wants to make a
mill ion dollars, the best
way would be to start his
own re l is ion."  In  1954 he
founded ihe Church of Scien-
tology promoting religious
mental health by the elimi-
nat ions of  "engrams,"
which he believed the human
race had been accumulat-
ing for  70 mi l l ion years.
Membership in the Church
of Scientology peaked at
2 mi l l ion 10 vears aso.
NEW YORK (RNS)-
Desnite the attention Lib-
eral Protestant churches
have g iven in the past
decade to "ethnic  inc lus ive-
ness," some Conservative,
Evangelical bodies actually
have larger  percentages of
ethnic-minority members,
according to a survey con-
ducted by the weekly United
Methodist Reporter.
The Assemblies of God's
ethnic membership in-
creased 48 percent and the
Southern Baptists 70 per-
cent, said the Reporter,
wi th the growth resul t ing
main ly  " l rom aggressive
evanselism and church-
starting efforts."
The American Baptists,
who are considered part of
the mainline Protestant
community, had a 43 per-
cent ethnic growth figure,
orimarilv from black con-
gregat ions that  are dual ly
affiliated with both the
ABC and a black Baotist
denomination.
If your church or
Christian organization has
news of interest to pas-
tors, please send a release
to the Soecial Sections; ,h,c l r tor .  t  undam enla l t  s [
I ou rnal, Lynchburg, Virginia
24514 or  ca l l  804-528-4112.
Extension 2400.
We Asked
Ron Adrion...
Which three pastors
had the greatest influence
on your l i fe? J. J. Adrian,
Ken Adrian, and Jack Hyles.
Complete this statement:
Growing churches in the
eighties must continue to
do those things that made
them grow to begin with.
Reaching people takes time,
effort, and dedication. A
growing church wil l be an
exciting place. Enthusiasm
will spread. The best tech-
nique ever designed to reach
people is the biblical plan
of soulwinning. We must
emphasize over and over
again the absolute neces-
sity of visitation and soul-
winning. There must be a
balance of qualitv Bible
messages to feed"people
the Word of God so they
may grow thereby.
How old were you when
you first began pastoring,
and if you knew then what
you know now, what would
you have done differently?
I pastored my first church
at age 27 in Lincoln, Ne-
braska. I would recommend
that  young minis ters gain
more practical experience
from a seasoned, older
pastor before entering their
own Dastorates. You need
all the preparation possible.
Looking to the nineties,
how do you see the pastor-
ate changing? The pastor
must be wil l ing to adopt
new methods to keeo his
ministry moving forward.
However, the principles of
God's Word never change.
He must not comoromise
his preaching. He must feed
the people.  He must  g ive
adequate time to adminis-
tration and church finances,
developing a sound spiri-
tual and financial program
in his church to meet the
needs of a changing world
and a more demanding
economy.
In reviewing your job
description, what do you
enjoy doing most? Min-
istering to our people, pre-
parrng messages ano
preaching God's Word, be-
ing a part of the great work
of the gospel ministry are
all satisfying, rewarding
experlences.
What do you enjoy the
Ieast? Dealing with the
problems of the Christian
school operated by the
church.
What are the toughest
problems you face in the
ministry? A balance of be-
ing the chief executive officer
and the administrator of a
growing ministry and be-
ing a pastor to the people
and a oreacher of the Word
of God. The demands on a
pastor's t ime can keep him
f rom fu l f i l l i ns  h i s  ma in
calling and main objective
in the ministry. This can
be frustrating.
I Ron Adrian is pastor of
First Baptist Church in
New Castle, Delaware.
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Bill Rice Ranch
More than a Simple Camping Ministry
ill and Cathy Rice had been
married for two years when
their darling daughter, BettY,
was born. While Bil l was attending
Dr. Cothy Rice. Co{ounder, Bill Rice Ronch, Inc
Moody Bible Institute in Chicago, Belty
became ill. Her parents feared the
worst when the doctor diagnosed the
chi ld 's i l lness as meningit is.
Betty recovered, but she lost her
hearing. Soon she was enrolled in spe-
cial schools, and Cathy Rice watched
as her 3-year-old aughter began to
learn the alphabet. But Cathy was con-
cerned about another dimension of her
daughter's training-who was going to
teach her daughter about God?
Althoush the child attended church
each week-and looked at the brightly
colored pictures in her Sunday school
classroom, no one was able to share
the gospel in a language the deaf girl
could understand. Finally Cathy Rice
decided, "If Betty was to learn, I would
have to be the one to teach her. Though
I knew nothins about deafness and did
not know how to teach her, I asked the
Lord for wisdom and He gave it to me."
Soon other mothers of deaf chil-
dren were begging Cathy for help. The
Rices learned that there were an esti-
mated 19 million deaf in the country at
that time. Their hearts were burdened
with the need to minister to those who
could not hear the gospel.
In July 1950 Bill Rice, Jr., and CathY
founded the Bill Rice Ranch for the
purpose of winning the lost to Christ
and helping believers grow in grace
through Bible preaching. One of the
ranch's brochures states: "The ranch
is built on the philosophy that it pleases
Errry activity
and every staff
member exists on the
ranch for the purPose
of preparing hearts
for the preaching
of God's Word,
God to reach men through 'the foolish-
ness of preaching.' Every activity, every
skit, every trail ride, every counselor,
every program detail, and every staff
member exists on the ranch for the
DurDose of preparing hearts for the
preaching of God's W6rd. The ranch is
Bible preaching."
The Bill Rice Ranch, the South's
largest independent Christian camp-
ground, is nestled on 1,500 acres in the
6eautiful foothills of the Cumberland
Mountains of middle Tennessee, nine
miles west of Murfreesboro.
A unique ministry to deaf Youth
and adults is offered in this beautiful
setting. Any deaf child 10 years of age
or older is invited for a free week-long
vacation at the ranch. Two weeks of
camp are set aside specifically for deaf
vouth and adults.
" Twelve deaf people attended camP
in 1953; last summer 1,015 deaf people
enjoyed a week at the ranch. During
the first evangelistic service for the deaf
last summer, 100 people accepted the
Lord as Saviour. It is not unusual for
between 70 and 100 peoPle to accept
Christ each week at the camP.
Dave Eoute first attended the Bill
Rice Ranch as a teenager. Although heAn oeriol view of the ronch compground nestled ot the foot of Scoles 
Mountoin in the beoutiful
foothills of the Cumberlond Mountoins,
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Deof teenogers respond io ihe first invitolion of ihe speciol week for them, Dr, Bill Rice lll gives
them directions from the plotform using Sign Longuoge.
came from a Christian home, he was
confused about his faith. At the ranch,
he finally found the answers he had
been seeking. He accepted the lord
under the preaching of Paul Levin,'who
has been preaching for "youth week"
at the camp for 30 years.
Other summer weeks are designated
as "junior weeks," "deaf weeks," and
"family weeks." Special spring retreats
have been planned for men, Christian
school workers, graduating high school
seniors, ladies, couples, and students
of sign language. Special fall retreats
for Christian school workers, couples,
preachers, deaf workers, ladies, and
men have been designated.
Young people who visit the camp
are able to participate in athletic activ-
ities, trail rides, an old-fashioned rodeo,
and swimming. An air rifle range,
horsemanship training, and hiking are
offered along with crafts and Bible
quizzing.
Aside from a regular camping min-
istry, the Bill Rice Ranch is also in-
volved in film, revival, and literature
ministries. Dave Eoute, who grew up
in the ministries of the Bill Rice Ranch,
now directs the film department, pro-
ducing films both deaf and hearing
audiences enjoy. But Dave never for-
gets, "The heart of this ministry is
producing visuals for the deaf."
In July 1977 the Bill Rice Ranch
Mission Board was chartered for the
purpose of carrying the gospel "into all
the world." The goals of the mission
board are to "establish deaf ministries
in strong, fundamental churches locally
and on the foreign field; to conduct
camps for the deaf other than in Ten-
nessee; to win people to Christ; to help
build established ministries; and to
strengthen deaf people into mature
Christians with a follow-up program."
The mission board is not underwritten
or funded by an organization. Mission
board staff members and missionaries
are responsible for raising their own
financial support.
After Bill, Jr., died in 1978, Bill
Rice III picked up his father's mantle
and continues to lead this dynamic
outreach to the deaf.
The ministries of the Bill Rice Ranch
seek to bring revival to people across
America. In 1986 there will be over 25
revival camp weeks at the ranch and
over 60 revival ministry crusades in
the United States conducted by the
evangelists from the ranch. Staff evan-
gelists include Bill Rice III, Jack Mount,
Pat Hand, Jim Stoutenborough, Billy
Renstrom, and Doyle Robertson.
What have others said about the
Bill Rice Ranch? Lee Roberson: "I was
present at the Bill Rice Ranch their
first year and now serve on the board.
The ranch's ministry has been so blessed
of God because it is founded on the
Bible principle of soulwinning."
Bob Gray has sent his young people
to the ranch regularly. "It has been the
privilege of the Trinity Baptist Church
lJacksonville, Florida] to have a regular
part in the support of the Bill Rice
Ranch since its beginning. For many
years we have sent deaf teenagers to
the ranch as Dart of our worldwide
missionary oulreach."
Each summer more than 1,000
young people per week gather to learn
about the Lord at the Bill Rice Ranch.
Cathy Rice's need led to a dream that
has been fulfil led for thousands of
men, women, and children.
For more information about this
ministry write the Bill Rice Ranch,
Route 2, Franklin Road, Murfreesboro,
Tennessee 37130. I
the weekly rodeo,
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Asahel Nettleton-The voice of Revival
'E* 
ministers, I
believe, have ever studied
the windings of the
natural heart witlt more
diligence and success
than he did,"
by Robert Swanson
ttV#:'**ffit?
turning so many souls from darkness to
light and from the power of Satan unto
God," wrote Bennet Tyler. John Thorn-
bury was convinced, "He may verv well
have been, next to George iWhitifietd,
the most effective evangelist in the
history of the United States." These
admiring biographers speak of Asahel
Nettleton, a man whose legacy receives
little attention in our modern appraisal
of American church history. He never
pastored a church, wrote a 
-book, 
or led
an organization. Nettleton was an
itinerant evangelist who visited churches
upon invitation. His preaching and
counseling directly led to the conver-
sions of at least 25,000 individuals, at
a time when our country's population
was only 9 million. His esteemed
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reputation was based upon the per-
manence of these converts and the
testimony of friends and coworkers
with whom he shared mutual affection.
Born in 1783 on a farm in North
Killingworth, Connecticut, Asahel was
one of six children. His upbringing was
typical for that day. He was baptized
as an infant, and his parents followed
through with their iesponsibility to
teach him morality, the Westminster
catechism, and farmine skills. He
attended the village sch-ool and par-
ticipated in the community parties,
outings, and dances.
As a youth he had an unusual but
short-lived experience of weeping
before the setting sun, overcome wit[
the reality of death. Not until the fall
of 1800 did he begin to come under the
Holy Spirit's, conviction. After an
evening of merrymaking at the annual
Thanksgiving celebration, thoughts of
death and judgment returned to haunt
his conscience, displacing the amuse-
ment and ambitions that had pre-
occupied him before. This prompted
him to turn from his vain pursuiis to
religion. Instead of relieving his trou-
bled heart, his prayers, Bible reading,
and good works produced doubts an-d
increased issatisfaction.
Little did he know that this was
God's way of convincing him of sin and
depravity. He had neither hope in God
nor confidence in his own rishteous-
negs. The changed heart hJ sought
eluded him. If the Bible was true. it
condemned Him. If it was not true. still
he was without hope. The writings of
Jonathan Edwards and David Brainerd
deepened his despondency and convic-
tion of his lost estate. He was aware of
his sinfulness, but he was nor sorry
until one sleepless night when, as h-e
later recalled, "A surprising tremor
seized all my limbs, and death ap-
peared to have taken hold on me.
Eternity, the word eternity, sounded
louder ihan any human voice I ever
heard and every moment of time ap-
peared infinitely more valuable than
all the wealth of the world."
After 10 anguishing months Asahel
finally a.ceptei his owi inability to re-
pent apart from an act of God's
sovereign grace, which he now was
prepared to receive. Shortly thereafter
he was overcome with a calmness and
sense of peace, an experience so
uncommon he wondered if perhaps he
had lost his convictions. He had not.
Instead, the character of God had
become more lovely, the people of God
more endearing, the work of Jesus
Christ more precious, the doctrine of
grace more delightful, which is what
he also thought of his new religious
dut ies. Nett leton's conversion was
thorough. He had experienced the full
gamut of human emotion and religious
objections. Because of his intense
awareness of human deceitfulness,
wickedness, and accountability, his
appreciation of the gospel and ex-
perience of the Holy Spirit's fruit were
both deep and sweet.
Nettleton's conversion happened as
a revival was unfolding in Killing-
worth. Religious meetings were en-
thusiast ical ly at tended as Josiah
Andrews from the Missionarv Societv
of Connecticut presided in the absencb
of a permanent pastor. By March 1802,
91 new converts were received into the
church. Having seen the hand of God
at work, and having become a new
person, Asahel had new aspirations of
Christian service. He often thought
while working in the fields, "If I might
be the means of saving one soul, I
should prefer it to all the riches and
honors of this world."
An epidemic (thought o be yellow
fever) claimed 600 lives in Killingworth
during the spring and summer of 1802.
Among the victims were Asahel's
father and youngest brother. As the
eldest son, the responsibility for the
farm and the family were on his shoul-
ders. For the next three years he cared
for the farm, taught in the village
school, and studied under the tutelage
of Pastor Andrews who, by this time,
had settled in the area. He asked him-
self, "What will I wish I had done
thousands and mil l ions of years
hence ?"
The answer was "be a foreign mis-
sionarv." a dream he would never
realize. He enrolled at Yale College in
1805 to prepare for this vocation. The
religious climate on campus was not
as it was in 1802 when one-third of the
student body repented and trusted
Christ. Nettleton was "the onlv pro-
fessor of rel ig ion" in his freshman
class. Because of his quiet and shy
demeanor and average grades, he did
not stand out among his peers. Another
wonderful revival broke out on cam-
pus during his junior year, but at the
same time Asahel went through a
period of hypochondria and depres-
sion. For a time he was confined to his
bed and in doubt of his salvation.
Nonetheless, Yale President Timothy
Dwight said of him, "He will make one
of the most useful men this country
has ever seen." Asahel eventually
returned to school and graduated in
1809. He remained at Yale to work and
repay some debts, hoping to soon join
Samuel Mills in Andover, Massachu-
setts, for missionary study before sail-
ing overseas. He continued his study
under Rev. Bezaleel Pinneo in Milford,
Connecticut. and received a license to
"Ir, m4t be the
means of sauing one soul,
I should prefer it to all
tlte riches and honors
of this world,"
preach in 1811. Whi le await ing the
"Macedonian call" from one of the new
missionary societies he ministered in
the so-called "waste places" of eastern
Connecticut. These were villases with
small and often troubled c[urches,
void of a pastor.
Nettleton's uccess as an evangelist
prevented him from leaving the country
to preach elsewhere. He consented to
the strong advice of his fellow ministers
to remain, as God was granting him
such extraordinary success. For the
next l0 years he served as an evange-
list. Only when his health failed in1822
did he finally give up the hope of
foreign missions. Asahel remained
single throughout his life, first because
of his.desire to travel overseas and
later because of his chronic il lness.
Typically, he would stay in any
given area anywhere from a few weeks
to a few months. He was a catalyst in
either beginning or continuing revival
in virtually every area he visited. The
regularity and success of these revivals
earned Asahel a growing reputation. Of
the 84 converts who professed faith in
the 1818 revival in Rockv Hill. Connect-
icut, all 84 had remiined faithful,
according to their pastor's report 26
years later. A similar report from
Ashford, Connecticut, indicated just
3 spurious conversions from a harvest
of 82 souls.
Asahel's preaching was simple, crisp,
and engaging. He was a brilliant apolo-
gist. He had the unique gift of speaking
to the individual human heart. Dr. Heman
Humphrey of Amherst College said of
him, "Few ministers, I believe, have ever
studied the windinss of the natural
heart with more dili-gence and success
than he did. . . . Hence, those masterly
analvses. which he used so often to
startie his hearers as if all their thoughts
had been suddenly laid open to the
public gaze." Rev. E. Beecher spoke
of Nettleton as a man with "an uncom-
monly constant and firm belief in the
realities of the invisible world. . . of the
absolute necessity of regeneration and
sanctification in order to save the
soul . . . .He had comoarat ivelv no
interest but in this one thing-the ialva-
tion of the soul."
During the average week, Asahel
would preach three times on Sunday
and twice during the week. His sermons
were extemporaneous, allowing for the
piercing eye contact with his audience
for which he was well-known. Report-
edly, when he spoke of heaven it was as
though he had been there, and when he
spoke of hell it was almost as though he
had uncovered the bottomless pit for all
to hear the groans of the damned. He
once considered writing out his ser-
mons, but the task was too laborious for
him and was not the ministry to which
he was called. As a result, only a few
outlines and excerpts have survived. He
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prepared serrnons with just the aid of
his Greek New Testament and concor-
dance. After preaching, an "inquiry
meeting" would often be announced.
Those under conviction would come and
receive a short solemn address, in-
dividual counsel, prayer, and a charge
to go home to their closets to settle their
soul's interest with God. No attempt was
made to extract a commitment but
thousands came to terms with God
nonetheless.
Nettleton always maintained interest
in the individual. House-tohouse visita-
tion was a regular activity. His follow-
up advice to new believers in Taunton,
Massachusetts, was: be humble, be
thankful for what God has done, keep
the unity of the Spirit in the bond of
peace, pray much and fervently for the
continuing outpouring of the Holy
Spirit, do not be satisfied with what has
already been done, and pray for us and
your pastor-that the Word of God may
continue to have free course and be
glorified.
Nettleton was sensitive to the work
of the flesh and strongly emphasized the
conviction of sin and the need for a new
heart, Prayer, love, joy, humility, and
meekness was the spirit of the gospel.
A rapid rise to leadership was dis-
couraged. Protracted meetings were not
allowed. When Asahel sensed people
were "looking to him" for revival, he
would leave. He was once a noshow for
a speaking engagement in Bridgewater,
Connecticut. His absence had its desired
effect as revival went on without him.
tJHe 
had comparatirdy
no interest but in this
one thing-the salvation
of the soul."
Those who opposed revival had little
success in thwarting Asahel's ministry.
In Salisbury, someone tried to stop the
revival by removing all the seats from
the schoolhouse where they were
meeting. The crowd simply moved else-
where. He was berated by disruptions
of his services, false mmors about his
integrity, and allegations about his
theology. But none of these deterred him
in his faithful proclamation of the
gospel.
Asahel contracted typhus in October
1822 and came close to death. The
disease left him in a severely weakened
state which limited his activity for the
rest of his life. His reputation had
reached its zenith, but his energy level
would not allow regular preaching and
involvement in local revivals, He did,
however, compile a hymnal containing
poetry from his pen and others'. This
was designed to meet the needs of a
revival church, as the hymnal of Isaac
Watts was thought to be lofty and more
suited for worship. The volume was
entitled, Village Hymns lor Social
Worship, Selected and Original, Designed
as a Supplement to the Psalms and
Hymns of Dr. Waus.Its popularity pro-
vided Asahel income for the rest of his
life.
Nettleton was disturbed by the
theological transition underway at
Yale College in the 1820s. Nathaniel
Taylor, Yale's professor of theology,
had dissented from the doctrine of
total depravity and inability, carrying
with him a steady stream of under-
studies. This was the "New Haven
Theology," which held that sin was a
function of man's sinful choices and
not an innate characteristic. Apart
from any special work of the Holy
Spirit, man could refrain from sinning
by choosing to do so. This was within
the power of the human will. Ac-
cording to Taylor, free will could not
be influenced by any external power-
such as original sin or the sovereignty
of God. Asahel was in total disapree-
ment with this theology, as it w-ould
undercut conviction of sin and radical
conversion. The rift resulted in the
founding of the Theological Institute
of Connecticut, later to become the
Hartford Theological Seminary.
Asahel became an ad hoc faculty
member of the Theological Institute of
Connecticut in East Windsor Hill in
1834. His lectures and conversations
on revival, evangelism, and theology
were extremely popular. Revivals dur-
ing the 1830s, however, became a rare
occurrence in Connecticut.
Hampden-Sydney College, Virginia,
and Jefferson College, Pennsylvania;
awarded Asahel honorary doctorate
degrees in 1839. He reluctantly re-
ceived these honors after considerins
all the attention he would draw if hi
refused.
The final three years of Nettleton's
life were fil led with il lness and pain,
but with much peace. He rvrote: "The
great truths of the Gospel are more
precious than ever and they are the
truths that now sustain my soul." Two
operations to remove gallstones pro-
vided Iittle relief, Twentv vears earlier
he had written:
Soon I shall pass the gloomy vale
Soon all my mortal powers must
fail
O may my last expiring breath
His loving kindness ing in death.
These words had now become most fit-
ting. Asahel Nettleton finally entered the
presence of his redeemer on May 16,
1844. Gone was the man whom Lyman
Beecher said had "served God in his
generation with more self-denial, con-
stancy, wisdom, and success than
anyone living,"
If God would be so kind as to "revive
us again" (Ps. 85:6) perhaps he will use
people Iike the farm boy from North
Killingworth, Connecticut, who "wished
to be the means of savins one soul" and
instead became one of the most extraor-
dinary evangelists the church of Jesus
Christ has ever known.
I Robert A. Swanson is pastor of Long
Hil l  Bapt ist  Church, Trumbul l ,
Connecticut.
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THUNDER INTHE PULPIT
by Asahel Nettleton
We pray you in Christ's stead, be ye
reconciled to God (2 Cor. 5:20).
I re you pleased wirh the terms
A of salvat ion? I f  vou are, vou
4 lhave doubtless complied with
them. Have you repented and believed
in Christ? If not, whv? No reason can
be assigned but the opposition of your
hearts. If you were pleased with the
terms of salvation, you would not
remain in impenitence and unbelief
another moment.
Many, I am aware, express trong
desires for salvation, and sometimes
say they would give all the world, if
they had it, for an interest in the divine
favor, while thev have never felt in
their hearts the least desree of contri-
t ion for their  s ins, or th-e least degree
of love and grat i tude to the God who
made them, and the Saviour who died
for them. Whatever value such individ-
uals may place on a heaven of eternal
happiness, they do actually prefer sin
to all things else; and in spite of the
offers of eternal life, the calls of a
bleeding Saviour, the invitations, com-
mands, and threatenings of almighty
God, they are now forcing their way
Be Reconciled to God
down to eternal perdition. What, now,
is the cause of this enmitv between vou
and God? Has God evei iniured vou?
Has He ever dealt unkindlv with vou?
What have you to allege againsi His
character, against His law, or against
this treaty of peace?
Do you ask what God requires of
you? The answer is plain, "Be ye recon-
ciled to God." God claims the heart.
Is it hard that vou
should be required
to love God? To feel
sorrow for sin?
To confess and forsake
it? Is this hard?
And from this we cannot denart with-
out entering on forbidden ground,
without disloyalty to God. Individuals
and nations may negotiate a treaty of
peace, though the heart be not engaged.
An outward reconciliation may be ef-
fected, while the heart remains the
same. But not so with God. He looketh
on the heart. If that be withheld, "To
what purpose is the multitude of your
sacrifices unto me, saith the Lord"
(Isa. 1:1 1)? If the heart be not engaged,
however sinners may negotiate about
a reconciliation, their insolence is met
with this repulsive demand: "Who hath
required this at your hand" (Isa. 1:12)?
Without this, not a step can be taken
toward settling you. piace with God.
And now all things are ready. God
is inviting and beseeching you to accept
His message. What is the reply of your
heart? Do you not like the terms of this
treaty? You are required only to be
reconciled to God. What can be more
reasonable than this? Is it hard that
you should be required to love God? To
feel sorrow for sin? To confess and for-
sake it? Is this hard? Or is sin so lovely
and so desirable that it appears hard
and unreasonable that you should be
required to hate and oppose it with all
your heart? Why then, will you not re-
nounce it? Is sin so noble a thine in
itself, and so desirable in its coise-
quences, that you cannot part with it-
that you will lay down your life-your
eternal life-for its sake? Your love of
sin is all the excuse you have, or can
Mov ]986 53
that you will lay down
have. Or will you plead your inability?
What? Cannot be reconciled to God!
Cannot feel sorry for sin? Cannot cease
to rebel against the King of heaven?
What an acknowledgment'is this! Out
of thine own mouth, wilt thou be con-
demned. If indeed, you are so opposed
to God, that you cannot feel sorrow for
sin, this is the very reason you ought
to be condemned. The harder it is for
you to repent and love God, the more
wicked you are, and the greater will be
your condemnation.
- 
God Himself is beseeching you to
be reconciled. And why do you not
obey? Has your pride and stubborn-
ness arisen to such a pitch that you will
not do the most reasonable things,
though God beseech you?
In His name I plead. You may now
disregard the voice of a dying fellow
mortal. Let him be forgotten. But will
you not hear the voice of God? "Hear,
O heavens, and give ear, O earth: for
the Lord hath spoken" (Isa. 1:2). His
commanding voice to every sinner pres-
ent is, "Be ye reconciled to God." Have
you not continued long enough in your
rebellion? Have you not long enough
resisted His call? And will you now
again turn away from Him that speak-
eth from heaven? Will you not hearken
to the voice of the Heavenly Charmer-
your bleeding Saviour? Have you no
repentance-not a tear to shed for the
sins which nailed Him to the cross?
L rn so noble and so
desirable that you
cannot part with it-
your eternal lite
for its sake?
Sinners, must I leave you where I
found vou. unreconciled to God? Your
businels is not with a fellow mortal.
The whole remains to be settled be-
tween God and your own souls. How-
ever hard you may think this message,
it is not mine. God beseeches-God
commands your compliance now. And
will you raise your feeble arm to op-
pose? God is on the.throne; and have
you an arm like God? However opposed
you may be, yet God is on the throne,
and what can you do? God is on the
throne, and wil l dash His enemies in
pieces l ike a potter's vessel.
Before I close, I must remind you
that with some of you, this may be the
last call-the last offer of peace which
God wil l ever send you. But a differenr
message wil l soon arrive. You wil l
shortly hear again from your offended
Sovereign. Before the setting of the
sun, the messenger of death may be
dispatched with a commission to drag
some guilty soul to his dread tribunal.
He may now be even at the door.
By the mercies of God, and by the
terrors of His wrath-by the joys of
heaven, and by the pains of hell-by
the merits of a Saviour's blood. and bv
the worth of  your  immorta l  souls,  i
beseech you, lay down the arms of
your rebell ion; bow, and submit tb
your rightful Sovereign. Oppose, and
sti l l  He wil l reipn. For God hath set His
king upon ulJholy hill of zion, and
hath sworn by Himself that unto Him
every knee shall bow. I
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"Thomas Watson, the great Puritan write6 once
wrote that 'The devil  and his agents have been
blowing at  Scr ip ture l ight .  .  .  '  l t  is  s tar t l ing to
realize that today the puffs are coming lrom
among those who claim to be evangelical, but
pragmatical ly deny the suff iciency of Scripture
for the sum of al l  spir i tual l i fe and duty."
David Wilkerson
Eaal*elist, Author
" . . .  one of  the most  impor tant
books of the past few decades.
It drove me to my knees and I
wept for hours . .  .  absolutely must
reading for ministers and lay-
people whose hearts are aflame
with the jealousy of a jealous
God."
Leonard Ravenhill
" l  consider this book a part of the
alarm to be sounded in His holy
temple as mentioned in Joel 1. I
would l ike i t  to be mandatory
reading for every student of the
Bib le.  .  in  the wor ld . "
r .  ?Jimmy Swaggart
"With some minor reservat ions. I  think i t  is one of the most
needf ul books that has been written in the last few years. lt
is painful  to read, and I  am certain i t  was painful  to wri te.
But I feel the things that have been said in this book are
the truth and needed to be said - desperately so."
john Ankerberg
Eaangelist, TV Talk Show Host
"(The authors) have put their f inger
on a f r ightening real i ty  in  Chr is-
tendom's bl ind spot. (They) have
rendered us al l  an important ser-
vice. Would that we wil l  accept
that service with the same Christ-
l ike sp i r i t  in  which i t  was g iven."
fay Adams
Author
" ln their  expose of the inf i l t rat ion
of Christ ian circ les by bel iefs,
foreign and ant i thet ical  to bibl ical
teach ing ,  Hunt  and McMahon
have done the whole church a
service. I  commend them for the
courage to publ ish such a needed,
yet controversial ,  volume."
Rev. Raul Ries
Senior Pastor, Calaary
Chapel, West Coaina, CA
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" . . . a book that is stirring the
foundation of the church in
the '80s. .  .  explores many of
the false doctrines that are
seducin g Christianity."
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YES, VIRGINIA, THERE ISRIGHT
AND WRONG
by Kolhleen M. Gow
Reviewed by David R. Miller, associate
professor of psychology, Liberty Uni-
vers i ty ,  Lynchburg,  Vi rg in ia.
Parents have a hard enough time
being complacent and satisfied with
their children's education without
reading this book. But they had better
read Yes, Virginia, There Is Right and
Wrong anyway.
Kathleen Gow has written a "once-
in-a-long-while" book that is as discon-
certing as any in recent memory. Yes,
Virginia is important because it chron-
icles the hypocrisy of moral values
education in public and private schools.
Values clarification and values edu-
cation seem so innocent at fint slance.
Surely nothing harmful can haplen to
our children from a discussion of rieht
and wrong, life and death, and situ-
AN EXCERPT FROM
YES, VIRGINIA, THERE ISRIGHT
AND WRONG
Many hold that Values Clarif ica-
tion not only strikes at the very
foundation of our system ofjustice,
but also undermines the highest
ideals upon which viable societies
have been founded. They take this
position because this model suggests
to our youth that whatever values
each person chooses wil l be right
for him or her because he or she
chooses them. This teaching in our
schools is unprecedented-if not
revolutionary. It offers us all the
dangers of  uncharted entry  in to an
orderless moral environment, which
may be irreversibly damaging (p. 53).
ational ethics. Well, guess again! The
myth of moral neutrality on the part of
teachers is the great l ie of an educa-
tional process that seeks to tell stu-
dents they are not bound by the "moral
and religious indoctrination" of their
parents. Imagine a curriculum that
provides a step-by-step guide for de-
ceiving school administrators and
parents while doing values work on
children. Imasine!
Gow has done a masterful iob of
document ing the case against  moral
values education and has written in an
understandable fashion devoid of the
impression of "ax-grinding." I believe
the reader wil l become infuriated at
the chronicling of these abuses and the
blatant disregard for the wishes and
rights of parents.
Sidney Simon, a professor of educa-
tion at the University of Massachusetts
and a founder of the values clarif ica-
tion emphasis for school children,
spoke at a counselor's convention I
attended. He railed against the "radical
right" for having the temerity to ques-
tion the value of values clarif ication.
Paraphrasing his comments, "People
who attack values clarif ication do so
because they don't want children to
have power." And then addressing
these counselors as a oart of the teach-
that the right wing is attempting to tell
educators not to do values clarification
in the classroom. Imagine the boldness
of parents questioning classroom activ-
i t ies.  One would th ink the Darents
actual ly  thought  they had a i ight  to
direct the education of their children.
Gow's book deserves a reading. It
is interesting, factual, non-polemic,
and useful. Yes, Virginia, There Is
Right and Wrong is a make-a-difference
book worthy of attention. (Tyndale
House,  1985,  248 pp. ,  $6.95)
BOOKNOTES
PTAYING MARBLES WITH DIAMONDS:
AND OTHER MESSAGES FOR AMERICA
by Vonce Hovner
Vance Havner is a master of words
and a fine craftsman of catchv phrases.
These l2 messages are fi l led with con-
victing truth flowing out of deep heart
conviction and an ear that is open to
God. Havner notes that, "You don't
have to be included in 'Who's Who' to
know what's what." The subjects vary,
but are primarily addressed to com-
placent Christians and Americans.
Havner wants to awaken both to the
corruption within America and the
church, and to warn of the dangers
that approach. The work is thought-
provoking, challenging, and unforget-
table. (Baker Book House, 1985, 97 pp.,
-J.A.B.
RENEWING YOUR MIND IN
A SECULAR WORTD
ediled by John Woodbridge
Woodbridge has put together a
unique col lect ion of essays on var i-
ous aspects of the general problem of
controlling, purifying, and training
your mind in a distorted society. Walt
Kaiser's article on meditation is of
tremendous value, as is Grant Osborne's
on devotions. A much needed book.
(Moody Press, 1985, 180 pp.,  $6.95)
-D.B.
ABRAHAM AND DAVID
by F. F. Bruce
An excellent Bible study help. Bruce
has compiled a beautiful selection of
charts, drawings, maps, and so forth, of
the important locations in the lives of
these two figures. With a text full of in-
formation, this provides a very useful
tool for families, Sunday schools, and
other serious Bible students. (Thomas
Nelson, 1984, 128 pp., $12.95) -D.8.
TI{E BOOKS YOU READ
ediled by
Cholles E. "Tremendous" Jones
In this giant collection of book
reviews, Charles "T" Jones hopes to
"stimulate a greater interest in reading
on the part of Christians." Christian
leaders and other well-known figures
recommend their favorite books with
observations about the author and work.
An informative book from the man who
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says, "You are the same todav as vou,ll
be in l ive years except lor two tl i ingr,
the people you meet and the books you
read." lExecutire Books, 1986,279 pp.,
$14.9s) _D.H.
EVIDENCE THAT DEMANDS AVERDICT
by Josh McDowell
This is  a rev ised edi t ion of  the
classic. McDowell has updated and ex-
panded rhe or ig inal ,  which is  the most
extensive and helpful encyclopedia <-rf
evidence ol' the historical truth ol
Chr is t ian i ty  avai lable.  Every Chr is t ian
ought to own this-in fact, every un-
bel iever  ought  to be g iven one.  (Here 's
L i fe Publ ishers,  1985,  387 pp. ,  $7.95)
-D .8 .
FILM REVIEW
RAISING POSITIVE KIDS IN A NEGATIVE
WORLD?
by Zig Ziglor
Zig Ziglar has taken motivational
speaking into the realm of home videos.
His four-part series on Raising Positive
Kids in a Nepative World is a natural
and is sure to be as widelv used as
Jamcs Dobson's Ft tcus on the Fumi l t '
f i lm  se r i es .  Z igZ ig , l a r  i s  l r emendou i .
He does not hidc his Christianity in any
rvay and is  as b ib l ica l ly  based as one
could ht-rne Ibr.
But a word of caution. This material
is for new or prospective parents and
those without problem children. Zig's
message is  p lcvent ive,  not  curat ive.
He is  te l l ing parents,  "You have a l l
the oualit ies vou need to be success-
ful." This is ideal for a young married
Sunday school class or parents as yet
without children. But a parent with a
hyperactive child, a compulsive child,
a learning disabled child, or a slow-
learning child wil l walk away from
the presentations only more frustrated
and confused.
Hot lssue
*.'.R€ffi
Moral Values Education-a con-
troversial subject among educa-
tors for years while the public has
remained uninformed. What can
be done? In this timely and much-
needed book, Yes, Virginia, Dn
Gow, a leading educator, sociolo-
gist, and international researcher,
examines the three most widely
used approaches to MVE and of-
fers an action plan for change.
For concerned citizens, parents,
and educators, this thought-pro-
voking document is a must! Trade
paper, $6.95. Available: NOW.
"Cooly, judiciously, Dr. Gow picks
her way through the enormously
complicated and important sub-ject of moral education in the
schools."
William F. Bucklev, Jr.
Available atyour bookstore.
l f  ordering by mail, add $1.00 for
postage and handling.
'rYtoAtE
HOUSE PUBLISHERS
WHEATON. ILLINOIS 601 87
A "Youth{entered" hogmm That Has houen Successful
in tuiAW a DYNAMIC and EKITNG YOWH MNISTRY!
Youth Leadership Training Materials
l$:  $f  $t
$l$i$$$l,f and other ,l(,
Produced by 
-og1:;to"'
Dr. Jerry Falwell's Youth 
.gvl\ov- ,,'
Staff of the Thomas Road-21^f- ,,/ ,,
,,i;s:;;"(.K6t
(Series available in set of three
videotapes [$159 purchase price] or
16mm film [$169 rental] from the Zig
ZigIar Corporation, 3330 Earhart,
Suite 204, Carrollton, Texas 75006-5026)
-D.M.
WOMEN'S INTERESTS
BECOMING COMPtETt
by Morion Duckworlh
This book addresses women who can
affirm, "I believe intellectually that
[God] loves me because the Bible says
so. I do not believe it experientially."
Marion Duckworth has come to
know this love experientially. Her guide
and teacher has been the Holy Spirit;
her textbook, God's Word. As a result,
her insights ring true and come to life.
She now encourages other women to
know that they are always and much
loved bv God. and that out of that love
can come confidence, peace, and genu-
ine service.
Although Duckworth draws upon
her own pilgrimage toward wholeness,
at the same time she has drawn her
readers onto the path and toward the
goal. With the skill of a good teacher,
the sensitivity of a fellow traveler, and
a generous sampling of creative and
useful "journal exercises," Duckworth
has given us a fine tool for personal
growth and group study. (Multnomah
Press, 1985, la2 pp.,  $5.95) -L.F.
THE CINDERETLA SYNDROME
by Lee Ezell
This book is designed to help today's
Christian woman "burst the bubble of
a fairy-tale thinking" and come to a
place of satisfaction in the midst of
present realities. "The Cinderella Syn-
drome" convinces us that "happiness
was yesterday and will be someday but
definitely is not now."
Lee Ezell is a woman who has ex-
nerienced this idealism and writes to
women with a hope of sparing needless
disillusionment and pain. The book is
written practically and is warm and
personal. (Harvest House, 1985, 167 pp.,
$4.es) -M.K.
THE LECTRIC WOMAN
by Morobel Morgon
If you are female and have ever
broken a nail, dropped a plate, changed
a diaper, or gained five pounds, Marabel
Morgan says The Electric Woman is
for you.
The Electric Woman contains tips
on how to look your best, keep your
cool, manage teenage children, and
keep romance in your marriage. In the
book's introduction Morgan states that
she wants to discuss "how to cope with
downers, and how to hope for uppers,
and if we make it that far, how to shate
it with others."
Throughout the book Morgan relates
humorous household calamities, remi-
niscent of Erma Bombeck, and gently
reminds her reader that a few calami-
ties do not a family wreck. The book is
Iight reading, a simple Band-Aid for the
simple hurts of life. Much of the ma-
terial is from her earlier best-seller,
The Total Woman.
Lifechanging it is not, but a few
gentle reminders about faith and family
make this book worth reading if you
have an extra hour or two. (Word Books,
1985,237 pp . ,  $11.95) -A.H.
BRIGHT EGACY
PORTRAITS OFTEN OUISTANDING
CHRISTIAN WOMEN
by lO oulhors
This collection of portraits of 10
outstanding Christian women is a most
fascinating book. Each one is written
by a different author, giving the reader
the insight and personal touch from
lives of women who have experienced
God's mercy in difficult tiines. From
Amy Carmichael of India, to Catherine
Marshall, to others whose names are
not familiar, each one is a blessing
and a delight to read. The portrait of
Adrienne de Lafayette, wife of the
famous hero of the American Revolu-
tion, is a tender story of overcoming
obstacles in turbulent times and of
steadfast love and devotion. (Servant
Books, 1983,196 pp., $10.95 hardback,
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$6.95 softcover) -R.B
Ialk to Your
feen About...
Shh. . . Sgx
by Tim and Beverly LaHaye
Surveys indicate that
four out of f ive teenagers
rare ly  ta lk  to thei r  parents
about  sex.  Yet  most  ind i -
cate they would l ike to do
sr-r. One of the surveys asked,
"Whom would you most
like to talk to you about
sex: teacher, counselor,
min is ter ,  f r iends,  parents?
The majority responded,
"My parents."
As a child grows intcr
his teen years, he thinks
about sex more than ever
and ta lks about  i t  wi th h is
f r iends,  who are as unin-
formed as he. Because of
the enormous sexual pres-
sures placed on teens by
our cul ture,  parents must
talk to their children about
sex at  th is  age.
I have discovered a
great amount of hosti l i tY
toward parents from teen-
agers who are in trouble
over sex (pregnancy, pre-
marital sex, venereal disease,
etc.). Many get into trouble
because they rebel against
their parents, but they maY
also feel resentful toward
parents who never talked
to them about sex, con-
cluding that such discussions
might have forestalled
their mistakes. A survey
tha t  suppo r t s  t h i s  i nd i -
cated that  whi le  most
young people prefer  tc
learn about sex from their
parents, four out of f ive
who were in trouble did
not want to talk to thetr
parents about it.
The evidcnce is  convinc-
ing that  as d i f f icu l t  as i t
may be to introduce the
subject, it is a parent's right
and duty to do so. Even
when our teens show em-
barrassment and temporary
reluctance we must make
sure to leave the door open.
Sometimes a teen wil l re-
flect on the fact that he
responded to an init ial
conversation badly and wil l
be more receptive the next
time. Leave your son or
daughter  wi th the impres-
sion that "anytime you
want to talk, I am ready to
do so. No subject is too
small or too personal for
you to d iscuss wi th me."
A rule of thumb for
parentally guided sex edu-
cation: Start early, be
accurate, answer all ques-
tions honestly to the best
o f  you r  ab i l i t y ,  ma in ta in
an open relationship, and
offer a good example of
real love between partners.
I Adapted from Sex Edu-
cation Is for the Family by
Tim LaHaye. Copyright
O 1985 by the Zondervan
Corporation. Used by per-
mission. See page 62 for
more information on this
subject.
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95 percent of dieters do,
you gain back mostly fat.
Exercise alone does not
counteract other bad habits.
Poor. nutrit ion, obesity,
anct lmproper rest cannot
be corrected by just
exercising.
External motivation.
Motivate yourself. Most
people experience-at best-
periodic motivation when
relying on external sources.
Do not rely on member-
ships, books, diet pil ls, or
rowing machines to moti-
vate you.
Here are some wavs to
stay healthy:
Exercise. Everyone can
walk. Most can jog, bicycle,
swim, do aerobics, or other
cardiovascular condition-
ing (longevity exercise).
Positive attitudes actu-
ally generate good health.
Carefully monitoring our
attitudes and reactions to
situations, and making sure
we are positive, caring,
and helpful, can make a
huge difference in self-
esteem and general good
health.
Control your daily
schedule. Make sure you
have enough time to rest,
exercise. spend time with
your family, and grow spir-
itually. If you do not have
time, you are too busy.
Having control over your
schedule, and learning how
to plan and set goals, are
emotional-good-health pro-
ducers. Above all, allow
Christ to be Lord of vour
health. Do not substi iute
th inss for  Him.
-{'ry
' '"* 
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A Healthy
Perspective
by Gregg Albers, M.D.
One of the major pur-
suits in our society is that
of good health. Bii l ions of
dollars are spent on prod-
ucts, clothing, diet materials,
and nutrit ional supple-
ments that "wil l improve
your health and give you
energy,"  so the adver t ise-
ments suggest. But the quest
for good health has led us
down the wrong path. People
buy these products, but
are not getting healthy
value for  lhe i r  money.
What produces good
health? We can reduce it
to one simple equation:
L i festy le = Heal th.
The things you do on a
daily basis-not the things
you buy-lead to good
health. These include get-
t ing proper rest ;  exerc is ing
sensibly; maintaining a
proper diet and weight;
Keeplng a posltlve, motl-
vated, constructive outlook;
and most importantly,
growing spiritually.
Here are some methods
to avoid:
Periodic dieting makes
you fatter. The lost weight
includes muscle, fat, and
water, but if you gain it
back without exercise, as
A Snob...
wow!
by Mel Johnson
"I l ike my church!"
That is a refreshing state-
ment from a young teen in
a Midwestern town.
But what do others
think about your church,
and you?
I asked a couple of sharp
teens to join us for special
meetings in a church known
for being "on the ball."
Their stern reply threw me
for a loss: "Not me! Those
kids are a big disgusting
cl ique."
Cliques keep others
away, promote suspicion,
and give a bad name to the
pastor and other church
leaders. Young people are
too often the most guilty
of gathering in a corner
with a "King-of-the-Hill"
attitude. This is a symbol
of pride and fear that if
others were to get inside
the circle, they might have
to surrender some of their
popularity and influence.
A Snobl Wow! That puts
pinpricks up my spine.
Christian young people
should remember that our
only proper glory is "in the
Cross of our lovely Lord."
Friendliness is an im-
portant part  of  teen l iv ing.
The abil ity to have many
friends is gained by recog-
nizing that there is some-
thing important about
everyone. Look at the truly
popular kids. You find
them among various groups
and interests.
Congeniality is even
more important in the
church. Folks in the church
need encouragement. Those
outside the church need a
friend who can show them
the "way of l i fe" and dis-
play it in their vibrant
walk and talk. We are
bound to l ike certain people
more than others. But why
not have a lot of friends,
in addition to the "specials"?
Do not be part of a
c l ique.  I t  damages your  in-
fluence and your church's
influence as well. A teen-
ager shows increased ma-
turity as he shows interest
in others. Stay clear of the
trap of self-centeredness
by practicing the presence
of Christ in your l i fe at all
t imes.
He was among many
concerned for their soul
and their happiness.
Get in the game! We
need you. The clique in the
corner of the bleachers
may help us lose. And we
want VICTORY.
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Bookshelf
Critter County Series, by
Christine Wyrtzen. "Rascal,
Mommy, Rascal," has been
the constant plea of my 2-
year-old since the furry
litt le creatures from the
Critter County series came
to our home. Christine
Wyrtzen has teamed with
Paula J. Bussard to pro-
duce a wonderful series of
lessons on biblical truths
that  exc i te the imaginat ion
of any child.
Besides Rascal's Close
Call, other books in the
series include The Glad I
Gotcha Day, Sydney to the
Rescue, Words Can Hurt,
and Guess Who's Afraid.
r  
; '
The books are available
with a 1S-minute casserre
and make a perfect gift for
any child under 8.
P e r h a p s l a m a b i t
squirrely after listening to
Rascal's Close Call l0 times
in two and a half hours,
but I hope the furry crea-
tures come out in a stuffed
or puppet version soon.
(Standard Publishing, 1985, 
.
book and cassette, $4.95;
book only,  $1.29) -D.H.
Perfect "10": The Ten
Commandments for Grad-
uates by Brent D. Earles.
Unique, informed, and up-
to-date would describe the
way Brent Earles has cap-
tured and explained the
essence of Moses' Ten
Commandments. Aimed at
high school graduates,
these 30 brief chapters are
fi l led with practical wis-
Scripture
People
by Faye Field
As I read again the story
of Mary and Martha enter-
taining the Lord in their
home in Bethany, I thought
how wonderful it would
have been to know these
two sisters, friends of
Jesus.
I also wished that I
could have walked along
with those crowding about
Jesus-the widow at Nain,
the man born blind who
was healed, the woman
with the issue of blood,
and many other Scripture
people.
But suddenly a brighten-
ing thought came to me!
There are Scripture people
all around me this very
day. People with the same
fai th,  the same adorat ion
for the Lord, the same be-
Iief in God as those true-
hearted believers of long
ago. AII I need to do is look
about  me for  inspi rat ion.
I know a pastor whose
enthusiasm for God's ser-
vice is a contagious sparkle
that causes everyone who
meets h im to want  to ar ise
and do something for the
Lord. Certainly he lives out
1 Thessalonians 1:7:  "So
that ye were ensamples
[examples] to all."
I have a young friend
who is always full of praise
to the Lord for blessings
that we sometimes take for
granted. She is the epitome
o f  Ma t thew 2 l : 42 :  "Th i s  i s
the Lord's doing, and it is
marvellous in our eyes."
She helps me to be grate-
ful for God's majestic
handiwork.
Another friend who has
very l itt le money spends
many hours each day bak-
ing and carry ing goodies
and inspirational writ ings
to shut-ins. This friend is
surely pictured in Acts 3:6:
"Silver and gold have I
none; but such as I have
give I thee."
I know a woman who
gives wil l ingly to others,
down to her very last
dollar. Her philosophy is
2 Corinthians 9:7: "For
God loveth a cheerful giver."
An elderly lady never
complains though baffl ing
situations often surround
her. She lives by Phil ip-
pians 2:14: "Do all things
without murmurings and
disput ings."
Meditating on these
modern disciples, I realized
I have not missed fellow-
ship with those who walked
wi th the Master .  I  am just
l iv ing in  a d i f ferent  set t ing.
iH:Ttlii:,the ren commandments ror 
Graduates
by Brent D. Earles
Some Christians are about as much fun'as;rifrnu;:tiit
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dom on topics such as
loya l t y ,  commi tmen t ,  i n t i -
macy, respect, jealousy,
transparency, materialism,
and security. One's stan-
dards of conduct wil l be
p laced  i n  t he  sea rch l i gh t
and strengthened by read-
ing this outstanding l itt le
volume. (Baker Book House,
198s, 136 oo., tt.nt,_r.o.u.
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so many people. You should
never do on a date what
you would not want another
young man to do with your
future wife. You bear re-
sponsibility for another
man's most treasured pos-
session. Grant her the
respect and decency that
accompanies uch trust.
You need to save your
sexual expression for your
one true love. Girls sooner
or later almost always ask,
"Have you ever had sex
with another woman?" Will
you be able to look her
straight in the eye and reply
with a clear conscience,
, ,NO"?
Especially for Daughters
Virtue helps to main-
tain self-respect. One of
the greatest problems among
modern teens is a Door
self-image. What we think
about ourselves oro-
foundly influences our
view of God, man, the
future, and everything else
in our lives. Once you vio-
late your virtue, you will
lose self-respect, making
it diflicult to come to grips
with who you are and thus
retarding self-acceptance.
When it's gone, it's
gone. No girl ever became
oromiscuous until she lost
her virtue. Once virginity
is gone, however, a power-
ful spiritual and psycho-
logical reason for refusing
to engage in premarital
sex has also vanished.
Promiscuity usually
leads to unwed pregnancy.
No single event can affect
vour life and familv more
tritically than this. Your
life will never again be the
same.
You will be confined at
a time when you crave ac-
tivity. Adult responsibilities
are thrust upon you pre-
maturely. Education will
become difficult at best,
impossible at worst. You
may miss "Mr. Right," and
sentence yourself to a life-
time of mediocrity because
you had not adequately de-
veloped self-discipline.
This is an exorbi tant pr ice
to pay for a few rapturous
moments.
Informed Darents are
the best sex educators in
their children's lives. It is
no longer optional; it is a
matter of moral survival.
We must arm our sons or
daughters with al l  the in-
formation they need to
make the imoortant deci-
sions in life. Next to the
spiritual dimension, noth-
ing affects them on such a
personal evel more than
sexuality.
t Adapted from Sex Edu-
cation Is for the Family
by Tim Lahaye. Copyright
O 1985 by the Zondervan
Corporation.
Premarital sex clouds
your judgment at what
could be the most impor-
tant time in your life.
Where will you go after
high school? What will be
your vocation? Whom will
you marry? Where will
you go to church? This is
the time for clearheaded,
Spirit-fi l led thinking. It is
not the time to fall prey to
an obsession with sex.
You must learn self-
control and self-discipline.
Everyone knows that sex
is exciting and pleasurable,
but denying yourself the
opportunity of sex before
marriage will never hurt
you. It will build character
into your Iife and teach
you that passions and de-
sires can be controlled.
Directly for Sons
You are to be the spir-
itual leader in any close
relationship you may have.
You cannot lead a girl
spiritually if you have ill icit
sex with her. You have a
responsibility toward God,
your parents, her parents,
the girl herself, and even
her future husband to help
her spiritually while you
are going together.
Premarital sex could
cause you to be faced with
the responsibility of father-
ing an illegitimate child.
God has given you the gift
of procreative life. Do you
want a child whom you
have fathered raised by
someone lse? Or do you
wish to marry a girl before
you can adequately sup-
port her and your child?
Do you want the re-
sponsibility for ruining a
girl 's life? Nothing can
damage a young woman's
life like an unplanned, un-
wanted pregnancy. This is
a heavy weight to carry on
your conscience. No amount
of immediate excitement
and pleasure can compen-
sate for years of grief that
such an act would cause
Parents Make
the Best Sex
Educators
by Tim LaHaye
Emotions often dominate
the decision-making process
between the ages of 15 and
19, but we underestimate
our children if we do not
realize that logic and rea-
son also enter into their
decisions. Since they are
bombarded on every side
emotionally to have sex be-
fore marr iage, only their
parents, the church, and
some responsible adult
friends will provide ade-
quate reasons why they
should wait. The followins
l ist ,  designed for Christ ian
parents of teenagers is not
exhaustive, but should be
representative.
Your body belongs to
God, not to you. "Know ye
not that your bodies are
the members of Christ?
Shall I then take the mem-
bers of Christ, and make
them the members of an
harlot? God forbid" (1 Cor.
6:15, also vv. 16-20).
Every teenager needs to
understand that intercourse
except between married
partners is a sin against
his body, which ( i f  he is a
Christian) is the temple of
God. He defiles not only
himself, but God's temple.
Adultery is a sin, ex-
pressly forbidden by God
seven times in Scripture.
"Thou shalt  not commit
adultery" (Exod. 20:14, also
Deut .  5 :18 ;  Mat t .  5 :27 ;  19 :18 ;
Luke 8:20: Rom. 13:9:
James 2: l  1).
Your personal spiritual
life depends on holiness of
thought and practice. To
be the person God wants
you to become, you must
give some time in your life
to spiritual maturity through
Bible study, witnessing,
and nraver.
til\\
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FREE
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Jay has spent the last 18
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audio and uideo equipment
at wholesale prices. Why?
To help you reach the world
utith the sauing message of
Christ.
ust ccrll fcy Cole
for prices that clre
wholescrle ...orrd
technology rhafs
free!
So, if it's a Panasonic 3-
tube professional broadc ast
canlere, proj ection TV, a com-
plete editing system, special
effects generator, cassette
tnpe duplicator, cassette tape
player, or just 100 C-60 cass-
ette tapes that you need, just
call Jay, (5O1) 521-1758
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Uniqueness continued from page 17
Paul spoke of this in Ephesians
2:14. He talked about a "wall." Paul
recognized that there was a tremendous
wall between the "far-off" Gentile-
far off from God's temple and God's
covenant-and the "near" Jew who had
been exposed to all of God's truth in
the Old Testament. And this wall had
grown. In Christ, Paul wanted to have
shattered that wall, to destroy it, and
to bring these two elements together
in Christ  as one.
Originally, from God's direction,
the Jews were selected to be His people.
In Amos 3;2 God declares His unioue
ident i f icat ion with the chi ldren of
Israel. "You onlv have I known of all
the families of the earth." Israel is a
special nation, chosen by God to be a
channel through which His truth would
come to all the people of the world.
They were to reflect Him to the world.
God made Israel distinct because He
wanted the world to look at them. And
He wanted to keep them separate from
the world.
Traditionally, they were so distinct
that the rest of the world had to take
note of them. And that's the way God
wanted it, in order that the world
would take note and ask, What is this
uniqueness? And the world did say
that from time to time. They looked
and said, "Who has a God like the
Israelites?" That was the point of their
unioueness. God meant it as a tool for
witness. They were to be a channel.
But instead of doing that, Israel
became proud, loved the difference,
celebrated the difference, became proud
about the difference, and elevated them-
selves as though they were better than
anybody else.
It is even possible that that is hap-
pening in Christianity. Certain self-
appointed prophets of orthodoxy see
themselves as elite, and think that they
are better or more spiritual than every-
body else. And instead of being a chan-
nel to reach the world, this "spiritual
elite" becomes an isolated group of
people with their own little lingo, their
own little newsletters, their own little
code, their own little bumper stickers,
their own little radio stations, and tele-
vision stations, and their own books,
and their own everything. And they ex-
clude everyone who is not part of their
little group.
We had better reread chapters 9
through 11 of Romans. God maychange
the way He set things up. That's what
happened to Israel. What was given as
a channel for witness turned into a
point of pride, and finally God just
blocked that channel altogether and
cut a fresh one called the church. Israel
failed. and thev were set aside. It was
tragic. They kept the ceremonies and
they kept the rituals, but they denied
the reality of their faith, they neglected
morality, they forgot the spirituality,
and they had but a shell,
Even in the early church, after
believing Jews and Gentiles were one
and there was neither Jew nor Gentile,
bond or free, male or female, and all
became one in Christ-even though
that was true positionally-the prac-
tical outworkins of that did not come
easily. There was real bitterness be-
tween Jew and Gentile in the early
church.
Believers til l fight similar battles
today. To see Jesus' prayer answered
practically, that His church would
reallv be one. believers must extend
theirhands and hearts to all those who
truly belong to Jesus Christ. There is
no room for elitism in the body of
Christ. We are all unique, but we must
all be united in love. That is the unity
of the body that Jesus wants.
Biblical unity never asks for a sacri-
fice of the truth or a compromise of the
faith or a departure from righteous-
ness, but simply a manifestation of the
humble spirit that seeks what the Spirit
seeks. Too often, discord is strictly the
result of the divisiveness of an ego-
tistical spirit. It is the spirit of Diot-
rephes, who sought only to be first, and
refused to receive the brethren in spite
of the truth, as opposed to the spirit of
Demetrius, who received a good testi-
mony from everyone (2 John 9-12).
This calls for the examination of
the heart. If there is a biblical reason
to be separate, let's celebrate our sep-
aration. If there is any lesser motive
than that. let's condemn it for what it is.
I John F. MacArthur, Jr., is pastor of
Grace Community Church, Panorama
City, California, teacher on "Grace
to You" radio program, and president
of The Master's College, Newhall,
California.
fteseuts
R he dramatic true story of
Evangelist Tom and Pam Williams'
battle with death and their victorv
of love,
I 6mm Motion Picture-Color- 79 Minutes-Rmtal $ 7 5.(N
ruICECI [lEN
This moving film is a must for every Christian who desires a
deep, abiding walk with God, for every family member who
wants his family to be a warm and loving unit, and for every mar-
ried couple who longs to experience the ultimate meaning of
true love and intimacy.
Here it is - the inspirational and uplift ing story of all-con-
suming trust and of the great provision of God. You cannot help
but watch. . .and weep. . .and laugh. . .and go away changed for
HIS 
€lory.
For more information, write or call: Olive's Film Productions, Inc.
P.O. Box 9, Madison, AL 35758 o (205) 837-4166;
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Newsmen Give
the actual investigation and I have been brutally kil led
coverase is  obiect ive.  I  Openlv cr i t ica l  of  Pre
sis  Week at  L iber ty  Univer-  |  become less threatening and |  , \  'a
lll{ff".il^'i:,.T,""f ,ii ltt'i:',{l[irl]''H:H: I l\R.''
Communications Empha- | lot of people. Now they have
ABC 's "CoodMorn ingAmcr -  |  expe r i ence  as  one  o l  c i gh t  I  s teveBe l l ,ABCNews
ica,"  Stevc BeI l :  Wushington I  Amer icans held hostage by It ve l ; a i gton ri ns   
Ilrues syndicated columnist I the Islamic Jihad extremists
John Lofton; Cable News I in Lebanon. Weeks of isola-
Netrvork correspondent  I  t ion and growing fear  led
Jeremy Levin; and Dallas I Levin on an inward spiritual
reporter Peggy Wehmeyer I journey where he reasoned
shared information about I through thr'existence ofGod
career possibi l i t ies and the I  and Jcsus Christ .  He said
inner workings of the media. I that he had "a complete and
Steve Bel l ,  addressing I  profound awakening. My
the media and those it covers. I My captivity was God's'two-
"As a watchdog the press is I by-four' to gct my attention."
coverage is subjective, Bell I hostagc has been released
noted that for the most part I and another is believed to
Insiders' View of Media N.,' s -$W r .  h
Bel l  sees himself  as a I  dent Reagan's pol icy of not
political agnostic, having I negotiating with terrorists,
Whcn  askcd  abou t  t he  I  ando the ro l ' f i c i a l s l oencou r -  |  bv  l unc r  Bu f l i ng ton
New Right ,  Bel l  sa id,  "At  Iageta lkstowardthereleaseof
first when it was shouting I the remaining five hostages.
BBF, Springl ield,  I  that that is where i t  should I  nearly90
ry4
Peggy Wehmeyer said I taped broadcast she vividly
ab le  to  covcr  borh  s ides . "  I  R f te r  l l  monthsof  be ing  I  tha t  a  Chr is t ian  must  be  I  i l l us t ra ted  the  impact  a
W h i l e  a d m i t t i n g  t h a t  t h c  l c h a i n e d t o a r a d i a l o r h e m a n -  l g o o d a t h i s j o b t o m a k e a d i f -  l C h r i s t i a n  c a n  m a k e  i n  t h e
sclect i<-rnt - r l 's tor icsfornews I  aged an escape.  One other  I  f 'erence.Throughtheuseof  a I  media.
overas   bjeciive 
^, 
"  o"ft'JJ":Tffil$ifi:l I Liberty Now Virginia'sLjltf';fi"j,li';nlil;tt I i,"Si.J3 i:-,#Ti-fiTil'J,: I Largest private Collegeand the Left .  I  to wri te their  congressmen I  v
t h e r t - , l e o l  j o u r r r a l i s m , s a i c i  I  a p t i v i t y h a d l i r t l e t o d o w i t h  I  I r e l  i D 1 [ i  r y  | t r  I
tnc rc ' \ \ ' aS?nsq |1 l ) .ao \ ' c r - |P0 l t t | cS , " , . . ' . ; } , i ; i : " . . "# |Mtm
sarial relationship" bctwtln 
I y":lh:v,:::1.:^ ^. -.,, ,.-... I Jonn tofton, woshington Times I Heggy vvenrneyer,vvF/\A-rV,Dolos
the 25 private colleges and
universities that enroll pri-
marily undergraduates.
f t - r r  a t tcnt ion i t  f r ightened a I  According to Sis Levin,  I  Enrol lment  l igures for  I  ln  addi t ion,  the enrol ] -
"The last word wc had lrom I rhe t985-86 school year indi-  |  ment f igure does not include
themsa id theyweremeet ing  lca teL iber tyUn ivers i ty isnow 11,200 s ludents  in  the  un i -
I  twiceadayfordevolions.We I Virginia's largest private I versity's newly established
Calgndaf I aon't know it they are st i l l  I  col l"ege. The fai l  enrol lment I s.hooiof LifelongLearning.
I together. But we can pray for I figures reveal Liberty had a I It does include 4,873 under-
i  a day for devol i ns. We inia 's st  i te i ty '
d ' t   f v  i l l  I  l lese.  l l  l l ent I  Schoolr
May I their safety and soon releasc." I studenr body of 5,930 stu- | graduates, 179 seminary stu-
5-L ibe r t y  I ) n i ve rs i t y  I  S i swearsaye l l owr ibbc 'non  I  den l s ,d i sp lac ing fo r the f i r s t  I  den ts ,82g radua tes tuden ts ,
Commencement I  her  lapel  as a constant  re-  |  t ime the Univers i ty  of  Rich-  |  70 students in  the univer-
t2-LU Summer Modu- |  minderof  theremain ingf ive.  I  mond wi th 4,600 students.  I  s i ty 's  Inst i tu te of  Bib l ica lLIJ er u- i erof r ainingf ive. d t  0 ents.  's t i tute l ical
lars begin I  lohn Lofton encouraged I  et  a t ime when most Vir-  |  Studies, and 726 part- t imel rs  n Jon l  ton uraged A  l r n  v l r -  b luoles,  a t to  r t - l lme
18-Dr.  Faiwet tspeakscr  I  s tudents to s tand f i rm-on I  g in ia pr ivate col leges are I  s tudents in  the lnst i tu te of
High Srrcer Baptist I their convictions. He said I srruggling to maintain steady I Management Studies.
Church, Springlield, I that he is often accused of I enrollment, Liberty's stu- | Liberty's combined tui-
Missouri  I  wearing his Christ iani ty on I  dentbodyincreasedbyl,364 |  t ion, fees, and room and
19-21-Dr. Falwel lspeaksal I  his shir t  s leeve and noted I  students, account ing for I  board are,also amo-ng the
of the state- | lowest in the state for priI - ,  nngl te ld,  t  t  r n re r f l ld  r lyyUpercentot tnes ate-  t  l n  l l -
Missouri I Ue. I wide enrollment increases in I vate colleges at $5,600.
Jeremy Levin, CNN News
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Looking Back.,,1972-1977
1972-On the 16th anni-
versary of Thomas Road Bap-
tist Church, 19,020 people
gathered in the Lynchburg
Municipal Stadium to take
part in the "largest Sunday
school since Pentecost." This
ceiebration marked the be-
ginning of the first Pastors'
and Workers' Conference
which brought 5,000 people
to Lynchburg to study meth-
ods of saturation evangelism.
Liberty Baptist College
grew from I 10 to 484 its sec-
ond year, and 4,000 acres of
land were purchased on Lib-
erty Mountain. OTGH ex-
panded to over 200 television
stations and over 100 radio
stat ions. The Familv Service
ministry was begun, offering
a special program of counsel-
ing and pastoring to families.
1973-Liberty growth
necessitated the nurchase of
the Stewart Armi Hotel and
the Kennedy House for hous-
ing. Ruffner Elementary and
Brookvi l le 
.Middle Schools
were rented [or c lassroor,rs.
The State Council on Higher
Education gave approval for
the college to grant degrees.
l9?4*The Counsel ing
Center opened in the fall.
SMITE was formed as a mis-
sionary extension of Liberty
Universitv.
1975-LBC enrollment
reached 1,244. The former
Brookville High School build"
ings were leased and became
the Timberlake campus. The
church began to hold double
morning services at 8:15 and
I l:00, with Sunday school at
9:45, ta accommodate the
crowds.
1976-On the 20th anni-
versary, 25,000 gathered on
Liberty Mountain. Liberty
Home Bible Institute was
formed with 1,100 enrolling.
"I Love America" rallies
were held in I 12 maior cities.
1977*Faculty and 2,000
LBC students prayed in the
Jerry Fqlwell, Robbie Hiner. ond other students qnd focultv ioin for o
proyer meeting in the snow on Liberty Mounioin.
Liberty Wrestling
Ranks Fifth in Nation
Bob Bonheim, head wres-
tling coach of the Liberty
University wrestling team
since the program's incep-
tion, recently announced his
team's victory at a Division II
Nat ional Tournament at
Southern Ill inois University
at Edwardsville. The Flames
team is now placed fifth in
the nation, the highest rank-
ing of any Liberty University
athletic team.
Two wrest lers,  Perry
Ainscough (l 18 lbs.)and Mike
Hatch (heavyweight) are na-
tional runners up. Pat Bussey
(177 lbs.) is ranked sixth in
the nation. All three wrestlers
are NCAA All-Americans.
. Th. LU wrestling team
has been ranked in the NCAA
Djvision II top l0 all vear.
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"We've never had a losing
season except for our first
year rvhen our record was
5-6," reports Bonheim. "I
think our total record is
probably around 125-37 ."
In the 12 years he has
coached at Liberty, Bonheim
has produced 34 Al l -Ameri-
cans. From 1977-1981 the
Liberty team was the na-
tional NCCAA champion; for
the last three years the team
has moved steadily up in the
Division II NCAA rankings.
After 29 years of coaih-
ing, Bob Bonheim is retiring.
For the 1986-87 season Lib-
erty University has hired
Don Shuler to be head wres-
tling coach. Shuler was a sil-
ver medalist in the Russian
Spartacade Games and a 1984
January snow 0n Liberty
Mountain for the desperately
needed facilities and con-
struction began in March.
The Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools granted
candidate status for accredi
tation to Liberty. Classes
were held on the mountain
for the first time.
The first annual Super
Conflerence was held in bc-
tober and TRBC added an
8:15 a.m. Sunday service to
accommodate the crowds.
"Jesus First" pins were intro-
duced and theFounders' Club
was organized to help under-
writc the cr-rst of the growing
ministry,
Olympic alternate to gold
medalist Mark Schultz. For
the past three years Shuler
has been head coach for
Athletes in Action, affil iated
with Campus Crusade for
Christ ,
Jesse Castro, an NCCAA
national chamoion four times
and an NAIA All-American
for the Flames, is now assis-
tant wrestling coach tor the
Flames.
TRBC Senior
Saints Weekend
Slated
October 3-5 the Senior
Saints Ministry of Thomas
Road Baptist Church will
conduct their  lOth annual
Senior Saints Weekend. The
theme of this year's confer-
ence is "Attaining Spiritual
Excel lence."
Guest speakers include
Jerry Fah.vell, Jim Moon,
A. Pierre Guillermin, Sumner
Wemp, and Harolcl Willming-
ton. Special music will be
furnished by Don Norman,
Robbie Hiner, David Mussel-
man, and a conference choir
made up of Senior Saints
Weekend participants.
A variety of specialized
workshops will be offered.
Norman Hedd ing ,  sen io r
adult pastor, will present
"Starting a Senior Adult
Ministry"; Clinton Browne,
counselor a ' t  Liberty Univer-
sity, will show how to have
spiritual victory over every-
day problems; and Jerry
Pugh, financial advisor at
Old-Time Gospel Hour, will
introduce the world of finan-
cial planning.
A tour of Liberty Univer-
sity is also planned. For more
information call 804-847-2000.
NEWS BRIEFS
Banners Are Taboo
Gospel message T-shirt wearer
Rollen Stewart has had his signs banned
from Washington Redskins home
games.
Rutherford Institute attorneys of
Manassas, Virginia, are challenging
the prohibit ion of religious signs at
Washington's RFK Stadium. Evangelist
Stewart and his associate, Stephen
Francis, were theatened with arrest
when they repeatedly tried to display
thei r  two l5- foot  "John 3:16" banners
at the home games of the Washington
Redskins.
John Whitehead, president of the
institute, called the stadium officials'
actions "clearcut unconstitutional cen-
sorship of religious expression." Since
officials did not ask other fans to
remove their banners, Rutherford
attorneys claim that Stewart and
Francis cannot be discriminated against
because of their relipion.
Family Planning Agencies
Offer Free Contraceptives
to Teens
NEW YORK-A growing number
of family planning agencies are trying
to make it easier for teenagers to use
their services to combat the increasing
number of teenage pregnancies.
The 4,000 publicly supported clinics
nationwide are offering free contracep-
tives, gynecological examinations, and
other services to teenagers from low
income families in order to reduce
unintended pregnancies. The National
Center for Health Statistics is antici-
pat ing 1.1 mi l l ion such cases in  1986.
Planned Parenthood and similar
organizations are advertising their
services in school newspapers, on
radio shows, and on public transpor-
tation to inform teenagers of the impor-
tance of family planning.
Family planning agencies have
established clinics near schools and
recreation areas popular with teenagers.
Fourteen cit ies nationwide also have
public-school-based clinics that pro-
vide routine medical care and refer
teenagers to other places for contra-
ceptive services.
These agencies give low-income
teenagers free contraceptives and
more affluent teenagers contraceptives
at  a min imum cost .
Marriage Hits All-time High
WASHINGTON-Whi|e Americans
are waiting longer to get married, mar-
riages hit an all-time high last year with
2,487,000 couples saying "I do."
Ironically, divorce is contributing to
the record-breaking numbers. According
to the National Center for Health
Statistics, about one-third of today's
marriages are remarriages.
The upturn is also linked to the aging
"baby-boom" generation, those born
after World War II who represent about
one-third of the total U.S. population-
America's largest generation ever.
They're now 2l to 39 years old and more
are getting married for the first time.
The median age for first marriage
climbed to 25.5 years for men and 23.3
years for women by early last year, the
Census Bureau says.
After several years of steady de-
clines, the number of marriages began
rising again in 1978 and broke the 2.4
million mark in 1980. The number has
risen in three of the four years since
then.
Cities Given Power
to Control Adult Theaters
WASHINGTON-The Suoreme
Court recently gave cities broad powers
to control adult movie theaters by
either confining them to one area or
dispersing them to "preserve the quality
of urban life."
The 7 - 2 decision said the city or-
dinance of Renton, Washington, did
not violate constitutional free speech
protection when it restricted adult
theaters to a small, relatively isolated
industrial area. The measure was passed
by the c i ty  counci l  in  1980 befo ie any
adult theaters were located there.
A federal appeals court overturned
the ordinance saying that it may have
been motivated by a desire to suppress
speech and that the city needed to
show that such a restriction of adult
theaters was necessary to meet actual
problems in Renton, not in other places.
However, Justice Will iam H. Rehn-
ouist wrote that Renton's ordinance
was not intended "to suppress the
expression of unpopular news" but to
"prevent crime, protect the city's retail
trade, [and] maintain property values."
Rehnquist further said that cit ies
could not suppress or "greatly restrict
access" to lawful speech, but "we have
never suggested that the First Amend-
ment compels the government o ensure
that adult theaters . . . wil l be able to
obtain sites at bargain prices."
United Dairy Buys 7-Eleven;
Drops Pornographic Magazines
United Dairy Farmers, a chain of
Cincinnati-based convenience stores,
purchased 63 7-Eleven Ohio stores and
dropped sales of Playboy, Penthouse,
and Forum. United Dairy, founded by
brothers Carl and Robert l. indner,
operates stores that feature milk, ice
cream, cheeses, and soda fountains.
Why did United Dairy drop the
sales of adult magazines ? According to
Joe Pedoto, executive vice president of
the company, "Adult magazines are not
part of our merchandising scene-they
don't f it in with our other items. We're
more a family-oriented convenience
store than most. There's no doubt that
convenience stores are the Iargest
distributor of adult magazines in the
country and probably three to four per-
cent of a convenience store's sales are
adult magazines. But we feel our overall
program will offset our init ial loss."
Customers have reacted favorablv,
noted Pedoto. "Init ially there was a lot
of positive response through mail and
phone calls. We haven't heard much
either for or against lately, but we
believe people like our merchandising
concepts and like what we do."
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provide Christian education for
its families. Let Alpha Omega
show you how - step by step.
We Offert
Curriculum Complete Christia n materials
for K'l 2 - Outstanding phonics.based, Chris-
tian Kindergarten program - Bible, Language
Arts, Reading, Math, Science, Social Studies,
plus Electives, all in a flexible worldext format,
promot ing high level  th inking and strong
teacher"student involvement.
Tfaining Our affordable beginning school
training program will enable you to get off on
the right foot. Ongoing annual training is pro.
vided to help your ministry mature.
Support Dedicated Christian staff, com.
mitted to serving you, is available to offer
assistance, including toll.free academic and
classroom help.
FRDf Sample Flaterials and Infor.
matlon on $tarting a Chrlstian
School - Call orWrlte Today
Alpha Omega Publica
P.O. Box 5155, DepL FJ-S
Tempe, AZ 8528I
Soviet Union, who refer to both nations
commonly with the neutral term'super
power,' but are unable or unwilling to
make crucial distinctions about both
systems of government."
Bauer is not alone in his concern for
the image of America taught to students.
Texas textbook analysts Mel and Norma
Gabler have just completed a study of
a 1986 United States historv text and its
presentat ion of  Amer ica,  i r i  capi ta l is t ic
system, and its goals and ideals. Their
study reveals a number of negative
Iactors.
On their battlefront the Gablers con-
tinue their more than 20-year textbook
vigil, evaluating all manner of texts and
urging citizens across the country to do
the same in their own school districts.
In their review of one American
history text published this year, they
found that the textbook accomplishes
the following.
r Blames Reagan for the entire in-
crease in the national debt since 1981
r Blames the United States for the
Cold War, the Korean War, and the Vief
nam War
r  Stereotypes Conservat ives as
hypocrit ical and anti l ibertarian and
L ibe ra l s  as  compass iona te  and
progressive
tions
+
History Texts and Patriotism
ust what are public school
students being taught in their
socia l  s tudies c lasses?
According to Under Secretary of
Education Gary L. Bauer it is not always
patriotism, pride, or a proper historical
perspectlve.
In a speech to the Association of
American Publishers in Januarv. Bauer
revealed the outcome o[ his studv of six
world history texls, their development
of twentieth-century history, and their
portrayal of the United States of
America. He found them wantins in all
three areas.
Bauer cited an encounter between
American and Soviet students that
showed American students were un-
aware of American principles and
history, especially as America contrasts
with the Soviet Union.
"So why is there this confusion
among some of them [4p.r1can students]
about the nature of the societies with
which we share the globe?" he asked.
"Unfortunatelv. a case can be made that
part of the problem resides in our
textbooks-textbooks that are quick to
be hypercr i t ica l  of  Amer ican inst i tu-
tions, while glossing over the intrinsic
character of totalitarian sovernments."
Ci t ing the reason lor  th is  t rend,  he
added what others are saying as well:
"Many textbooks reflect the views of
orominent historians and social scien-
tists *ho refuse to see a difference
between the United States and the
Every church,
regardless of size, can
Bouer. U,S. Under Secretorv of Educotion
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Phyllis Schlofly, president of Eogle Forum
o Blames the rise of South American
dictatorships on Uni ted States '
capitalism
r Claims that the "formation of
business corporations" harmed "or-
dinary working people"
r And "censors so many inconvenient
facts"
In addition, the Department of
Education hearings on the Hatch
Amendment, which reaped thousands of
words on sex education and behavior
modification efforts in the oublic
schools, also revealed how the con-
troversial values clarification program
has affected teaching in social studies
classes.
Parents, teachers, and other in-
terested citizens voiced similar concerns
in the public hearings sponsored by the
Department of Education in 1984. Their
testimonies related to violation of the
Hatch Amendment (also called the Pupil
Rights Bill), which forbids the psycho-
logical testing of students without the
permission of parents.
Of concern here is testimony about
classes dealing with subjects like disar-
mament and student preparation for a
one-world government. Both topics are
included in the public school curriculum
through various behavior modification
(values clarification) classes.
Concern over the growing trend to
train students to accept a one-world
government was covered in several
testimonies. manv of which are re-
corded in Child Abuse in the Classroom,
published by Eagle Forum. For example,
one teacher commented on the "Global
PuUi, school
Another man testified concerning
programs dealing with peace and disar-
mament. "I think it is imperative that
the people assembled here today be
made aware of the fact that public
school classrooms are being rapidly
politicized, particularly over the issue of
peace and disarmament. This disturbing
trend is popping up in all parts of the
country. One such program called
'Crossroads, Quality of Life in the
Nuclear World' is now in use in public
school systems in at least 30 states.
Developed in 1982, it is a'peace educa-
tion'curriculum available in three units,
for social studies, English, and science."
The soeaker also cited another
program called "Choices-A Unit on
Conflict and Nuclear War," sponsored
by the National Education Association.
Phyllis Schlafly, founder of Eagle
Forum which printed testimony from
the hearings, offers some test questions
at the end of the book to aid persons
interested in evaluating school pro-
grams. Some of those dealing with the
manner in which America is portrayed
in the classroom follow.
r Does the program describe
America as an unjust society?
r Does it debunk the American pri-
vate enterprise system and lead the
child to believe that Socialism is better?
o Does it make the child feel guilty
about American high standards of
Iiving?
r  Does  i t  p ropagand i ze  fo r
domestic spending programs while
a t t ack ing  de fense  spend ing  and
economy in government?
o Does it lead the child to believe
that disarmament rather than defense
can prevent future war?
o Does it debunk or censor out our
nat ional  heroes such as George
Washington and Abraham Lincoln, but
spend much time studying controver-
sial contemporary figures ?
Are these cuestions Americans
should be asking? Mel Gabler thinks
so. "It's time for Conservatives tomake
a difference. It's time to stand alone if
that is what is required. It's time
to remember that many times in the
history of this country, it has been one
voice or one vote that has made the
difference."
I Ann Wharton
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Changes in the Philippines and Haiti
Missions Hopeful in Uncertainty
,,:ggs*,'
of the rebell ion ogoinsl the Morcos regime.
anruncl  thcrr .  The pcacel 'u l  resolut ion
ol  the cr is is  cante i is  a great  re l ie f  and
t i r le  o l  re;o ic ing [or  the church merr ' r -
bc rs  and  thc  pcop l c  i n  t he  s t r cc t s . "
Previous c lcn ' ronstrat ions a lso a l ' -
lcc lcd the nr iss ionar ies ancl  nat i< lnal
be l io 'ers.  One tvpical  church,  the Fai th
Fe l l o r vsh ip ,  an  OMS in te rna t i ona l
church, rvas locaterd cln the ntain street
rvhere ntany dcntunstrat it_rns occurrcd.
Thousarnds of  people mi l led about  in
f ' ront  of  the church.  Mentbers u 'hcr
could reach thc area set  urr  rvater  and
rel ' r 'eshnrent  boolhs lor  those nar l ic i -
p a t i n g  i n  t h e  r u l l i c s .  O t h e r .  n r e m h e r  s
c i rcu lated throughout  he crowds,  d is-
l r i bu t i ng  t r ac t s  and  tes t i f y i ng .
No r . t . t iss ionar- ies r por tcd ieel in ' t
danger regarding thcir pcrst-rnal safetyl
though the s i luat ion d id demand cau-
t ion rvhcn ventur ing in to Mani la .  Areas
outs ide of  the c i t l ,  exper ienced much
less tensicin. Llot,d Baker , a 26-year
veteran miss ionarv to the Phi l ipp ines,
noted,  "Of  coul 'se no e lect ion in  the
is lands has er ,er  been f ree f rom some
vio lence.  This was one of  the f reest ,
at least in ntl,memory." Some mission-
a r i es  repo r t cd  no  t ruub le  nha l socve r .
Leonard Trggy, the Asia Secretary for
t hc  Consen  a r i ve  Bap r i s t  Fo re ign  M is -
sion Society, reponed that on Mhdanao,
where the Communist influence is most
st rongly fe l t ,  the i r  miss ionar ies and
national believers have been facins on-
position and persecution lor some t]me.
As the weeks before the e lect ion
saw developments become increasinglv
tense ,  be l i cve rs  who  cou ld  make  the i i
way to church gathered together  for
prolonged seasons of praver. Through-
out  Mani la ,  dozens <l f '  s imul taneous
prayer  meet ings rvere tak ing p lace as
Chr is t ians cal led on God to ln tervene
in the steadi lv  u,orsening s i tuat i r_rn.
One miss ionary l i r , ing in  Mani la  s tated
that  events t ranspi rJd s<i  rapid ly  that
the rebel l ion d id not  have t ime to ex-
pand beyond rhe c i t_v.  He said that
there rvas uncertainly as to horv people
l iv ing in  the provinces wi l l  resp<_rnd t<r
the  change  r i f  gove r  nmcn l .  J im  O 'Ne i l ,
nr iss ionarv in  a centra l  prov ince,  sa id,
"The peoplc in  mr area cxper ienced a
surge of  great  hope when they real -
i z t ' d  Aqu ino  r vou ld  r v i n  l hc  e lec l i on . "
At  th is  t imc most  people are cau-
t iousl l '  opt imist ic  about  the l 'u ture.
Leonard Trggy stated that reports
cor l ing in  l ' ron somc of '  the i r  200
cl rurchcs in  thc Phi l ipp ines re l ' lect  a
ver 'y  posi t ive a i l i tude ' .  Rene At ienza,
a nat ional  pastor  serv ing wi th Con-
se n 'at i r ,e  Bapt is ts ,  sa ic l  that  there is
a long road ahead,  and thc economv
has  be t ' n  bad l r  shu t t c r  cc l ,  bu t  t ha t
t h i s  i s  a  new beg inn ing .
However,  in  the three weeks in t -
mediately following the change of gor'-
ernment, the New People's Armv-the
Communist-backed rebel s-are reported
to  have  con l i nued  the i r  ambushes  and
ki l led 86 people.
Trggy a lso expressed hope that
t h c  C o m m u n i s t  l h r e a t  u i l l  d i m i n i s h .
This wil l aid the churches on Mindanao.
where many miss ionar ies and nat ionai
believers have been intimidatedbv mem-
bcrs of the NPA, and where homes and
churches have been vandal ized.
Glenn Kurka, a missionarv in Bohol,
sa id ,  "W i th  Co l r  Aqu ino  as  p res iden t ,
Dov Laurel  as v ice president ,  General
Ramos in charge o l  the mi l i tary,  and
Juan  En r i l e  se rv ing  as  m in i s te r  o f
defense, the country is standing proucl
to be Fil ipino. Prayer rall ies have been
held dai ly  to  thank God for  a non-
violent takeover. The iuture wil l be
wr i t ten wi th each neu'  day."
Th roughou t  he  pe r i od  o i  po l i t i ca l
unrest  beginning wirh pre-e lecr ion d is-
putes, to the stand-off al Camp Crame,
dt;
The modern city of Monilo wos the center
his u 'as no ord inarv Sundat
n to l r r i r r g  f o l  ve l c ran  m iss ion
ary paslor  Boyd Lyclns and
his Bib le Bapt is t  Church in  N4ani la ,  the
Ph i l i pp ines .  The  chu rch  was  i n  rhe
middle of  a rcbe l l ion,  just  a ferr ,  b locks
l rom Can.rp Crame, the mi l i tarv base(aken  ovc r  b r  P rcs iden t  Marcus ' s  r c -
bel l ious del 'ense rn in is ter ,  Juan Enr i lc .
and L ieutenant  General  Ran.ros,  thc
Armed Forces c leputy chie l 'o i  s ta l ' f  .
Troops loval  to  Marcos oulnumbered
the  rebe l s  bv  a1  l eas t  l 0  t o  l ,  and
Marcos rvas thrcateninc to send in
tanks  t t l  b r i nu  t hc  r cbe l l i on  t o  an  cnd .
Horvever ,  events quick]v turned
aga ins t  Marcos  as  c i r  i l i an  supp ( ) r l e l  s
o l '  Corazon Aquino heard o{ '  the rc-
bel l ion on the Cathol ic  radio stat ion
and su 'armed into the st reets to sur-
round the canrp,  making a human
shie ld to prevent  tanks f rom advanc-
ing.  "One report  s tated that  the crou,d
reached 3 mi l l ion belore Marccis  was
iorced to u ' i thdrarv the tanks,"  sa id
evangel is t  Bob Wi lson,  rvho just  re-
t u r n c d  r o  r h ( ' U n i r e d  S r a t e s  a f r e r  h o l d -
ing meetings at the Bible Baptist Church
d u r i n g  t h a r  c r i s i s .
"At  the peak of  th is  cr is is  tanks
and c iv i l ians surrounded not  onlv
Camp Crame,  bu t  a l so  t he  B ib le  Bap -
t i s t  Chu rch , "  sa id  W i l son .  "Fe rv  r ve ie
ab le  t o  a l t end  the  morn ing  sen i ce .
u  h i ch  becan re  a t ime  o i  concen t ra t cd
prayer  for  the s i tuat ion developing
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to Marcos's leaving the country, mis-
sionaries had to be careful concernins
thei r  comments f rom the pulp i t .  They
wanted to make no statements that
could be interpreted as Support for
either candidate, as many congrega-
tions were divided in their opinions.
Some missionaries feel it is diff i-
cult to predict what wil l occur next
in the Phil ippines. Delbert Hooge, a
missionary born and raised there, sees
four forces actively striving to mold
the country: loyalist Marcos supporters,
Aquino supporters, the military estab-
lishment, and the Catholic church. He
voiced concern about an easy solution.
Whi le c i rcumstances were unfo ld-
ing in the Phil ippines, similar events
were transpiring in Haiti, halfway
around the world. For 28 years the
Duval ier  fami ly  and thei r  supporters
had complete control of this small
ilies in Haiti live on income under 9100
per year. The majority of the people do
enough farming to grow the food they
need to l ive. Many children receive
only one meal a day, provided for them
at government schools. A simple mud-
covered hut costs $10 to 950 to build.
Only one in five Haitians is l i terate.
Farmland is poor due to forests being
stripped to obtain mahogany for export.
The government intentionally kept
the peasant population in fear, poverty,
and ignorance, feeling that the posi-
tion of the governing body would be
threatened if the quality of l i fe for
the peasant was improved. Voodoo
witch doctors were used to convince
the people that they could not affect
their own destinv. Thev were told that
their futures wer-e entiiely in the hands
of evil spirits. Despite international
pressure,  no ser ious at lempts were
The Catholic church, the dominant
religious body in Haiti, is believed to
be a motivating force behind the re-
cent revolution.
As in the Phil ippines, missionaries
in Haiti felt no real threat of danser.
Several missions agencies reporled
that they had churches and Christian
schools looted, not because they were
Christian, but because there was food
or money on the premises. Some mis-
sions agencies decided to pull their
short-term workers out unti l the situ-
ation settled down, but most full-t ime
missionaries felt secure.
Because of the repression of the
Duvalier regime, missionaries had to
be extremely careful in their state-
ments. They too had to fear reprisals
by the secret police. Wallace Turnbull,
Wally's father and a missionary for
more than 40 years, stated after the
revolution, "All Haiti rejoiced when
the abdication of the Duvaliers sig-
naled the end of 28 years of fear. For
these 28 years we had been unable to
write in newsletters, or to speak in
public, even in the United States, of
the things that were tolerated because
of the Duvalier regime. Even now, the
people of Haiti, most of whom were
born under the Duvaliers, do not know
how to react without fear."
No easy solution is seen for the sit-
uation in Haiti, even with the Duvaliers
gone. Wally Turnbull predicts a con-
tinued unrest and struggle for power
among various factions unti l one clear
leader finally emerges. His hope is that
the next president of Haiti be God's
man for t[re position, responsive to the
people. With 57 candidates currently
striving for the position, it may take
some time before a winner is chosen.
In the meantime control is in the
hands of an interim president, although
the people of Haiti and the Catholic
church are also active in the pursuit of
just ice,  and in t ime,  revenge against
members of the tonton macoutes and
the voodoo witch doctors.
Missionaries are lookins forward
to a time of increased gotp""l impact.
The doors are wide open. The people
are more receptive than ever before.
"We are grateful for the restraint
shown all over Haiti by the military,
despite great abuse at t imes. Pray for
them, that along with other segments of
the population, many wil l come to the
Lord. Troubles help people to remem-
ber Him,"  sa id Wal lace.
I Howard Erickson
country just 500 miles off the coast
of Florida. Without question their rule
had been one of oppression and sup-
pression. Francois "Papa Doc" Duvalier,
and then his son Jean-Claude "Baby
Doc" Duvalier, had dictatorships en-
forced by a secret police or militia, the
tonton macoutes, which often brutally
kept critics of the government in con-
trol, gunning down the most vocal
opponents. This suppression of open
criticism resulted in most of the intel-
Iectuals leaving the country.
The majority of the population of
Haiti are peasants, living in primitive
conditions with an average yearly in-
come of only $270. But this total is
deceptive, as the ruling 10 percent of
the population is wealthy. Most fam-
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made to educate the people with the
intention of improving their living
conditions.
The fatalistic attitude instilled in the
peasants kept them from open rebellion
for years. They knew their quality of
life was bad, but were convinced they
could do nothing about it. According
to missionary Wally Turnbull, who was
born in Haiti, "The gospel has been a
major key in turning this attitude
around. For years missionaries told
the Haitian Deasants that their Iives
can make a 
-difference. 
Missionaries
also showed them how to improve
their quality of life. Gradually, not
just Christians, but the whole nation
began to believe that they could change
things."
Tonton mocoutes, Duvolie/s secret police, horossed ond intimidoted Hoitions for neorlv 30 veors
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AFTER ALL
Entertainment or Enlightenment?
by Truman Dollar
riscilla Presley in her book E/vls
and Me, said that the rock singer
could not bear being in a silent
room. The television was always on
whether he was watchins it or not.
Our whole American- population
has a good deal of this psychological
thirst for background noise and enter-
tainment. Recently Chuck Colson oted
that newly released statistics from the
Television Bureau of Advertising show
that television is viewed seven hours
and l0 minutes each day in our homes.
Colson observed that television does
more than influence our values and
our thinking. Television has so pro-
grammed us to be entertained that we
have difficulty exercising the necessary
discipline to make the thoughtful ex-
change of ideas possible.
Neil Postman shares Colson's con-
cern in his new book, Amusing Our-
selves to Death. Postman contends that
our shift from the written word to
audiovisual media discourages ration-
ality and analysis. On the other hand,
television encourages passivity, im-
potence, and irrelevance.
The American hunger for entertain-
ment has invaded even the news. Storm
patterns and forecasts are punctuated
by funny stories and announcements
of l00th birthdays. Funny hats and
one-liners keep our attention so we
can get through the weather forecast.
Folksy anchorpeople talk to each other
and make a serious effort to entertain
while giving the news. Irrelevant per-
sonal anecdotes provide transitions
between the news from Lebanon and
the day's business report.
Automobiles have fancy electronic
equipment, so the finest stereo music
surrounds us while we drive. Some of
the most expensive advertising on radio
is aired during "drive time." Studies
suggest that almost no one drives a car
in silence. We must be entertained even
while we dart in and out of traffic.
The entire Saturday morning televi-
sion schedule is devoted to children's
cartoons. Filmmakers design them so
there is incredible movement and vari
ety. Children all over America are glued
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Sttrf production sets
and talk-show hosts
endlessly entertain us
with "Christian talk"
and music that has a
religious flavor.
to them and moms and dads seem re-
lieved. Recent studies indicate that
excessive cartoon watching intensifies
hyperactivity in children and adversely
affects both I.Q.'s and concentration
levels in school.
The Christian community has been
quick to pick up on this entertainment
trend. We now have "Christian televi-
sion." Slick production sets and talk-
show hosts endlessly entertain us with
"Christian talk" and music that has a
religious flavor. Polls indicate that its
listening audience is enormous, and
people willingly give to support their
addiction.
While I thank God for the oppor-
tunity of preaching the gospel through
the medium of television, I realize that
we must be careful not to degenerate
into the "entertainment mentality" of
the world. Professing Christianity in
recent years has lagged behind the
world only a short time in its decline in
values and behavior. What we see in
the world, we often see in church
the next year. The atmosphere reflects
an audience that says, "Entertain me."
Church music often suggests that
the service is a production-bigger,
brighter, and flashier. Music programs
too often look and sound like they were
designed for secular television. They
must have a visual quality. Whatever
happened to great congregations wor-
shiping God by singing psalms and
hymns? Perhaps we have been unable
to resist entertaining our crowds be-
cause we sense that is what they want.
The entertainment mode is reflected
in our preaching. Humor and illustra-
tions are studied as carefully as the
Bible text. The new religious buzz word
is "communication." The audience's
attention span rarely exceeds 20 min-
utes. Sermons are frequently more
entertaining than helpful. There is
more concern for brevity and humor
than Bible content. People believe they
must enjoy the preaching if they are
going to endure it. Paul was not an
entertainer. He would never have made
it in today's pulpit. He admitted he was
criticized by the Corinthians for poor
communication skills.
The entertainment mode is reflected
in our intolerance of silence. One min-
ute of silence in a church service would
be an insufferable shock. Meditation in
our personal devotional lives is almost
a thing of the past. God wants to speak
to us, but it is difficult to get our atten-
tion. There are two thinss the American
Christian cannot seem io bear: solitude
and silence. Perhaps that is why we
lack power and why we cannot tell
much difference in Christians and the
world.
As for serious reading, we talk more
of Watchman Nee's Ifte Normal Chris-
tian Life and J. I. Packer's Knowing
Godthanwe read them. Most congrega-
tions have not read Foxe's Book of
Martyrs.
We live in a complex world of seri-
ous spiritual problems. Religious enter-
tainment simply is not enough. Let us
practice some discipline. It is not as
much fun, but it is more helpful!
I Truman Dollar, pastor of Temple
Baptist Church, Detroit, Michigan, is a
published author noted for his thought-
provoking and unpredictable insights on
current events. He shares his views in
this column each month.
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